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xceltronix
Multiflex Drive

For your APPLETM
With shamrock
controller $399
With Rana controller
(can handle up to 4 drives) $42

Exceitronix computer Division

computers of unnea Order by Modem
pricest

41 6) 921-8941
dem

(Oatodnic)
14161921-401500 Baud)

FEATURES:
'SA400L base drive.  APPLE compatible. * Complete with
case.  120 day warranty.

The MULTIFLEX APPLE -compatible disk drive is a
standard Shugart SA400L which has been modified to
work with the APPLE II/11 + Ile computers. It is compati-
ble and handles all the special protection disk operating
systems that are in use (including those that use
"half -tracking"). This drive, in a case, com-
plete with a 120 day warranty is avail-
able with or without a controller
card. Thousands already
sold.

Joysticks
Apple II® Compatible
Econo Model 519.95

Self -Centering
With two adjustable controls
Super offer $39.95

TG Joysticks
De Luxe Model $65.00

TG Paddles
De Luxe Model $94.95

Monitors
 BMC BM-12AU: $125

A 12" green phosphor monitor with
a 12 MHz bandwidth, which
is ideal for the APPLE computers (in
either 40 or 80 column
mode).

ZENITH ZVM-121: $149
A 12" green phosphor monitor with a 13 MHz bandwidth
and a 40/80 column screen width selector switch works
with just about any home microcomputer on the market
today.

AMDEK COLOUR -1
A 13" medium resolution, composite video colour monitor
with a built-in speaker, which gives a great colour picture
with just about any computer.

BMC COLOUR: Special
13" in attractive (futuristic) packaging.

AMDEK AMBER:
Amber display

$449

$399

$248

$67.95
Expand you 48K APPLE to 64K. The
MULTIFLEX 16K RAM Card allows other
languages to be loaded into your APPLE from
disk or tape. Allows APPLE CP/M users to run
CP/M 56.

Proto Boards $15.95

Z80 Card Assembled & Tested. No
software included. $79.00

Eva
Multiflex SlImline

Double Sided Disk Drive
Apple" Compatible

Superb value. Double sided capability while it allows the
use of a normal controller. We USff, the newest drive by
Shurgart (SA455) which is a true half size drive. AT-
TRACTIVELY PACKAGED, ready to plug in (it uses
HALF TRACK SOFTW.RE). Now you can get twice
the storage by just a lick of a switch on the back of the
drive. 120 day warranty. Regular price will be $425.00.

Introductory Price $359
with shamrock Controller$449

Also available TWO IN ONE CASE! About
the size of one regular drive. TH is now gives
you storage capability equal to FOUR drives
for only: $649

With shamrock Controller$739
Order by Modem (DatalInk)

(416) 921.8941
(300 Baud)

Floppy Controller Card $86.95

RF Modulators Econo Model
(No sound) $18.95

De Luxe Model (With sound)
$21.95

Diskettes
51/4": per box of 10
Maxell MD -1 (SSDD) 551.95
Maxell MD -2 (DSDD) 64.00
Wabash (SSDD) 29.95
Verbatim (SSDD) 39.95
Control Data (SSDD) 30.89

8":
Control Data (SSDD)
Control Data (DSDD)
Maxell FD -1 (SSDD)
Maxell FD -2 (DSDD)
Ectype (SSDD)

Quantity discounts available

570.00
95.00
80.00
99.00
65.00

80 -Column Card
FEATURES:
*Gives 80 columns and upper/lower case on your APPLE II/11 +
/11e computer.
*Works with PASCAL and CP/M.
*Auto -switch between 40 columns and 80 columns.
*Full inverse video.

The MULTIFLEX Video -80 card allows the user of an APPLE II
computer to have an 80x24 text display with upper and lower case
characters. This board allows the user to switch from a 40 column
display to an 80 column display, and run PASCAL, CP/M and show
APPLESOFT programs in 80 columns. $89

MAIL ORDERS

send cash) Minimum
order is S10 plus S3 for ship_

PRICE POLICY master charge
Send a certilied

cheque or money order (do not

GLARGEX.
ping Ontario

residents must add 7°. provincial
Remember that at Enceltronix all prices are

sales tan Visa.
Mastercard and American Enpress

negotiable for quantity purchases
all you cannot

accepted send card No signature expiry date
altord large quantities

on your own how about

and name of bank.starting a Co op

319 COLLEGE STREET. TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA,
M5T 1S2 (416) 921-5295

ALL PRICES ARE IN CANADIAN FUNDS, 9% FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDED

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card.



PRINTER SPECIALS
.Gemini 10
81/2", Dot Matrix, 80 Col-
umn, 100 C.P.S. Regular
price $615.

Gemini 15 $687
15", Dot Matrix, 132 column, 100 c.p.s.

E PSON MX8OFT $819
81/2", Dot Matrix with GRAFTRAX +

E PSON MX100 $995
15", Dot Matrix with GRAFTRAX +

E PSON FX80 (NEW) $975
81/2", Dot Matrix, 80 column, 160 c.p.s.

A" iv day WartantY

SMITH CORONA $819
Daisy Wheel

OKI DATA ML82A $599
9", Dot Matrix, 80 column, 120 c.p.s.

OKI DATA ML92 $789
4 character sizes, 9", 160 c.p.s.

OKI DATA ML84 $1495
131/2", 2 character sizes, 136/231 c.p.s.

se special prices definitely end June 30th 19
Memory Chips

4164 - 150 ns (1x64k single ( + 5V)
supply) 8.95
4116 200 ns (1x16k) 1.89
2114L200 ns(1kx4 static) 2.49
6116.150 ns (2kx8 static RAM) 8.95
(Pin compatible with 2716 uses
negligible amount of power)
2016-150 ns (2kx8 static) 8.75
2102L-200 ns (1kx1 static) 1.95
5101-CMOS RAM 3.85
2708-(1kx8)EPROM 5.75
2716-(2kx8 EPROM single + 5V) 4.95
2732-(4kx8 EPROM single + 5V) 8.69
2532-(4kx8 EPROM single 5V) 8.95
2764-(8kx8) EPROM single 5V) 13.95

modems
ECONO MODEM
300 baud, acoustic coupler, attractively
packaged, (uses + 5, + 12, -12 voltages
from your computer).
Limited time offer only: $59
EMP 310 MODEM
300 baud, attractively packaged, ready to
use. Normal price $199.
Special price: With Phone:

$169 $179

PAPER
For your printer

Control Data, 91/2" x 11" plain
500 sheets

Other sizes available.

$11.95

Multiflex EPROM
Programmer $99
FEATURES:
*EPROM programmer for APPLE
computers.
*Programmes 2716, 2732, 2732A,
2764.
*ZIF socket for the EPROM.
*Complete with software.
*Built-in programming supply.

PRICE POLICYRememRemember
that al Exceltronor,

all prices are

ber

for quantity purchases
If you cannotstarting a Co OP

afford large quantities
on your own

how about319 COLLEGE

1.

OSBORNE
COMPUTER

New model on sale now

$2289
With 12" Zenith green screen +
adapter 52395
IF you haven't seen a
copy of our catalogue
(published In May ETI
and Computing Nowt)
send for one now.

Order By Modem!

Our own ordering
bulletin board. Call

(416) 921-4013
300 BAUD

921.2571

ET, TORO card No can
NTO, ONTARIO, CANADA,

11/75T 152 (

naste, charge

416) 921-5295

ALL PRICES
ARE IN CANADIAN

FUNDS, 9% FEDERAL
SALES TAX INCLUDED

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified

cheque or money order (do not
send cash/ Minimum

order is SIO
plus S3 for ship

ping Ontario
residents

must add 7°.
accepted

send
sales far Visa. Mastercard

and Amer
nd name of bank "nah"re' "Pir:PirieX
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SURPLUSTRONICS
we will not be undersold

6502 System
(Kit)

Complete Kit: $649
e Assembled & Tested: $748

Includes PCB, complete set of parts (including blank
EPROMS) power supply, case, keyboard and blank Z80 card PCB.

"This could well be the best value in computers
offered at any time, anywhere in the world."

This 6502 board is a vast improvement on others available:

64K RAM (8-4164 chips)
80 x 24 video included on board
Floppy Disk Controller included
FIVE additional slots
Z80 blank PCB included
Powerful power supply
(5V 5A, +12V 2 up to 3A peak, -5V 0.5A, -12V 0.5A)
Superb quality plastic case
Excellent keyboard including numeric keypad
EPROMS (blank) included
Full service facilities: normal maximum charge $50 on properly
assembled kits as described in our service pamphlets.

This board in all honesty far exceeds our original expectations and demand
is spectacular. This board will also fit the older/cheaper cases and
keyboards.

As
Reviewed

In ETI
MOY
983

Mail Orders add $3.00 for handling. Ontario residents add 7%
P.S.T. Visa, Mastercard and American Express cards accepted:

send card number, expiry data, name of bank and signature. Send
certified cheque or money order, do not send cash.

Optional Extra ,11111

.5'/4" Disk Drives
Attractively packaged, ready to plug in.
Extremely reliable. $299

12" Zenith Monitor
Ready to use; switchable for 40 or 80
characters. 90 day warranty. $137

Parts for Z80 Card
Fills up the supplied PCB; enables you
to run CPIM software. $69

PCB only $57
Parts Complete $255

. Gemini 10  rinter ... 499

4

Surplustronics, 310 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 1S3 (416) 925.8603.

4-JUNE-1983-ETI Circle No. 22 on Reader Service Card.
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24

Outdoor P.A.
If you're trying to blow them away and the wind
blows your sound away instead.

29
Instrumentation Techniques Part 1
The 7106/7 digital panel meter gets dressed up as
a multimeter.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Our Cover
The Polyphonic Touch Organ, still
under construction, nestles with some
acoustic friends; see page 15. The
TRS-80 Model 100 is reviewed on page
39. Photos by Steve Rimmer.

39
Computer Review
Compute on a train or plane and look
knowledgeable with the portable TRS-80 Model
100.

42
Saturn Up Close
ETI's roving reporter gets a long distance assign-
ment.

57

67

76

Electromusic Techniques Part 2
Some sequences of systematic synthesiser cir-
cuits.

Introduction to Microcomputers
Quit stalling - read this article and go buy one.

Equal Tempered Scale: Some Notes
A companion article to the organ and syn-
thesiser stories that sort of explains why you
can't get that frigging guitar in tune.

81
Into Digital Part 10
Ian Sinclair's typewriter ribbon must be wearing
thin as he checks out counters and adders.

Projects
15

Polyphonic Touch Organ
Battery powered with a keyless keyboard; take it
into the silent forest to compete with the ghetto
blasters.

32 TimeTan how it takes to burn to a crisp with
the Tanover timer.

a

76

67

15

53
Overload Indicator
Lights up if your preamp or power amp is over-
worked and underpaid.

\16 \73
Proximity Detector
Detects any proximities that might get too close. 53
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NEWSSTAND DISTRIBUTION:
Master Media, Oakville, Ontario

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$18.95 (one year), $33.95 (two years). For US add
$3/yr., other countries add $5/yr. Please specify if
subscription is new or a renewal.

BINDERS
Binders made especially for ETI are available for
$8.00 including postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.

BACK ISSUES AND PHOTOCOPIES
Previous issues of ETI Canada are available direct
from our off ices for $3.00 each; please specify by
month, not by feature you require. See order card for
issues available.

We can supply photocopies of any article
published in Ell Canada; the charge is $2.00 per arti-
cle, regardless of length. Please specify both issue
and article.

Columns, News and
Information
For Your Information 7 Fun of Electronics
Next Month 27 Computer Special
ETI Specials 35 Order Form

Computing Today
ETI Binders

36 ETI Bookshelf
38 Classifieds
55 Tech Tips

Subscriptions 56
61

62
63
79
84

COMPONENT NOTATION AND UNITS
We normally specify components using an interna-
tional standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar
with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or later.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted
with the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1uF is 100nF, 5600pF
is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF 5p6 and 0.5pF

Op5.
Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 1M8,
56kohms is the same, 4.7kohms is 4k7, 100ohms is
100R and 5.60hms is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NOT supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for companies to
manufacture boards and kits to our designs, Con-
tact the following companies when ordering boards.

Please note we do not keep track of what is
available from who so please don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K. Associates, P.O. Box 266, Milton, Ont. L9T
4N9.
B-C-D Electronics, P.O. Box 6326, Hamilton,
Ont., L9C 6L9.
Wentworth Electronics, R.R.No.1, Waterdown.Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 48185,
USA.
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen Street W., Toron-
to, Ont., M5V 2A5.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, 14 Knightswood Crescent,
Brantford, Ontario M3R 7E6.

POSTAL INFORMATION
Second Class Mail Registration No.3955. Mailing
address for subscription orders, undeliverable
copies and change of address notice is:
Electronics Today International, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.



BECKMAN
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS win $282.31

Model 3000
 0.25% Vdc accuracy

Full six -function ittirft
$190 -or

Model 3010
Insta-ohms® continuity indicator

 0.25% Vdc accuracy
 10 Amp ac,dc current

$212.55

Model 301OUL
Insta-ohmse continuity
indicator

 UL listed
 0.25% Vdc accuracy

Model 3050
 0.1% Vdc accuracy

10 Amp ac/dc current
 Audible and visual continuity in

.010 resolution on 200 range

HD -100 SERIES
 Drop -proof

10",,c15:  Contamination-
, -' proof

 Shockproof

The special features of Beckman's nine models satisfy
the needs of all applications from laboratory use to
adverse industrial environments. All Beckman models
are easy to use and reliable because of the single
rotary switch and a custom CMOS LSI chip which
eliminates most discrete components found in other
DMMs. One -hundred percent burn -in and complete
computer testing insure consistent reliability.

COMMON FEATURES FOR ALL MODELS

 2,000 hour battery life
with standard 9V battery

2 amps ac/dc
current ranges

22Mft Vdc input impedance

Superior RF shielding

 Separate "high power"
diode test function

 Auto -polarity, auto -zero,
auto -decimal

 100% factory checkout

Large LCD display

Model 302013
 Audible and visual continuity

indicator
 0.1% Vdc accuracy

$271

Model RMS 3030
 True RMS measurement
 0.1% Vdc accuracy

$315

Model 3060
ame features as 3050 plus:

 True RMS measurement
Direct temperature measurement

$424
DESCRIPTION

WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Model 3000: 3V4 -digit multimeter: 0.25% Vdc accuracy

Model 3010: 31/2 -digit multimeter; 0.25% Vdc accuracy, 10 amps ac and do ranges. Visual Continuity Indicator

Model 3010U1: 3'h -digit multimeter; 0.25% Vdc accuracy. 10 amps ac and dc ranges, Visual Continuity
Indicator, Underwriters Laboratories® listed

Model 3020: 31/2 -digit multimeter; 0.1% Vdc accuracy, 10 amps ac and dc ranges. Visual Continuity Indicator

Model 302013: 31/2 -digit multimeter; 0.1% Vdc accuracy. 10 amps ac and do ranges, Audible/Visual
Continuity Indicator

Model RIMS 3030, 31/2 -digit multimeter: True RMS, 0 1% Vdc accuracy. 10 amps ac and dc ranges,
Visual Continuity Indicator

Model 3050: Bench/Portable 31/2-diglt multimeter; 0.1% Vdc accuracy, 10 amps ac and dc ranges,
Audible/Visual Continuity Indicator, 0.20 ohms. 4 year battery life

Model RIMS 3060: Bench/Portable 3'h -digit multimeter: True RMS. 0.1% Vdc accuracy. Temperature Measuring
Capability, 10 amps ac and do ranges. Audible/Visual Continuity Indicator. 0.20 ohms, 4 year battery life

HD -100: Heavy fluty 31/2 -digit industrial multimeter; 0.25% Vdc accuracy, contamination -proof, drop -proof,
high overload protecton, Visual Continuity Indicator

411)-110: Heavy Duty 344 -digit industrial multimeter; 0.25% Vdc accuracy. 10 amps ac and do ranges,
contamination -proof. drop -proof, high overload protection, Visual Continuity Indicator.

BECKMAN ACCESSORIES
MODEL DESCRIPTION

VC -201 Black Vinyl Carrying Case (182)
DC -205 Deluxe Carrying Case (1)
DC -206 Deluxe Bench Meter Carrying Case (3)
HV-211 High Voltage Probe-50KV DC Maximum (1,2&3)
RF-221 RF Probe - 2KHZ-200MHZ (1,283)
CT -231 AC Current Transformer - 10-150 Amps (1,283)
CT -232 AC Current Transformer - 10-1000 Amps (1,2&3)
DL -241 Deluxe Test Lead Kit (1)

AUTHORIZED BECKMAN
CANADIAN SERVICE CENTER.
FOR WARRANTY AND NON -
WARRANTY REPAIR SERVICE.

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card.

LIST MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

16.90 TL -242 Spare Test Leads (1) 9.81
56.14 DL -243 Deluxe Test Lead Kit (2&3) 19.62
59.95 TL -245 Spare Test Leads (283) 11.99
82.30 TP-254 Thermocouple Temperature Probe K -type nickel
68.13 chromium/nickel aluminum (4) 71.94

108.46 TP-255 K -type Thermocouple, four foot leads (4) 16.90
256.15 TC-253 TemperatureNoltage Converter, C or F (182) 93.74

19.62 FP -260 Multimeter Fuses, 2A/600V, packet of 4 (1&2) 3.65

ELECTRON ICS
LIMITED

980 ALNESS STREET
UNIT 7
DOWNSVIEW, ONT.
M3J 2S2 (416) 661-5585
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New Sharp Computer
The SHARP PC -1251 provides
students and other first-time com-
puter users with a low cost yet
powerful computer system in a
four -ounce package.

No larger than many desk -top
calculators, the PC -1251 uses ex-
tended BASIC programming, with
commands and statements that are
designed for easy programming in
a wide range of applications. DIM,

ETI Magazine is Published by:

Electronics Today International
Editorial and Advertising Offices
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto, Ontario. M4H 1B1
Telephone (416) 423-3262

Publisher
and Editor: HaIvor W. Moorshead
Assistant Editor: Steve Rimmer
Editorial Assistant: Bill Markwick

R. Allan Ryan
Production Manager:Ann Rodrigues
Production: Cindy Baker

Erik Blomkwist
Subscription Department: Bebe Lall

Diane Neill
Accounts Department: Pirjo Dunphy
Advertising
Manager: Senga Harrison
Advertising
Representatives: Omar Vogt

Rick May
Advertising Services: Carolyn Wyatt

COPYRIGHT
All material is subject to worldwide
copyright protection. All PCB patterns
are copyright and no company can sell
boards to our design without our permis-
sion.

UABILITY
While every effort has been made to en-
sure that all constructional projects refer-
red to in this magazine will operate as in-
dicated efficiently and properly and that
all necessary components are available,
no responsibility whatsoever is accepted
in respect of the failure for any reason at
all of the project to operate efficiently or
at all whether due to any fault in the
design or otherwise and no responsibility
is accepted for the failure to obtain com-
ponent parts in respect of any such pro-
ject. Further no responsibility is accepted
in respect of any injury or damage caused
by any fault in design of any such project
as aforesaid.

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. These must relate to
recent articles and not involve the staff in
any research. Mark such letters ETI-
Query. We cannot answer telephone
queries.

informatiow

STRING, INKEYS and others put
this compact unit on a par with
many large personal computers in
terms of programming perfor-
mance.

With 24K bytes of ROM and
4.2K bytes of RAM, including

Hi-Fi VCR Audio
By mid -1983, Sony of Canada will
introduce their new SL -5200 video
cassette recorder featuring sub-
stantially improved stereo sound.
The usual method of recording the
soundtrack has been to use a nar-
row longitudinal track running at
tape speed. The slow speed and
narrow width made for poor sound
quality. Sony has now FM encoded
the soundtrack in between the
luminance and chrominance
signals, and it is recovered by the
rapidly rotating head. Specifica-

Low Profile
Slide Switches
A series of Switchcraft slide swit-
ches with the knob actuator on the
side rather than conventional top
position offers especially low pro-
file space savings on PC boards.
Along with space savings, Series
62000 Slide Switches feature reli-
able 2 -position, 2-C (DPDT) lock-
ing action. PC terminals, located
on .181 -inch by .272 -inch centers,
are offered with or without moun-
ting ears.

A variety of side knob ac-
tuator lengths are available on
special order. New switches have a

3.7K bytes of user area memory,
students can write or load long
programs for a variety of applica-
tions.

Available from Sharp Elec-
tronics computer dealers or from

dons are said to be a dynamic
range of better than 80 dB, distor-
tion less than 0.307o, and wow and
flutter of less than 0.005070.

current rating of 0.5 amps; 125 V
AC or DC.

Switchcraft Products are
represented in Canada by Atlas

select retail stores across Canada,
the PC -1251 offers a 24 -digit dot
matrix display and a reverse/pro-
gram/run mode selector.

Electronics Limited, 50 Wingold
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, with
branch offices in Montreal, Ot-
tawa, Winnipeg, Calgary, and
Vancouver.

ETI-JUNE-1983-7
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i) Sinclair ZXEI I Computer Etc
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Assembled $99.95
The ZX81's advanced
capability.
The ZXB1 uses the same fast
microprocessor (Z80A), but in-
corporates a new, more power-
ful 8K BASIC ROM - the
"trained intelligence" of the
computer. This chip works in
decimals, handles logs and
trig, allows you to plot graphs,
and builds up animated
displays. And the ZX81 incor-
porates other operation
refinements - the facility to
load and save named programs
on cassette or to select a pro-
gram off a cassette through
the keyboard.

New, Improved specification.
Unique 'one -touch' key word
entry: eliminates a great deal
of tiresome typing. Key words
(PRINT, LIST, RUN, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.
'Unique syntax -check and
report codes identify program-
ming errors immediately. 'Full
range of mathematical and
scientific functions accurate

to eight decimal places.
'Graph -drawing and animated -
display facilities. 'Multi-
dimensional string and
numeric arrays. 'Up to 26
FOR/NEXT loops. 'Randomize
function. 'Programmable in
machine code. 'Cassette
LOAD and SAVE with named
programs. '1K -byte RAM ex-
pandable to 16K. 'Full editing
facilities. 'Able to drive the
new Sinclair ZX Printer (to be
available shortly).
II you own a ZX80...
The new 8K BASIC ROM as us-
ed in the ZX81 is available as a
drop -in replacement chip.
(Complete with new keyboard
template and operating
manual). With the exception of
animated graphics, all the ad-
vanced features of the ZX81
are now available on your ZX80
- including the ability to drive
the Sinclair ZX Printer.
16K Memory Expansion Kit
(No P.C. Board) $49.00

Sinclair's new 8K Extended Basic offers features found
only on computers costing three or four times as much.
'Continuous display, including moving graphics. 'Multi-
dimensional string and numerical arrays. 'Math and
scientific functions accurate to 8 decimals. 'Unique one
touch entry of "key words" (i.e. basic and system com
mands). 'Automatic syntax error detection. 'Randomize
function. 'Built-in interface for ZX Printer. 'Connects to
standard TV and cassette recorder. '164 page manual
included. 'Power supply (9V at 650 ma) optional for
$14.95. '1K of memory is included.

 
ZX81

$149.00
Designed exclusively for use with the ZX81 (and ZX80
with 8K basic ROM), the printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated graphics.
COPY command prints out exactly what is on screen. At
last you can have a hard copy of your program listing
and results. Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
Connects to rear of ZX81 - using a stackable connector
so you can use a RAM pack as well. A 65 ft paper roll, in-
structions included. Requires 9 volts, 1.2 amp power
supply (option extra).
Machine Language Software
ZXAS Machine Code Assembler. A full specification Z80
assembler. Standard mnemonics are written directly into
your BASIC program $19.00
ZXDB DIsassembler/Debugger. Perfect complement to
ZXAS, also provides single step, string search, block
transfer, hex loader. $19.00
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Software
GAMES (Arcade, Adventure,. Strategy)
KRAKIT  Win 520.000 524.95
1K GAMES PACK II games for 1K ZX81 13.95
GOBBLEMAN - Famous arcade game. 19.95
ZX GALAXIA . SYNC said this ZXB1 version
was the best 19.95
ZOMBIES/SWORD OF PEACE
two exciting games 19.95

GUNFIGHTER/30 TIC TAC TOE/LIFE .3 For 1 15.95
RUN THE COUNTRY . What would you do if
you were in power, 15.95
MOVIE & SUPERHERO HANGMAN  Guess the
names before the hangman comes 13.95
PLANET OF FEAR Find your kidnapped
spaceship 19.95
INCA CURSE  Get the gold out of
Inca Temple 19.95
ALIEN SPACESHIP . Free your ship I rom an
Alien Cruiser 19.95
AROUND EUROPE IN 80 HOURS a race
against time, 15.95
INHERITANCE Inherit your Great Uncle's
estate 15.95
POP STAR Enter the evciiing music
business 13.95
BLACKJACK Up to 5 players against a
computerized dealer. 1395
SLOTS. Beat the onearmed bandits 13.95
ZX SCRAMBLE- Fast moving space scenario 1995
GALAXY INVADERS  Repel fleets of hostile
invaders 1995
THE KEYS TO GONDRUN  a magical kingdom
awaits 13.95
MARINE RESCUE . rescue divers horn a
sunken sub 13.95
ESPIONAGE ISLAND survive on a secret
island 19.95
INVASION FORCE The ultimate space
game' 19.95
BATTLESHIP The classic confrontation
of strategy 1315

CONCENTRATION. WORD CHALLENGE.
NUMBER CHALLENGE 19.95
SHELL GAME, NUMBER MAZE  challenging
puules 13.95
TRADER . I ully animated game 24.95
SUBSPACE STRIKER a new dimension in
space warfare. 19.95
STAROUEST discover a New Earth among
disaster 19.95
ZOR . mediaeval Jousting by two robots 19.95
ENCOUNTER a UFO sighting turns into a
nightmare 19.95
3D MONSTER MAZE great graphics, highly
rated 19.95
CATACOMBS . unlimited number of game
levels 19.95
BACKGAMMON . 1915
FLIGHT SIMULATION . 19.95

CHESS GAMES

1K CHESS (IX811
2K CHESS (TS10001
15 CHESS I (Master16K)
ZX CHESS II (Enhanced - I6K1

13.95
19.95
19.95
29.95

PROGRAMMERS AIDS & LANGUAGES

ZX ASSEMBLER - Two pass assembler for
MC programs 19.00
ZX BUG - MC monitor and disassembler for
debugging 19.00
TOOLKIT . 9 new BASIC commands for
the ZX81 19.95
ZX FORTH  58 pg manual enhances this
language 39.95
Z.AID 1.0 . A must for MC programmers 19.95
FASTLOAD'  LOAD programs up to 6 limes
faster 24.95
'TM

HOUSEHOLD/BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS PACK 111  Cash, Breakeven and
Depreciation Programs & Int Rate Return 39.95
BUSINESS PACK 02 . Project Scheduler,
Pro) Proposal 19.95
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING PACK -
2 tapes & manual 39.95
PERSONAL STOCK MARKET PLANNING . 2
tapes & book 39.95
PROPERTY MANAGER . a must for landlords 29.95
INVENTORY CONTROL & STOCK ANALYSIS
 for businesses 24.95
VUCALC  Financial Spreadsheet 2915
VUFILE Int ormation Retrieval System 29.95

EDUCATION & FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT
SIGNALS & CODES . learn Morse Code 19.95
BIORHYTHMS - Track your up & down cycles 15.95
FLASHCARD  Memory Aid and testing device 1395
SOLAR SYSTEM FILE  a databank of solar
System 15.95
PROGRAM OF DAYS . trivia and famous
birthdays 15.95
WEIGHT CONTROL DIET PROGRAM  A weight
loss program includes booklet 39.95
'MATHEMATICS 'GRADE ONE 2995
MATHEMATICS -GRADE TWO 2995
MATHEMATICS  GRADE THREE 2915
MATHEMATICS . GRADE FOUR 2915
MATHEMATICS. GRADE FIVE 2915
MATHEMATICS . GRADE SIX 2915

'All Mathematics series Includes two
tapes, holder & workbook.

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR
SINCLAIR AVAILABLE.

Books
COMPLETE 2X81 BASIC COURSE  inc. 2
tapes 39.95
NOT ONLY 30 PROGRAMS: 1K 16.95
MACHINE LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE 1915
Z3(81 ROM DISASSEMBLY PART A & PART B 24.95
UNDERSTANDING ZX81 ROM 19.95
T/S 1000' PROGRAMS. GAMES and
GRAPHICS . 16.95
(EARNING T/S BASIC 2395
THE BASIC HANDBOOK 29.95
49 EXPLODING GAMES 16.95
COMPUTER FOR KITS SINCLAIR EDITION 8.95
MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON YOUR ZX81 24.95
T/S 1000 USERS GUIDE (Vol 11 16.95
EXPLORERS GUIDE TO THE 2X81 16.95
ZX81 POCKET BOOK 16.95
GETAWAY GUIDE 16.95
GETTING AOUAINTED WITH YOUR 2X81 16.95

Hardware
ZX81 Ass.
ZX Print
64K  RAM (klemotec ci
32K RAM (Memotech)
16K RAM (Memotech)
16K RAM (Sinclair)
16K RAM (Kit no PC board)
Power Supply (650 MA.)
Power Supply (1 AMP)
Keyboard (uncased)  47 Keys, Assembled
no soldering rep.
Metal Case for above
Memopak High Res. Graphics Pack
Memopak Centronics Type Parallel Printer
Interlace

99.95
149.00
249.95
179.00
89.00
59.00
49.00
14.95
19.95

119.95
2915

19995

159.95

Interface for icy serial printer & 4 cassette
recorders; Include. plugs, cords and a detailed
manual.

MEMOPAK 64K MEMORY EXTENSION
The 64K Memopak extends the memory of the ZX81 by
56K. and with the ZX81 gives 64K, which is neither swit-
ched nor paged and is directly addressable. The unit is
user transparent and accepts commands such as 10
DIM A(9000).
Breakdown of memory areas ... 0-8K Sinclair ROM.
8 -16K -This area can be used to hold machine code for
communication between programmes or peripherals.
16 -64K -A straight 48K for normal BASIC use. $249.95

Memopak...
MEMOPAK 32K $179.00 and 16K $89.00
MEMORY EXTENSIONS
These two packs extend and complete the Memotech
RAM range (for the time being!) A notable feature of the
32K pack is that it will run in tandem with the Sinclair
16K memory extension to give 48K RAM total.

MEMOPAK HIGH RES GRAPHICS PACK
HRG Main Features -  Fully programmable Hi -Res
(t92 x 248 pixels)  Video page is both memory and bit
mapped and can be located anywhere in RAM 
Number of Video pages is limited only by RAM size
(each takes about 6.5K RAM)  Instant inverse video
onloff gives flashing characters  Video pages can be
superimposed  Video page access is similar to Basic
plotlunplot commands  Contains 2K EPROM monitor
with full range of graphics subroutines controlled by
machine code or USR function $199.95

MEMOPAK CENTRONICS TYPE
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
Main Features - Interfaces ZX81 and parallel
printers of the Centronics type  Enables use of a
range of dot matrix and daisy wheel printers with ZX81
 Compatible with ZX81 Basic, prints from LLIST,
LPRINT and COPY  Contains firmware to convert ZX81
characters to ASCII code Gives lower-case
characters from ZX81 inverse character set $159.95
POWER SUPPLY SOOma $14.95
POWER SUPPLY 1A $19.95 (FOR PRINTER)

Orion Electronic Supplies Inc.
40 Lancaster Street West

Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9
(519) 576.9902

Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque, Money
Orders accepted. COD's, shipping & insurance ex-

tra. Write for our FREE FLYER.

Prices subject to change without notice

ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM .



ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM

EXPANDER $1775.00
SPECIFICATIONS
PHYSICAL

 Dimensions: 171/2" Wide 41/2" High 163/4 Deep
 Shipping Weight: 32160

DISPLAY
CHARACTERISTICS

 Black and white mode 24 x 80 character display.
 128 character upper/lower case including control keys.
 Option expandable to 256 charcters
 Black/white graphics resolution 160 horizontal a 72 ver

II Color graphics resolution 80 x 72
 64 colors, each with 4 intensities for a total of 256 col.
ors

Simultaneous use of all colors
 40 characters x 24 lines in color mode
 Video output standard NTSC televisor compatible.

Disc Controller Card up to four Double sided. Double Density Disc Drive $475.00

INTERFACE
 RS 232 Serial Interlace
 Centronic-style parallel interface for I/0

KEYBOARD
80 -key layout
62 -key typewriter style
18 -key numeric calculator -style keypad.
Auto repeat
User -selectable for 4 function keys
4 cursor ke s

GENERAL OPERATING
FEATURES

 Z80 A 13.58 MHz) CPU
 64K RAM memory.

 S 100 bus (IEEE -696)
MI 4 slots for expansion
 Real-time clock programmable for 64 msec to 4 mil
sec

Interrupt driven keyboard, real-time clock, serial port
and cassette interlaces
II 5 additional prioritized interrupts available
IN Addressable up to 16 mBytes using bank switching.

SOFTWARE
 CPIM compatible
 4K ROM Monitor with commands for loading and saving
ch cassette to and from memory and for program execu
lion
 Runs on any 280 -based CPIM compatible applications
software.

A PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
for the price of a personal computer

At last, a professional computer that doesn't cost more
than a personal computer. It's called the Expander, and
it's easy for beginners to understand, yet capable of the
most complex tasks for your business needs. As a
business computer, the Expander can also be used as a
word processor, can display graphics in 256 colors, and
handle numerous program languages. The Expander ac-
commodates many existing peripherals, making it the
most flexible professional computer on the market today
... and all for the price of a personal computer. The Ex-
pander may well be exactly what you are looking for in a
computer, but, until now, you haven't been able to find.

EXPANDER CAN BE USED FOR WORD PROCESSING
The Expander also works as a word processor, with a high
quality typewriter -style keyboard. Any experienced typist
will feel comfortable with the Expander. It's as simple as
working with an ordinary typewriter! There are several dif-
ferent word processing programs available for use with
the Expander.

EXPANDER DISPLAYS GRAPHICS IN 256 COLORS
The Expander can display your graphics in any or all of 256
colors, all selectable in either BASIC or the system
monitor, making it easy for a programmer who wants
graphics in many colors. S-100 boards are also available to
plug into your Expander for very high -resolution graphic
needs.

EXPANDER HELPS YOU TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS
The Expander can help you with all your business needs:
Speed up customer service. Avoid hiring extra clerical
help. Set up close inventory controls. Produce accurate,
timely and complete management reports. Make billing
easier. Monitor receivables and payables. Tap
underdeveloped prof it centers. Free staff from routine
tasks for more important jobs. The Expander can help you
make dramatic improvements in all these areas!

EXPANDER COMPATIBLE WITH MANY PERIPHERALS
The Expander is a S-100 (IEEE -696) compatible computer,
and gives you the widest choice of boards and peripherals
available. As a result, the Expander can be used for many
applications not previously considered for small com-
puters. For example, controlling very large inventories,
communicating intensively with other computers, and
monitoring a sophisticated burglar alarm or heating/air
conditioning system in several different locations.

EXPANDER CAN USE MANY LANGUAGES
The Expander can use many different program languages:
BASIC. PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL, APL ALGOL, C,
MACRO and many more that run under CPIM format. If you
use a special program language, the Expander is likely to
fit your needs.

Et.
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EXPANDER IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND
The Expander has been designed for easy use, because a
computer is only as useful as your ability to understand it.
The Expander is very easy to understand, with an easy -to -
read instruction book. You will start learning how to pro-
gram in BASIC within 10 minutes. Try it for yourself. You'll
be surprised!

EXPANDER DOESN'T NEED A TERMINAL
The Expander, unlike other more expensive professional
computers, doesn't need a separate terminal. This gives
you important advantages: faster operation, less cost, and
less space.
EXPANDER AND ALL THIS
High quality typewriter -style keyboard. Built-in separate
calculator keypad. 2 user -programmable f unction keys w/4
functions. 4 cursor control keys. Screen format: 80
Characters/line-24 lines. Characters in both upper and
lower case. 4K ROM operating system. 64K RAM memory.
Parallel printer interface (industry standard). S-100 Bus
(IEEE -696) w/4 slots. CP/M compatibility. Z80 A processor
(3.58 MHz). Real-time clock. RS -232 Serial interface.
Cassette tape interface. Video output & color graphics in
256 colors. Complex -tone generator w/internal speaker.

Expandable to 512K of memory!

Includes 64K of RAM
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IMOINIE1 LOOK AT THIS! 6502 BOARDS & ACCESSORIES

Electrohome Monitors
& Accessories

EDM926/B&W
9" Black & White monitor
EDM9261P31
9" P31 Green Monitor
EDM1226/B&W
12" Black & White Monitor
EDM1226/P31
12" P31 Green Monitor
ECM1302-1
13" Color RGB Monitor
ECM1302.2
13" Color RGB Monitor Hi Rez.
1.1302

$159.50

$169.50

$179.50

$189.50

$499.50

$850.50

$ 69.50
NTSC Interface for ECM1302 for Apple II Corn-
puters
MP -1302 -APL $249.50
RGB Card for Apple II or Franklin 100

Fully Assembled, 100% soft and hardware Apple
II plus compatible computer $695.00
(AMB-1 + Keyboard + Case + Power Supply
and Speaker, fully assembled & tested)

Above computer with 1 drive, 1 controller, and
12" green Electrohome Monitor $1300.00

ABB-2 $55.00
Has on -board provision for 64K RAM 80x24 Video, Flop-
py Controller and 6 slots.
2114L-3 Low power RAM $2.25
AMA $399.50
Mother Board, APPLE II Compatible, Assembled &
Tested c/w Basic ROMS, 48K RAM, Made in Japan
ABB-1 45.00
APPLE II Compatible, Motherboard (no components)
6502 Board KIt $275.00
Includes all parts
PDA-232C $149.00
Serial interface RS232C Card for APPLE II c/w Cable &
Manual, Three Operating Modes: I/O, Terminal, Remote

$149.00AEB-1
EPROM Burner Card
AIC-1
Integer Card
AEC -1
80 Column Card

$129.00

$149.00

ALL MONITORS SOLD WITH A 1 YEAR WARRANTY FROM ELECTRONOMS

See us at Computer Fair June 23-26, Booth #293

AZC-1 $149.00
ZBOA (CPM) Card
APC-1 $129.00
Parallel Printer Card
ASC,I $129.00
Serial Printer Card
ALC-1 $99.00
16K RAM (Language) Card
AGC-1 $219.00
Graphics Parallel Printer Card
AKB-1 $109.95
Keyboard; replacement for APPLE II
AC -1 $85.00
Beige APPLE II Case (No keyboard)
APS-1 99.00
Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V 5 amps,
+ 12V i 1 amp, - 5V @ l amp, - 12V @ 1 amp
APS2 $109.00
Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V © 3 amps,
+12V i 2 amps, - 5V (a 1/2 amp, - 12V @ 1/4 amp; c/w
on -off switch & connecting wires
AAA -2
Disc Drive, 51/4", APPLE II Compatible, Excluding
Controller Card $395.00
with controller $450.00

ADC -1 $99.00
Disc Drive Controller Card for two drives; Apple II Com-
patible
APPLE II is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer
Inc.

OR1011
Electronic Supplies Inc.

I ECTROSIC DISTRIIWTOR
- EDUCATIONAL - CCNEENEAVAL - MOBEVIET

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card
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Modular Digital Multimeter
A new systems digital multimeter
(DMM) featuring a combination
of accuracy, speed and measure-
ment capability has been introduc-
ed by John Fluke Mfg. and is
available in Canada exclusively
from Allan Crawford Associates
Ltd.

The new Fluke model 8505A
will measure DC volts at 10 ppm
absolute accuracy (90 days, 18_C
to 23_C). On the 10V DC range,
the meter increases its resolution to
71/2 -digits. Up to 500 readings per
second are possible in the DC volts
mode at 61/2 -digit resolution and
full accuracy. This is unequalled
by any other DMM available to-
day.

The instrument is modular in
design so options can be added at
any time for averaging or rms AC
voltage measurements, as well as
precision ohms and current. Inter-
face options include full talk -listen
IEEE -488, RS -232-C and several
parallel configurations, offering a
control solution appropriate for
most system applications.

For your infornriation

To further enhance system
operation, the 8505A has swit-
chable front -rear inputs. The posi-
tion of the inputs may be sensed
from the remote interfaces. It also
features and external trigger input
and a scanner advance output for

.n rt
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precise measurement control and
fast throughput.

The 8505A is microprocessor
based, providing a variety of inter-
nal math programs to enhance
testing procedures. Prompting
messages and error codes help

phi to atfenci
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June 23, 24, 25 & 26, 1983
International Centre,

Toronto, Ontario

Computer Fair is an exceptional opportunity to capture the booming micro-
computer market. Previous shows have emphasized data processing and major
business applications. with micros playing a minor role. Now. Computer Fair
allows manufacturers and distributors to display. demonstrate and sell their
products and services directly to their intended market.

Visitors will capture the thrill and excitement of the computer age through
seminars and lectures by acclaimed authors and industry leaders. They can
explore every microcomputer application, telecommunications, word processing,
education. graphics. music games. database management. languages. business
and more.

Computer Fair will be open to the buying public with seminars ranging
from "How to buy a microcomputer", right up to Programming and application".

For information or reservations, call or write
Debbie Bannon

Cameron MacDonald
Allan Stiver

Computer Fair
2282 Queen St. E.. Toronto Ontario M4E 1G6 (416) 690-9666

Quantity ticket discount available.

Free parking.

r

simplify operation.
Contact: Mrs. Debbie

Muraca, Allan Crawford
Associates Ltd., 6503 Northam
Drive, Mississauga, Ontario. L4V
1J2 (416) 678-1500.

New Microboard Databook
Complete technical informa-

tion on the full line of the RCA
Solid State Division's Microboard
computer systems and
microprocessor development
systems is contained in the
databook, "RCA Microsystems"
(SSD-270).

Three separate sections pro-
vide ratings, performance
specifications and user informa-
tion for the CDP18S600 series of
Microboard computer systems, the
CDP18S family of microprocessor
development systems and the soft-
ware required to operate both.

MICROSYSTEMS
Microboarcts

Devetopment
t,tems

are

RCA Microsystems (SSD-270)
is available for $7.00 U.S., payable
by check or money order from the
RCA Solid State Division, Box
3200, Sommerville, N.J. 08876.
The databook is also available
from RCA sales offices and
authorized distributors.



Also. 
Northern Telecom of Canada to-
day announced that its SL -1 digital
business communication system
has been granted type approval by
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Corporation (NTT), the
Japanese government telecom-
munications authority. With type
approval, the SL -1 systems may
now be used in the Japanese public
telephone system.

In addition to the SL -1, type
approval was also granted for the
SL -1 electronic telephone set and
for Northern Telecom's Add-on
Data Module, which permits data
communications as well as voice to
be switched through the SL -1.

Northern Telecom and Mitsui
& Co., Ltd. of Japan have signed a
long-term agreement under which
Mitsui will distribute the SL -1 in
Japan. With the granting of type
approval, Mitsui will now begin an
active marketing program to sell
SL -1 systems to Japanese custom-
ers, directly and through sub -
distributors.

Northern Telecom is the lar-
gest manufacturer of fully digital
switching and transmission
systems in the world. To date,
North Telecom has nearly 6,000
SL -1 systems sold or on order, to
serve about 2.3 million telephone
lines in 40 countries around the
world.

With U.K. sales running at 50,000
units per month, Britain's fastest -
selling home computer, the
Sinclair ZX Spectrum, is to be
launched in over 30 countries
worldwide.

"We anticipate initial sales of
15,000 per month rising sharply
through the remainder of the
year," commented Sinclair's
managing director, Nigel Searle,
"and plan to increase Spectrum
production significantly to meet
overseas demand."

While it is concentrating at
first on European markets,
Sinclair Research has also received
large advance orders from its
agents in South American and the
Far East, and is strengthening its
export team to open up new
markets in the Middle East and the
Third World. There is still no word
on North American availability.

European micro -computer market
leaders Commodore Business
Machines (UK) has announced a
$50 million program to build per-
sonal computers in the English
midlands.

The new manufacturing facili-
ty is expected to employ over 300
people by the end of next year, and
will become the company's
manufacturing and distribution
centre for Europe.

Job vacancies for engineers, ac-
countants, executives and other
professionals increased 13% in the
last three months, according to the
Technical Service Council/Le
Conseil de Placement Profession-
nel, a non-profit placement service
run by industry. The increase was
the first in 21 months and follows
the longest decline since the survey
started in 1969. However, vacan-
des decreased 66% in the last 12
months. TSC's quarterly survey is
based on job listing by 1,700 min-
ing, manufacturing, construction,
consulting and service organiza-
tions. It does not represent open-
ings in governments or in institu-
tions. Ontario reported the largest
number of openings (293), down
72% from a year ago. Alberta was
the second with 158 and 70%,
followed by B.C. (116 and 28%)
and Quebec (90 and 59%). The
number of openings in other pro-
vinces was so small that percentage
changes are not significant.

"Employers are more opti-
mistic about the economy than
they were three months ago," ac-
cording to Neil A. MacDougall,
president of Technical Service
Council. "However, the recent in-
crease in hiring has been sporadic.
It's not yet certain that a sustained
upturn in employment has
started."

According to Public Affairs Inter-
national in co-operation with the
Electronic Equipment Manufac-
turers Association, Mr. Donald
Johnston, Minister of State for
Science and Technology, has re-
ceived general approval of his
technology policy paper. The em-
phasis in the paper is expected to
be on the application of new tech-
nology within industry, both to
boost technology -intensive jobs
and to increase productivity. It is
also anticipated that there will be
efforts to increase the number of
firms doing R & D, hopefully rais-
ing the R & D target to 2% of the
GNP by 1990 and to recommend
additional incentive spending of
about $300 million for 3 to 5 years.
The timing of further development
is uncertain at the moment due to
linkage to the budget and/or the
Speech From the Throne.

Edukits, the Toronto -based elec-
tronic kit manufacturers, have
completely revised all their kits and
instructions resulting in a very
much improved range. ETI has
seen examples of these and we are
impressed; everything seems to
have been thought of. According
to Mke Doyle of Edukits, the new
kits are selling very well, principal-
ty in Ontario but soon the rest of
Canada will be well served. The
latest addition to the range is
0-24V, 0-1A regulated power supp-
ly retailing for $49.95.

Edukits, P.O. Box 38, Station
'N., Toronto, Ontario. M8V 3S4.

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE
ON A DIGITAL

CAPACITANCE METER?
As a matter of fact you don't have to pay $250 to
$700 and up, anymore, for a Digital Capacitance
Meter that is both dependable and rugged, with
good accuracy.
The Model MC100 is manufactured by DAETRON
and is sold directly to you, eliminating costly mark
ups by the middle man and distributors.
Check these features:

 Portable (only 41/4" x 21/2" x 11/2")
 Extensive range - 50 pF to 9,999 uF
 Completely assembled (no kit to assemble)
 Basic accuracy 2% (± one count) on pF and nF
ranges, 5°/0 (± one count) on uF range
 Decimal points light up when battery is low or
when capacitor is over range.
 Full 4 digit display
 Uses special circuitry to save on batteries (bat-
teries not included))
 90 Day parts and labour warranty

The meter is also well suited for the hobbyist,
technician or engineer who wants to quickly sort
and check out many different type capacitors,
especially those that have lost their markings.

DAETRON
935 THE OUEENSWAY, BOX 641
TORONTO, ONTARIO M8Z 5Y9
(416) 499-7221

I PLEASE SEND ME

---(QUANTITY) MC 100(s) r" $89.95

ONTARIO RESIDENTS ADD 7./0 PST

SHIPPING AND HANDLING a $1.85 per instrument

 I ENCLOSE CHEQUE
 VISA CARD NO EXPIRY DATE

SIGNATURE

Immediate shipping on orders with Certified cheque, money order or Visa.
Personal cheques, please allow 2 to 3 weeks for clearance.

$_

TOTAL $

NAME

MONEY ORDER

ADDRESS

CITY PROV. POSTAL CODE

 BILL MY VISA

ETI 0683

ETI-JUNE-1983-11



Test Leads
Leads in Coline's TLS 2000 series
carry a safety certificate from UL
and are rated at I kV, 10 A. The
set comprises two 1.5 m long,
silicone rubber -insulated leads
with a shrouded 4 mm plug at each
end. Pairs of probes, spring hooks,
spade terminals and alligator clips
are also included. Items can be
purchased separately. Contact
BCS Electronics, 980 Alness St.,
Unit 7, Downsview, Ont. M3J 2S2,
(416) 661-5585.

Correction:
In the May Digital Capacitance
Meter, potentiometer PR2 is
shown incorrectly in the Parts List
as 47K ohms. This should have
been 4K7. The schematic is correct
in this respect.

For your iriformation

Multiple -Use
Data Converter

Now available from Ferranti
Semiconductors is a new 8 -bit
multifunction data converter.
Designated ZN435, this monolithic
IC is composed of a voltage output
DAC, on -chip precision reference,
8 -bit binary up/down counter,
8 -bit I/O port, clock oscillator, in-
put select switches and control
logic.

Extremely versatile, the
ZN435 can be configured to oper-
ate in a variety of modes, such as
DAC, ADC, tracking ADC,
voltage -to -frequency converter,
wave form generator, track -and -
hold circuit, and voltage -control-
led oscillator. Additional features
include 8 -bit accuracy, 800 ns settl-
ing time and single +5V supply
operation.

RESET

The ZN435 is currently
available in an 18 -pin plastic DIP
(ZN435E) for 0_C to + 70_C
operation and an 18 -pin ceramic
DIP (ZN435J) for -55_C to
+ 125_C operation. The ZN435E

Map
ANALOG
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is priced at $4.95 U.S. in quantities
of 100.

For technical specifications,
write or call Ferranti Semiconduc-
tors, 87 Modular Avenue, Com-
mack, NY 11725, (516) 543-0200.
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BOOKS

SOFTWARE BOOKS
Rs 1./1 TM TM

1 I A E Broderbund 541.95 I 2 Book of Apple Software 83
2 6 Miner 2049 er Microfun 49 95 2 6 Elementary Apple
3 - Ultima II On -Line 75 95 3 3 Apple II Users Guide
4 I Wavy Navy Sirius 45 95 4 I Apple Graphics 8 Arcade Design
5 4 Chess Odesta 87 95 5 4 Beneath Apple Dos
6 10 Aztec Datamost 54 95 6 10 What s Where in the Apple Atlas
7 8 Replon SilluS 52 95 7 8 Custom Apple & Other Mysteries8 - Wrzardry Su -Tech 68.95 8 - Apple II Circuit Description
9 5 Rendezvous Edu-ware 54 95 9 5 Apple Tech Notes

10 7 Zork I Infocom 51.95 10 7 Nibble Express II

TM TM

1 I Computes 2nd Book of Atari Compute 519 95
2 - Inside Alas Dos Compute 27 95
3 Computes 1st Book ot Atari Graphics Cornpule 19 95

Mapping the Alan Compute 19 95
5 Alas Sound & Graphics Wiley 13 95
6 6 Book of Atari Software 83 Book Co 25 95

7 Technical Notes Alan Inc 44 95
8 5 Your Alan Computer 4001800 Osborne 22 95
9 10 Computer for Aids Creative 6 95

10 9 Kids 8 the Alan Datamost 25 95

BOOKS TRS-80
TM LAI

1 4 Learning Basic for the TRS-80 Compusoh 527 95
2 1 Machine Language 110 I J G 38 95
3 3 TRSDOS 2 3 Decoded I J G 38 95
4 - TR5-80 Model II Users Guide Wiley 18 955 - TRS-80 Means Business Wiley 18 50
6 2 Custom IRS -80 I J G 38 95
7 5 Microsoft Basic Decoded I J G 3B 95

8 6 TF15-80 Disk & Other Mysteries I J G 29.95
9 8 Basic Faster 8 Better I J G 38 95

10 9 How to Write a IRS -80 Program Datamost 19 95

11.4

Computes First Book 01 VIC Compute
2 2 Kids 8 The VIC Datamost

3 7 VIC-20 Programmers Rel Goode Sams
4 10 VIC-20 User's Guide Osborne
5 3 Gelling Acquainted with the VIC-20 Creative

6 5 Starting with BASIC on the VIC-20 Prentice Hall
7 6 Elementary Commodore Datamost
8 8 Programming the PeVCBM Encyl Compute
9 4 Commodore Software Encyclopedia Sams

10 - VIC-20 Program Writing Book Arcsoft

$19 95
25 95
23 50
10 95
11 95
12 95
19 95
39 95
13 95
6 95

SOFTWARE
Tm

1 1 Miner 2049 er
2 - Shamus
3 5 Zenon
4 - Slarbowl Football
5 7 Astro Chase
6 4 Fon Apocolypse
7 2 Wizard of Wor
8 3 Frogger
9 9 God

10 Kid Grid

SOFTWARE
TA LT

1 2 Weern
2 4 Sea Dragon
3 I Frogger
4 - Micro Cord
5 3 Outhouse
6 5 Penetrator
7 8 Caterpillar
8 6 Flight Simulator

Book Co
Datamost
Osborne
Book Co

Duality
Micro
IJG
Sams
IAC
Nibble

Big Five Rom 569 95
Synapse Tape 59 95
Dalasoft Tape 54 95
Damestar Tape 39 95
First Sott Tape 41 95
Synapse Tape 44 95
Roklan Disk 58 95
On -Line Tape 47 95
Roklan Disk 58 95
Trona Tape 38 95

525 95
19 95
22 95
25 95
26 95
32 95
32 95
29 50
89 95
19 95

25 95
34 95
25 95
32 95
25 95
32 95
25 95
42 95

9 7 Park Fantastic Tape 23 95 Disk 29 95
10 10 Laser Defense Med Systems Tape 25 95 Disk 32 95
(Specify MOON I 01 Al These programs Oa nor roll On the colour compulerl

SOFTWARE
TM

2

3.
4

5

6

7

9

10

uir

4

2

3

7

8

6

Grid Runner
ChoPltnet
Skibbereen
Mariam Raiders
Swarm
Sidewinder
Shamus
Crossfire
Deadly Duck
Worm War I

Big Five Tape 20 95 Disk
Adventure Int Tape 34 95 Disk
Cornsolt Tape 20 95 Disk
Cornsoft Tape 25 95 Disk
Soltsector Tape 20 95 Disk
Melbourne Tape 32 95 Disk
Sohsector Tape 20 95 Disk
Sublogic Tape 32 95 Disk

11 E 5 Rom 559 95
Creative Rom 59 95
UMI Rom 54 95
Broderbund Tape 27 95
Tram Tape 38 95
Tronix Tape 38 95

E 5. Rom 59 95
On -Line Tape 47 95
Sirius Rom 52 95
Sirius Rom 52 95
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111020
See us at
Computer -Fair
Booth #126

Terrestrial Interference
The RF spectrum must be getting
to look like a bargain basement
during a 99C sale. The trick is to
prevent various signals from get-
ting in the way of yours, and a
publication is offered which is said
to aid you in setting up various
suppression/avoidance techniques.
It should be particularly useful to
those with satellite receivers in
RFI-prone locations. It's called
ASTI, for Avoidance/Suppression
of Terrestrial Interference and is
available (before July 1) for $99
U.S., from Howard Shippey,
Microwave Filter Co. Inc., 6743
Kinne Street, East Syracuse, N.Y.
13057, (315) 437-3953 collect. No
mention is made, presumably, of
what you do for extra -terrestrial
interference.

They call this a
clean room? A pig
wouldn't live in such a

room! I'll show
them what
clean is.



QUALITY ACTIVE, YOUR
SERVICE 14/4, NUMBER ONE
AVAILABILITY CHOICE

ActiveComponents
We are the largest because we are the best.

Over $40 million in stock. The world's most
complete professional and hobbyist inventory.

I GRAND OPENING
Everyone's Marching to
Active Components

New Downtown Toronto Store

11111011113  PASSIVE COMMENTS  1111111SONS

E2

I.LIVIV,t.c1V411,tc,..r:a192):&z*

NOW CONVENIENTLY LOCATED AT
14 CARLTON STREET (AT YONGE)

COLLEGE SUBWAY - EXIT CARLTON
977-7692

ACTIVE COMPONENTS is
your one stop source for the
widest variety of top quality
state of the art technology.
 Semiconductors  Integrated

Circuits  Microcomputer Boards
 Printers  Terminals  Floppy

Disk Drives  Transistors  Diodes
 Optoelectronics  Capacitors

 Resistors  Sockets
 Connectors  Switches  Knobs
 P.C. Boards  Solder and Wire

Wrap Tools  Plugs  Jacks
 Electronic Tools  Artwork Aids

 Data and Reference Books
... and much more.

1 -Please send me your new
Spring/Summer catalogue
... Absolutely FREE.

Name
Address
City
Pro v.
Postal Code
MAIL TO: 5651 Ferrier St.
Montreal, Quebec H4P 1N1 '

MONTREAL
5651 rue Ferrier
Montreal, Quebec
H4P 1N1
(514) 731.7441

OTTAWA
Baxter Centre
1050 Baxter Road
Ottawa, Ontario
K2C 3P2
(613) 820-9471

TORONTO
14 Carlton Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1K5
(416) 977-7692

DOWNSVIEW
4800 Dufferin St.
Downsview, Ontario
M3H 5S8
(416) 661-1115

CALGARY
5809 MacLeod Tr. S.
Unit 109
Calgary, Alberta
T2H 0J9
(403) 259.6437

VANCOUVER
3070 Kingsway
Vancouver, B.C.
V5R 5J7
(604) 438.3321
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STIRPLUSTRONICS
We accept Visa, Mastercard and
American Express Super Expansion Sale
20 MByte Hard Disks
Limited Supply

Great

Range from $299-$799

Deal

VIDEO CARD 80x24
BARE BOARD : $17.95

Assembled & tested ready for use (Auto switching between 80x24 and
40x24) Fully compatible with CPM, Wordstar, Pascal, DOS 3.3. $89

-Note again that to build this card it will probably cost you more than
to buy it assembled & tested.

Floppy cont bd. which has provision for
2716 EPROMS (350ns) $17.95

Attractively Packaged
Keypads

With encoder. Schematics included.
Great for experimenting. Buy before
they all go.

16K RAM CARD
For your 6502 board allowing you to expand your
48K system to 64K fully assembled and tested
ready to plug in ONLY 569

BARE BOARD $16.95
NOTE: We believe that to buy the parts for your bare 16K board
may end up costing you more, than to buy the finished product.
(also no debugging headaches.)

$6.95

8" DS, DD Drives
and single sided, double density, CDC
and Shugart (used)

Range 5149-$295

12" Electrohome
Monitors

Open frame. Mostly brand new, never used.

549.95
RGB 13" Colour Monitors
Open frame. Great condition. Limited Quantity.
Schematics available.

Range from $99-5249

All Items
mentioned In
this ad are
Anal sale and
sold as -is

PARTS ON
SALE

2114 (200nS) $1.95
4116 (200nS) ....$1.70
Special: 24 of
above $39.00
2716 $4.95
Special: 6 of
above $25.95
2732 $8.95
Special: 3 of
above $21.95
6502 $6.89
4164 $8.50
2764 $11.50
Z80A $5.50
6845 $11.50
All sockets
Super quality 1c per pin
(Quantity discounts
available)

SA390
Drives
$195

includes only
mechanism and
speed control.

300
BAUD

MODEMS
Range

519-549

8088
BOARD
COMING

SOON

51/4" DISK DRIVES
SS, SD and DS,DD. CDC &
Shugart

Range $89-$199

TERMINALS
ADM -1, ADM -3 and others

Range $99-$299

Z8000 System
With all documentation. Very
limited quantity. Unbeatable
price.

BOSHERT
Power
Supplies 14D
Brand New. 5V 6A, + 15V
-15V 3.9A Regular $250.

$399

51/4" Floppy Controller
Assembled and Tested for your
6502 Board with BLANK
EPROMS

$59

Used 6502
Board

Power Supplies
Range $29-$59

Circle No. 28 on Reader Service Card.
310 College Street, Toronto, Ont. M5T 1S3 (416) 921-6558



Featuring a 'touch sensor' keyboard constructed right on the printed
circuit board, this polyphonic organ project covers a two -octave range,
has loudspeaker output plus two 'voices' and can be operated from a
battery or AC adapter. by Barry Wilkinson

Roger Harrison

TWO PROBLEMS come to mind when
you consider small organs and synthe-
sizers. One is the fact that they may only
play three notes at once, and the other is
the size and expense of the keyboard. The
ETI electronic organ solves both pro-
blems: it's polyphonic, which means any
number of notes can be played simultan-
eously, and the keyboard is incorporated
into the printed circuit tracks.

Many notes
There are two basic ways to generate
many notes than can be sounded simul-
taneously. You can commence with a
'master' oscillator at some suitably high
frequency and have a series of frequency
dividers that divide this down stage by
stage to produce the required range of
notes. This has the advantage that only a
single tuning control is required to set all
the notes on frequency. That's fine and
dandy, but the pitch interval between
notes in the chromatic scale (i.e. the ratio
of a note to the note above or below) is
based on the twelfth root of two. This
means that, to produce a scale based
around middle C, at least, the lowest fre-
quency you can start off with is around 2
mHz. A string of dividers constructed
from discrete ICs would consist of many
devices and be quite expensive. However,
there is a device called a 'top octave syn-
thesizer' which performs this task - but
further dividers are required to produce
the 'usual' range of notes. The drawback
is the cost - the crystal and top octave
synthesizer will set you back around $30
to start with!

For cost reasons, we've chosen the se-
cond method. Twenty-five oscillators
have been used to generate each of the
notes in a two octave -plus -one range from
F below middle C to F" above middle C.

Each oscillator is implemented using
a single two -input gate - and that in-

cludes the touch sensor keying! Hence all
the oscillators require only seven quad -
gate ICs - leaving two space gates which
have been used in the tremolo circuitry. In
addition, Schmitt -input CMOS gates have
been employed (4093s) as they have two
distinct threshold points on the inputs
which means they can be driven on or off
with certainty, unlike conventional
CMOS gates, such as 4011s which have
only one threshold point. Using this, the
problem with moisture on the keyboard
holding notes on has been largely over-
come. The action of each oscillator and
how they are keyed is explained in detail
in the How It Works panel.

This project has tremolo circuitry
and two 'voices', but the circuitry has
been arranged differently this time.

Loudspeaker output is provided by
an LM380 audio power output amplifier
IC. This is capable of driving 1 W into a
four ohm load from a 9 V supply and for
this reason we have specified the use of
two small speakers. The common 50-75
mm diameter loudspeakers generally have
an eight ohm voice coil. Connecting two
in parallel gives a four ohm load and con-
siderably more output. You can add a
jack socket to take the organ's output to
an external amplifier if you wish, in which
case you'll get a much richer sound.

Construction
For clearly obvious reasons, you'll get
best results using our pc board design.
However, if you intend making your own
pc board, we should point out that tar-
nishing of the copper on the keyboard
area can be a problem. We solved that on
the prototype by coating it with solder.
It's a fair solution, but not all that pretty!

Make a careful check of the pc board
before commencing construction. Check
that all the holes are drilled to the correct
size. This is particularly important with

the row of trimpots. You may need to drill
holes near the two ends of the board,
above the keyboard area, so that moun-
ting pillars can be screwed to the board.
Exactly where and what size will depend
on how you're going to mount the board,
and that we'll have to leave up to you.
Some suggestions are given later. Check
that the two slide switches fit in the slots
in the pc board. Enlarge the slots with a
small file if necessary.

Having satisfied yourself that the
board's all OK, all the trimpots can be fit-
ted first. All the resistors can be soldered
in place next, mounting them right down
on the pc board.

The LM380, IC9, should be soldered
in place next. Make sure you orient it cor-
rectly. Now cut two 'flag' heatsinks, as
shown in the accompanying illustration.
You can use tinplate or thin copper
'shim'. Both can be obtained in small
sheets from hardware stores. Arts and
craft stores have sheet stock used in cop-
per tooling. Tin the two tags at the bot-
tom, each on the side that solders to the
LM380 pins. You'll need an iron capable
of supplying quite a bit of heat and having
a 'chisel' bit. Don't overdo the solder.
Then, carefully tin pins 3-4-5 and 10-11-12
on the LM380. Take one of the flags and
orient it as shown in the diagram. Hold
the tag with the solder side against the ap-
propriate pins of the LM380 using a pair
of pliers. Apply the flat of the iron to the
tag until you see the solder flows freely.
Remove the iron and keep the flag steady
until the solder sets. This process is known
as 'sweating'. If you hold the flag with
your fingers while doing this you'll know
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Polyphonic Organ

exactly what it means! Now sweat the
other flag to the other set of pins of the
LM380. Do this carefully. While the
LM380 is quite rugged, don't overdo it
with the soldering iron. If you make a slip
and have to resolder it, let it all cool down
first.

If you plan on using the organ with a
hifi or instrument amplifier, you can
eliminate the LM380 and speakers entire-
ly. The line output can be taken from the
slider of RV9, the volume control (Point
B on the schematic). If the output level
isn't adequate, you can increase the gain
by shorting R43, the 47K attenuator
resistor. Use any suitable audio connector
with its common or shield terminal con-
nected to the "0 V" point on the circuit
board.

Having accomplished that task, in-
sert all the other ICs and solder them in
place, making sure - as always - you
have them correctly oriented. ICs 1 to 7
are CMOS types. Use either an isolated
soldering iron or an iron with a grounded
tip. Handle the ICs by their ends,
avoiding touching the pins. Solder the
supply pins (7 and 14) first.

NOW IT WORKS

Now come the capacitors. The only
thing you have to watch for here is the
polarity of the electrolytics and tantalums.

It's probably a good idea at this stage
to have a quick check over what you've
done so far.

Now attach all the leads that run
from the pc board to the two poten-
tiometers, the two switches and the
speaker(s). The three wires adjacent to
C12 that run to the volume pot RV9
should be tinned copper wire. It makes
life easier in a moment.

Now mount the two potentiometers,
RV9 and RV27, and wire them up. Follow
with SW1 and SW2. We glued our swit-
ches in place with quick -setting epoxy, but
they could be screwed to the board. At-
tach the speaker(s) and the battery clip.
Put knobs on the two potentiometer
shafts.

Resist the urge to plug in a battery
and try it out (it'll be out of tune anyway).
First, check everything. Check the IC
orientations especially. All OK? Now
you're ready for the next bit.
First try out
Set the VOICE switch to 2. DEPTH con -

trol fully anticlockwise (minimum) and
the volume control about one -quarter ad-
vanced. Set all the trimpots to half travel.
Switch on and touch one of the note keys.
You should get a sound in the speaker. If
not, try several other keys up and down
the keyboard. Try VOICE 2 if you still get
no response. If nothing happens there
either, switch off and check connections
and component orientations again. Cor-
rect any faults and try again. If you still
have problems, check the voltage across
pins 2 and 14 ( + ve) of IC9 and pins 11
and 4 ( + ye) of IC8. There should be 9 V
or so on each. Also check that there's
about 5 V across ZD1. With the
TREMOLO off, check the voltage bet-
ween the 0 V rail and pin 11 of IC8. There
should be 5 V there. Then check the
voltage between pins 1 and 14 ( + ve) of
ICs 1 to 7. There should be 5 V on each
IC.

If all this checks out OK, you're go-
ing to have to do a bit of signal tracing.
All this needs is a high impedance crystal
earpiece, and a 100n capacitor in series
with one lead. With one lead on the 0 V
rail, put the other lead on pin 2 of IC8 and

A total of 25 separate oscillators are used to
provide polyphonic output covering two oc-
taves. Each oscillator is individually ad-
justable so that they can be accurately tun-
ed to the required note. Apart from the set
of note oscillators, there are three other sec-
tions to the circuitry: the tremolo circuitry,
the voice selection/mixing and the audio
output stage.

The Note Oscillators
All the note oscillators have identical cir-
cuitry; only the frequency determining
components are varied to provide the in-
dividual frequencies for the notes. The note
oscillators are based on one gate from a
4093 CMOS two -input Schmitt trigger
NAND gate. The basic circuit is shown in
Figure 1.

The one gate combines both an oscil-
lator and the keying action. What makes
the gate oscillate is the feedback loop from
the gate output to Input 2 via the trimpot
and resistor in series and involving the
capacitor C.

A NAND gate is a digital IC and it
operates according to certain 'rules', spel-
led out in a 'truth table'. Voltage levels on
the gate's inputs or output are either 'high'
or '1', which means they're at the positive
supply voltage, or they're 'low' or '0',
which means they are at the 0 V rail. With a
two -input AND gate, the output will be
high if Input I AND Input 2 are high,
otherwise the output is low. Hence the
name, AND. The NAND gate is a NOT
AND gate which simply means that its out-
put is inverted to that of the AND gate.
Thus, if Input 1 and Input 2 are both high,
the output will be low, not high. The truth
table for a NAND gate is given in Table 1.

While we said that a '1' or high nor-
mally means the supply voltage and '0' or

TABLE 1.

Input A
'0' (low)
'1' (high)
'0' (low)
'1' (high)

Input B
'0' (low)
'0' (low)
'1' (high)
'1' (high)

Output
'1' (high)
'1' (high)
'1' (high)
'0' (low)

INPUT 1
1 ...30 OUTPUT
1

0

INPUT 2
NAND GATE

INPUT 1(1) NOT AND INPUT 2(1) = OUTPUT (0)

INPUT 1
1 OUTPUT

1
1

INPUT 2
AND GATE

INPUT 1(1) AND INPUT 2(1) = OUTPUT (1)

While we said that a '1' or high normally
means the supply voltage and '0' or low the 0 V
rail, the inputs of a NAND gate are generally

low the 0 V rail, the inputs of a NAND gate
are generally specified to operate for
voltages between these extremes. With a
normal CMOS gate there is an input level
threshold of about 50%. This means that if
the input is at a level above 50% of the sup-
ply voltage it is low. The actual percentage
(threshold) can vary from device to device
(the limits are 30% to 70%). However,
there is a point above which it is definitely
high and a point below which it is definitely
low. This is the normal input characteristic
of CMOS gates. They only have one
threshold point.

With a gate having Schmitt inputs,
there are two distinct thresholds: there is a
low threshold which, if the input level is
below that limit, the input is low and there
is a high threshold which, if the input level
is above that limit, the input is high. Be-
tween the two thresholds, the inputs do

nothing. The low threshold may be at 40%
of the supply rail, the high threshold at
60% of the supply rail.

Referring to Figure 1, in order to this
circuit to oscillate, Input 1 must be driven
high. Initially, it will be held low by the 1M
resistor. If you look at the truth table, if
either input is low, the output must remain
high. Input 1 is taken high by the action of
placing a finger across the key pads. Just
before Input 1 goes high, the output of the
gate must be high and, owing to the trimpot
RV and the resisitor R, Input 2 will also be
high and capacitor C will be charged. Thus,
when Input 1 goes high the output will im-
mediately go low as both inputs will then be
high. Input 2, however, now starts to go
low due to the feedback via RV -R, but this
action is slowed down by the capacitor hav-
ing to discharge via RV -R. When the vol-
tage on Input 2 reaches the low threshold,
the output will suddenly go high. Thus, C
will begin to charge again via RV -R. When
Input 2 reaches the high threshold, the out-
put will revert to the low condition once
more and the whole cycle will be repeated.

This continues with the output going
high/ low/high at a rate largely determined
by the RC network formed by RV, R and
C. (The difference between the low and
high thresholds, the hysteresis, affects it
too). By varying the resistance of the trim -
pot RV, the frequency of the note oscillator
can be varied. The circuit will oscillate so
long as Input 1 is held high by placing a
finger on the key pad.

Note that each oscillator has been
given a frequency variation range of 2:1
because of the values assigned to RV and R
in each oscillator. The major frequency
determining component in the actual circuit
is thus the capacitor (C). Only standard
value (E12 series) components have been
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Because of the size of the keyboard printed cir-
cuit, we are including a 50% reduction. This
can be expanded by printed circuit manufac-
turers to its full length of 34.5 cm. However, if
you would like a full size copy, we will mail it
at no charge if you send a 300 x 250 mm
stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
GRAPHIC EQUALISER
ETI MAGAZINE
UNIT 6, 25 OVERLEA BLVD.,
TORONTO, ONTARIO M4H 1B1

ft 1ri
nkkill

touch one of the keys. You should get a
sound. Try several other keys, or all of
them, to see that you get a sound from
each group of oscillators. If not, then
check the circuitry around ICs 1 to 7. If
the oscillators work, check that you're
also getting signal across the two outer ter-
minals of the volume control, RV9. If

not, the fault is probably in the wiring of
SW2 or 1C8 is faulty. If you do get signal
there, check with the earpiece that you're
getting signal at pin 6 of the LM380. If
not, RV9 wiring is probably faulty. If
signal's there, check to see that it may be
on pin 8 of the LM380. If so, then the

specified so that components are easy to ob-
tain and inexpensive as these are the most
common values available.

Voice Selection, Mixing
The output waveform of the oscillator
described is a square wave, as you would no
doubt have already realised. The output
signals from each of the 25 oscillators are
mixed together via a resistor network to the
inputs of IC8/1 and IC8/2, two op -amps
from an LM324 quad op -amp package.
Apart from performing the mixing, this
stage provides the 'voicing' as well. IC8/1
has a capacitor (C11) across the feedback
resistor (R4I) which changes the waveshape
into a triangular form. This removes most
of the harsh odd -order harmonics of the
square wave, producing a 'sweeter' sound.
As this type of circuit is frequency depen-
dent, the mixing resistors from the oscil-
lator output have different values so as to
keep the amplitude constant across the fre-
quency range. The desired voice is selected
by switching between the outputs of IC8/1
and IC8/2 using SW2.

Audio Output Stage
Final amplification of the signal, to drive a
loudspeaker, is done by an LM380 IC

+9 V

22k INPUT 1

KEY CONTACTS
(BRIDGED BY
FINGER)

1M

Figure 1.

INPUT

0 V

OUTPUT

TRIMPOT
RV

power output amplifier (IC9). This can
drive low impedance speakers and will
deliver over one watt into a four ohm load.
One or two miniature 8 ohm loudspeakers
can be used for audio output. We used two
8 ohm speakers in parallel to give four
ohms so that the LM380 will deliver max-
imum output. However, the output can be
coupled to an external loudspeaker moun-
ted in a proper enclosure (i.e. a hi-fi
speaker), better sound being obtained in
this way. The larger speakers are generally
more efficient, which is opposite to what
most people first think, and the LM380
generally clips when several notes are
played together while driving the very inef-
ficient miniature loudspeaker(s).

Capacitor C12 and resistor R43 pro-
vide some low frequency roll -off, reducing
'thump' when you touch a keypad. Volume
control is provided by RV9. C13 rolls off
the high frequencies, reducing the harsh-
ness of the sound. The RC network across
the speaker outputs from IC9 (R44 -C16)
helps stabilise the LM380 at high frequen-
cies. C17 provides dc isolation for the
speaker.

Tremolo Circuitry

This part of the circuitry involves two gates
from IC7 and the remaining two op -amps
from IC8. Tremolo is started and stopped
by touching the appropriate key pads.
IC7/2 and IC7/3 are arranged as a
RESET/SET(R/S) flip-flop. If pins 12-13
of IC7/3 are high, pin 11 will be low and
thus pin 8-9 will be low, pulled down via
R133. This is the 'tremolo off' condition. If
pins 8-9 of IC7/2 are pulled high by
touching the ON key pad, pin 10 of IC7/2,
which would have initially been high, will
go low, as will pins 12-13 of IC7/3. Thus,
pin 11 of IC7/3 will go high. This is the

'tremolo on' condition.
Now, IC8/3 is arranged as a low fre-

quency oscillator. When pin 10 of IC8/3,
the non -inverting input, is low, pin 8 is held
low, and so will pin 9 because of the feed-
back via R136. C35 will be discharged.
When pin 10 of IC8/3 is driven high, pin 8
will go high too and C35 will begin to
charge via R136. The voltage on pin 9 of
IC8/3, the inverting input, will begin to rise
at a rate determined by the RC combination
of C35 -R136. As the voltage on pin 9 rises,
the voltage on the output of IC8/3, pin 8,
will begin to fall - and so will the voltage
on pin 10, the non -inverting input, because
of feedback via R135. At a certain level, the
op -amp output will be rapidly driven low by
the feedback action, C35 will discharge and
the whole cycle will start again. Thus,
IC8/3 oscillates. It will do so at a rate of
about 10 Hz, determined by the component
values chosen.

The output is filtered to more or less a
triangular shape by the RC network of
R137 -C36. Capacitor C37 provides dc
blocking, the output being applied to the
tremolo depth control, RV27. The signal is
applied to the inverting input of IC8/4
which is a dc amplifier stage. The output of
this stage is set to an average of about 5 V
as the non -inverting input is 'clamped' at
about 5 V by the zener ZD1. When the
modulating signal from the 10 Hz oscillator
is applied to the inverting input of IC8/4,
the output voltage will swing about a 5V
mean, modulating the supply voltage to all
the oscillators. The amplitude of the swing
is determined by the tremolo depth control.
Varying the supply voltage to the oscillators
causes a small frequency variation, produc-
ing the tremolo effect.
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Polyphonic Organ
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Resistors

RI 22k
R2 1M
R3 22k
R4 1M
R5 '22k
R6 1M
R7 22k
R8 1M
R9 ,22k
RIO 1M
R11 22k
R12 IM
R13 22k
R14 1M
R15 22k
R16 1M
RI7-24 7 .220k
R25  47k
R26 100k
R27 56k
R28 100k
R29 '56k
R30 100k
R31  56k
R32 100k
R33 .68k
R34 100k
R35  68k
R36 .100k
R37  68k
R38 100k
R39  82k
R40  100k
R41 '47k
R42 I0k
R43  47k
R44  2R7
R45  82k
R46 100k
R47 82k
R48 100k
R49-54 L ,100k
R55-59 .'  220k
1260 22k
R61 .41M
R62 22k
R63 1M
R64 22k
R65 '1M
R66 22k
R67  IM
R68 22k
R69 1M
R70 22k
R71  1M
R72 -22k
R73 ' 1M
R74 22k
R75  1M
R76 '22k
R77  1M
R78 .22k
R79  1M
R80 .22k
R81  1M
R82-87 4 220k
R88-89 e 100k
R90  120k
R91 100k
R92 120k
R93 .100k
R94 120k
R95 100k
R96 150k
R97 100k
R98  150k

R99
R100
R101
R102
R103
R104
R105
R106
R107
R108
R109
R110
R111
R112-117
R118
R119
R120
R121
R122
R123
R124
R I25
R126
R127
R128
R129

100k
.150k
.100k
1180k
.100k
'180k
 100k
180k
100k
 220k
. 100k
.220k
 100k

C 220k
.22k
 1M
22k
'1M
22k
 1M
22k
.IM
22k
 1M
.22k
 1M

R130-131 Z.100k
R132-133 4M7
R134-135 Z..: 100k
R136
R137
RI38
R139
R140
R141

'IM
.10k
 100k
'39k
I0k
.100R

26- 12
2.4 -IM

ate) K
3 - cl7K

took
3 gG

3 -65k
3 - gZK

j- t 0 K
I -7 -tat:*
7 -
3 -100k

RV 1-8,10-26220k miniature trimpot,
horizontal mounting such
as Philips 410 series.
22k log. pot. (or 20k)
47k lin. pot. (or 50k)

RV9
RV27

Capacitors
C1-3
C4-6
C7,8,18
C9-10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C19-21
C22-25
C26-29
C30-33
C34
C35
C36-38

6n8
8n2
10n
lu/16 V tant.
33n
100n
330p ceramic
1000u/I6 V electro.
10u/I6 V electro.
100n
100u/16 V electro.
12n
I5n
18n
22n
27n
100n
10u/16 V electro.

Semiconductors
ICI -1C7 4093B
1C8 LM324N, uA324PC
1C9 LM380N
ZD1 5V1 zener, 400 mW

Miscellaneous
pc board; SW1 - DPST slide switch; SW2
- SPDT slide switch; one or two 50 mm
diameter 8 ohm speakers; battery holder to
take 6 x AA cells; two small knobs; 30 x 30
mm square of tinplate or copper shim;
hookup wire; case, etc.
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You don't have to be a
technical genius to

compare technical schools.
We're in the High Technology Era. Such
fields as electronics and computer pro-
gramming now head the ranks of
prestige careers. Likewise, today's insti-
tutes of technology have advanced far
beyond yesterday's concepts; and some
have outstanding reputations that can
give you a career edge.

So as you look for new answers when
making career education decisions, ask
questions like these:

Career opportunities.
You know electronics and computer
programming are fast-growing fields,
but...

-Specifically, what is the current
and projected demand? Which special-
ized areas offer the most long-term
potential?

-Will you qualify with a few months'
training in technical skills-or are em-
ployers looking for more in-depth
technological know-how?

Track record with employers.
How do companies view the school
you're considering?

- Do major corporations regularly
recruit on campus.

-What percentage of graduates
quickly obtain jobs in the field for which
they are trained?

-What's the average starting
salary?

Curriculum and Accreditation.
Does the school offer you a choice of
programs in either Electronics or
Computer Programming?
How long will it take to complete each?

-Is industry input a factor in
developing and updating programs?

- Does coursework also include
communications, economics and other
generalized studies related to your tech-
nical training?

- Is the school accredited, and are
its programs also recognized by pro-
fessional organizations?

c 1983 BELL & HOWELL
EDUCATION GROUP

All rights reserved.

Please send me DeVry's
Career Guidance Kit, with
details on career oppor-
tunities and your education
programs.
I'm particularly interested in:

Electronics Technology
Business oriented
Computer Programming

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PROVINCE

PHONE

Instructors and Facilities.
Student aid, campus activities.
Do instructors have relevant industry
experience along with their educational
credentials?

- Is state-of-the-art equipment
provided for hands-on training?

-Does the campus include a
comprehensive library?

- Does the school have an active,
ongoing program to help students
obtain financial aid, find housing and
part-time jobs?

- Are there student organizations,
and extracurricular activities in which
you can participate?

Ask us to help you compare.
From industry trends, to specifics on
our educational programs in Electronics
and Business oriented Computer
Programming, we can answer your
questions.

So you can make an "educated deci-
sion"-no matter where you decide to
get your higher education.

DEVRY
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
2201 Finch Ave. W, Weston

(Toronto) Ontario M9M 2Z4

CALGARY
CAMPUS

(403)
235-3450

Circle No. 30 on Reader Service Card.

POSTAL CODE

TORONTO
CAMPUS

(416)
741-9220

AGE

6-3 2F-23

1

J
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6502
HER BOARD

a) A&T with all parts and
blank EPROMs 5325.00
b) Bare board $55.00

AUDIOVISION
COMPUTINGIELECTRONICS

Parts, Kits and Accessories
We will be at the Computer Fair, lnt'l Centre,

Toronto, June 23-26, 1983.

KEYBOARDS

a) 599.00
 Economical
 Grey colour keys
 Upper/lower case

b) $120.00
 Brown colour keys
 N -key rollover
 Upper/lower case
 Cable included

c) Same as above with
numeric key pad.

$130.00
SWITCHING
POWER iiivk
SUPPLY
5105.00

Heavy duty capable to run
two disk drives and several
peripherals.

5545.00 48K 6502 Kvr
$605.00
(with ALT mother board)
 Mother board
 Plastic case
 Brown keyboard
 Switching power supply
 Packages 101, 102, 103.

64K 6502 KIT
$615.00
$669.00
(with ALT mother board)
 Same as above
 With numeric key

board and case.
 A&T 16K RAM card
 R.F. Modulator

COMPLETE
6502 SYSTEM
$1,250.00
 64K 6502 Kit ($669.00)
 12" Zenith monitor

SA200 slimline disk
drive w/controller

 Joystick
 Box of 10 diskettes

DISKETTES

a) Verbatum, Datalife,
5.25" with hub ring S.S.,
D.D 40 tracks

$40.00110 in plastic case

b) Nashua, S.S., D.D.

$35.00110 in plastic case

PARTS KITS
PACKAGE 101: $120.00
All IC's, RAMS, 6502 CPU
and blank 2716's.

PACKAGE 102: $26.00
All resistors, capacitors,
diode, TRS, crystal, coil
and jacks.

PACKAGE 103: $40.00
All IC sockets and 50 -pin
edge connectors.

LOW COST LINEAR
POWER SUPPLY

1111KIT

- 5V 1/2A, 5V 6A
-12V 1/2A, 12V 2.5A
Required transformer: 30
VCT 2A (Hammond's
167M30) 18 VCT 6A (Ham-
mond's 167P18) or
equivalent

12" ZENITH
MONITOR
5148.00

 High resolution
Green phosphorous

screen
40/80 Column selec-

table switch

R.F. MODULATOR
$22.00

With switch and cable

DISK
DRIVES

Complete and ready t
plug in
a) Fourth dimension full
height disk drive $385.00
with controller $445.00
b) SA200 slimline disk
drive $338.00
with controller $405.00

JOYSTICK
$27.00

Complete with plasti
case, fire buttons, and con-
nection cable.

PERIPHERAL
CARDS

1. Integer Basic A&T
Card $70.00
2. Language Card . $72.00
3. 16K Card $68.50
4. Z80 Card $85.00
5. 80 Column Card . $88.50
6. Disk Controller
Card $85.00
7. EPSON Printer Interface
Card $95.00
8. RS -232C Serial
Card $95.00
9. EP -ROM Writer Card
(2708-2764) $98.50
10. Communication
Card $99.00
11. Parallel Card . . $65.00

PLASTIC
CASE

a) For regular keyboard
$78.00

b) For numeric keyboard
595.00

Toronto Store:
578 Marlee Ave. (just West
of Glencairn subway), 1,

Toronto, Ont. M6B 3J5 Tel.
(416) 781-3263

Lawrence W.

Western Canada:
P.O. Box AMF23581, Van-
couver, B.C. Tel. (604)
271-7539

Mail Order:
Certified cheque, money order, Visa, Mastercard plus
4% delivery charge. Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. We
send 1st class mail or Purolator collect.

Glencairn

Eglinton W.

(Lots of FREE parking)
Store hours:
Weekdays 10-7
Saturday 10-5

LOGIC PROBE

stier-sai

Ideal for quick service and
checking of integrated
logic systems.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$23.50

REPAIR SERVICE
We repair 6502 computer
boards at reasonable
charges.

Prices subject to change
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Polyphonic Organ

"ale 1'. !,. .!*(.` "*".C't  

RESISTOR SHOPPING LIST

As there are so many resistors used, here is a
'shopping you. The Parts List can be
referred to in conjunction with the component
overlay when assembling the pc board.

2R7 x1

100R x1
10k
22k
39k
7k
56k
68k

x3
x25
x1

x3
x3
x3

82k
100k
120k
150k
180k
220k
1M

4M7

POTS & TRIMPOTS
22k (or 20k) log pot.
47k (or 50k) in pot.
220k min. horizontal mount trimpots

x3
x34
x3
x3

x3
x27
x26
x2

speaker(s) or speaker wiring is faulty. If
no signal there, the LM380 is probably
faulty.

When the note oscillators work, try
out the tremolo. If it doesn't work, check
that IC7/2 and /3 is working correctly.
You can do this with a multimeter. If
that's OK, see that with Tremolo ON, the
multimeter needle vibrates when looking
at the output (pin 11) of IC8/4.

Got it going? Now for that grand old
Chinese ceremony "chu ring".

Tuning it up
First of all, put out the cat, tie up the dog
and send the rest of the household away.
This may be painful to others. If you pos-
sibly can, get hold of a digital frequency
meter. Using one of these is by far the
easiest way to tune each note oscillator to

TOWARD PINPIN 1
OF THE LM3130

22

t4

15

HEATSINK FLAGS. LM380

MATERIAL TINPLATE OR COPPER SHIM
TWO OFF

ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES

the required frequency. Simply attach the
DFM input across the speaker terminals,
sound each note in turn and adjust that
note's trimpot to the frequency given in
the accompanying Table. Looking from
the keyboard side of the project, the trim -
pot for the lowest F is at the extreme left,
lowest F# is the next trimpot, lowest G is
the third trimpot from the left, and so on.
Make sure the Tremolo is OFF. We used a
marking pen and wrote the note on the
board beside each appropriate trimpot.

The next best method is to tune the
keyboard against a piano, organ or other
fixed -pitch keyboard instrument. This is
simple to do by sounding the required
note on the piano, or whatever, then
sounding the same note on the project and
tuning it so that it sounds the same pitch
(no `beats' between them). Be patient and
do it carefully, don't swing the trimpot
violently one way then the other. Tuning
up this way is best done with the organ set
to VOICE 2 and Tremolo OFF (turn the
DEPTH fully anticlockwise).

There is yet another way, should you
be a real keener with a good sense of pitch
that can reliably detect the interval of a

fifth. You'll need a tuning fork or other
standard that will give you A above mid-
dle C at 440 Hz. Tune the A above middle
C oscillator to this note, and then tune all
the octave A's to this.

Now we put your fifth -recognition to
the acid test: select a convenient A note,
and tune the E above it a fifth higher
(Think of "Taps"; the second and third
notes are a fifth apart). Set all the octave
E's to this one, and go up another fifth to
B. As you may have noticed, this is the
"circle of fifths" so beloved of music
teachers; it's called that because this
method will take you around all the notes
of the scale and eventually bring you back
to A. Continue on; lots of luck. Here's the
circle of fifths for reference:

AEBF#C#G#D#A#FCGDA
When you've gone all the way around

and you're back to the octave A, you may
find the last fifth (from D to A) produces
an octave A that jars a bit with our
original A440. This is one of the hazards
of tuning by acoustical fifths, and you'll
have to fiddle with various trimpots to get
it all in reasonable shape.

A case
We have not described complete details of
a case for this instrument as we would ex-
pect constructors to `customise' a case to
suit individual tastes or circumstances.
However, we have drawn up the dimen-
sions of a suitable case that may be con-
structed of 4 mm thick material - such as
plastic sheet or plywood. The design has a
`top' and a `bottom' and each need only
be glued together. The board can be
mounted in the bottom on standoff pil-
lars. Several standoff pillars screwed onto

22-JUNE-1983-ETI



25

37

180

NOTE FREQUENCIES

F 698.5
E 659.3
D# 622.3
D 587.3
C# 554.4
C 523.3
B 493.9
A# 466.2
A 440.0
G# 415.3
G 392.0
F# 370.0
F 349.2
E 329.6
D# 311.1
D 293.7
C# 277.2
C 261.6 (middle C)
B 246.9
A# 233.1
A 220.0
G# 207.7
G 196.0
F# 185.0
F 174.6

PLAYING TIPS

95

SUGGESTED CASE

MATERIAL: 4 mm PLYWOOD OR ABS PLASTIC SHEET
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES

BOTTOM

BASE
SIDE
REAR
FRONT

COVER

TOP
SIDE
FRONT
REAR

The 'keys' should be played with the ball of
the finger, not the tip. There is no "touch" to
the instruments - hitting the key hard will
not alter the sound in any way. This is much
like a real organ. Touch the keys smoothly
and firmly.

Under extremely humid conditions, or if
you have greasy fingers, some trouble may
be experienced with notes holding on. Wipe
your hands thoroughly and the keyboard,
too.

the board could then support the case top.
The accompanying drawings show the
rudimentary details. The completed case
could be covered in self-adhesive vinyl, or
something similar.

Batteries, supply
The project was designed to be powered
by a 9 V battery or other sort of DC supp-
ly. It draws around 40 mA at average

347 x 172, ONE OFF
176 x 37, TWO OFF
347 x 37, ONE OFF
355 x 37, WITH 347 x 2 CUTOUT, ONE OFF

355 x 95, ONE OFF
120 x 25, 25 x 45° CUTOUT, TWO OFF
355 x 35, CHAMFERED EDGES, ONE OFF
347 x 21. ONE OFF

volume during playing, somewhat over
100 mA at full volume. You can use a No.
216 9 V (transistor radio) battery, but we
recommend you get either an extra heavy
duty type or an alkaline battery. Alter-
natively, you could use 6 x AA cells in a
`six pack' battery holder. You can dis-
pense with the battery and use an ap-
propriately rated adapter if you like. An
adapter rated at 6 V/200 mA will deliver
voltages around 8 - 9 V at current loads
under 100 mA, and such an adapter would
be the best to use if you want to power the
project from the power line.
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SETTING UP an outdoor public address
system correctly can mean the difference
between effective audience communica-
tion and totally indifferent results. And
guess whose can gets kicked when the
system doesn't work as expected?

Before starting out, it is wise to know
a little background theory to the various
parts of the system. A little theory is in-
troduced at each stage, to provide the ap-
propriate background, so let's start off
with sound propagation.

Sound propagation
Sound propagates from a vibrating source
in the form of longitudinal mechanical
waves, which oscillate the particles in the
medium along an axis in the direction of
sound propagation.

The velocity of sound in still air is
temperature dependent, and is approxi-
mated by the formula:

v = 20-V273 + T

where v = velocity of propagation in m/s
T = air temperature in 'V

Logic would suggest that the sound
pressure level should fall off with increas-
ing distance from the sound source by an
inverse square law, because of the expand-
ing area of the sound wavefront. In fact,
additional losses are present due to
dissipation of the sound energy by mech-
anisms too complex to discuss in this arti-
cle.

These loss processes are frequency
dependent, and lead to increasing attenua-
tion of high frequencies with distance, but
fortunately they can be ignored for speech
frequencies up to distances of about 100
m. The inverse square law is therefore
adequate for general outdoor PA calcua-

by:

dB SPL(X) = dB SPL(R) + 20 toe

where dB SPL(X) is the SPL in decibels at point X
dB SPL(R) is the SPL in decibels at the rise to
refraction or bending of the sound reference
point R
DR is the reference distance from the sound
source
DX is the reference to point C from the sound
source

Temperature gradients in the air give rise
to refraction or bending of the sound
from its original direction. When the
sound is refracted it bends towards the
coolest region because the sound travels
faster through the warmer region. This is
analogous to a bimetallic strip which
bends because of differential expansion.

Most outdoor venues are warmest
near the ground during the day, and so the
sound tends to bend upwards. One not-
able exception is over a large water sur-
face, which during the day tends to be
cooler than the air, and so causes sound to
bend down towards the surface. This can
cause sound to carry long distances over
water.

Windy conditions cause sound to be
refracted because of gradients in wind
speed in a similar manner to temperature
gradients. In general, winds are slower
near the ground, and this causes an up-
ward bend when the sound is into the
wind and a downward bend when the
sound is with the wind. Transverse winds
have little effect on refraction, although
irregularities in all winds cause scattering
of the sound.

The ground will reflect a certain
amount of sound and absorb the rest. The
reflected part can be utilized to reinforce
the direct sound and increase the overall
level by up to 3 dB, depending on the
ground surface.

Setting up a PA
A PA system will be satisfactory if all the
listeners can understand what is being an -

This article covers the background theory and practical techni-
ques you need to know to successfully set up and operate an
outdoor PA system.

by Geoff Nicholls

tions. The decibel SPL formula is given nounced without concentrated effort. The
following criteria will generally allow this:

 The SPL at the listener is below
the tolerable limit.

 The articulation of consonants is
acceptable.

 The PA SPL at the listener ex-
ceeds the ambient noise SPL by at
least 10 dB SPL.

 The sound at the listener does not
contain annoying echo.

 The system is not 'howling'.
It is obvious that no one will remain

in an area where the sound is so loud it is
uncomfortable. Certain outdoor events
involving high-powered motors (such as
drag boat racing) can have and ambient
level over 120 dB SPL, but only for a
short period of time. It is impractical to
have the PA loud enough to override such
ambient levels.

The articulation of consonants de-
pends primarily on the voice characteristic
of the announcer. Successful announcers
usually have good consonant articulation.
It is possible to improve this factor by us-
ing a shaped filter response, such as a
speech filter.

The public address system sound
must obviously be perceived as louder
than the ambient noise, or it will be
drowned out. An increase of SPL by 10
dB subjectively sounds twice as loud, and
for outdoor set-ups forms a good signal-
to-noise ratio to aim for at the thrift of the
PA coverage area.
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Fig. 1 Echo level versus time delay for 10°7o au-
dience annoyance, produced by Doak and
Bolt.
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An echo will arise when there are
unequal distances between the listener and
two (or more) loudspeakers being driven
by the same signal. An investigation by
Doak and Bolt resulted in the compiling
of a chart which allows us to estimate
when an echo will become annoying to
10% of the audience. The chart plots the
difference in SPL between the main signal
and the echo against the time delay of the
echo. An echo can also arise due to reflec-
tion off a hillside or building.

Acoustic feedback
Nearly everyone will have experienced the
howling that occurs when a microphone is
placed too near a loudspeaker it is driving.
This phenomena is acoustic feedback and
arises when the total gain of a sound
system from the microphone through the
amplifier to the speakers and back to the
microphone exceeds unity. This usually
occurs at a single frequency or a few
dominant frequencies, because of peaks in
the system response.

Fig. 2 A straight horn. The width of the throat
grows exponentially larger with increasing
distance increments from the driver.

THROAT

I
.1-- I '

+a- 1' --I.

The problem of acoustic feedback is
complicated when public address systems
are used indoors because of the room
shape which gives rise to many
resonances. Complex equalisers are
employed to smooth out the overall
response and therefore allow the sound
level to be increased before feedback oc-
curs. Indoor public address techniques
will be the subject of a future article in
ETI.

Acoustic feedback is less of a pro-
blem in open spaces since there is usually
only direct sound present - little or no
reverberation from reflecting surfaces.
Correct system layout should avoid feed-
back problems.

Speakers
The horn loudspeaker is by far the best
type for outdoor use. Horns can be made
weatherproof and have an efficiency of
better than 20% compared to a few per
cent for ordinary speakers. This allows an
amplifier of lower power to be used, with
consequent savings in electricity, physical
size and weight. Horn speakers are
available with inbuilt 100 V line
transformers, usually with several taps to
select different power levels. This allows
some speakers to be placed closer to the
audience and their output reduced to

compensate without affecting other
speakers on the 100 V line.

Horns are intrinsically limited in their
frequency response, and their efficiency is
inversely proportional to their bandwidth.
PA horns are designed to operate over the
voice band at maximum efficiency. The
horn itself is essentially an impedance

I

MOUTH

transforming device which increases the
acoustic loading on the driving diaphragm
to allow better matching to the air. The
shape of the horn is usually based on the
exponential function and provides a cross
sectional area which is dependent on
distance along the horn by the formula:

A = A0Emx
where A = area of cross-section at

distance 'x' from throat
Ao= throat area
E =Naperian base (2.718128)
m= 'flaring' constant.

The horn may be straight, as shown in
Figure 2, or folded, as shown in Figure 3.
The folded horn is physically smaller and
is the most common type in low cost PA
systems. Folding the horn reduces the effi-
ciency slightly but increases the coverage
or dispersion, which is usually an advan-
tage. The straight horn has a long 'throw'
and is useful for narrow sound coverage at
greater distances but is more cumber-
some, especially when you are 8 m up a
ladder!

Microphones
A good microphone forms the heart of a
good PA system and vice versa. The most
suitable type for outdoor use is the

unidirectional, low impedance dynamic
microphone. This type is rugged and can
withstand the abuse an outdoor setup will
inflict. The directional characteristic is ex-
tremely important when the announcer is
within the range of the speakers, and can
make a big difference to the sound level
attainable before feedback occurs. The
low impedance microphone can also be
used with a longer cable than the high im-
pedance types, and will not pick up as
much interference.

System layout
The overall performance of an outdoor
PA is dependent on the location and type
of loudspeakers and microphones. The
placement of the amplifier and
microphone is usually dictated by the
facilities at the venue, i.e: commentators
are found in control towers, dias' etc.,
which are fixed structures. If line power is
needed, the amplifier position is limited
by the length of available extension cords.

WARNING! Check the integrity of
extension cords before allowing anyone to
use the system.

Assuming that the amplifier location
is determined, the next job is to arrange
the horn speakers to cover the listening
area.

Fig. 3 A folded horn. These are physically
smaller than the straight horn and have increas-
ed dispersion.
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Outdoor PA

The simplest layout is the centralised
cluster, where all speakers are together.
This eliminates any time delay effects and
simplifies wiring. To be effective, the
cluster must distribute the sound so that
nearby listeners are not deafened and dis-
tant listeners are able to hear the PA. This
will require a high mount and possibly the
use of straight horns to reach the furthest
listeners.

Venues suitable for a centralised
cluster are ovals and parks where the
length -to -width ratio is less than about 2
to 1. The speakers should be positioned

away from the commentary along the
short end position and should point slight-
ly downwards from the horizontal in a
vertical stack. If they must be sited along
the long side of a rectangular area then an
additional vertical stack should be added
and splayed about 75 ° apart.

It may be necessary to use long -throw
straight horns to reach the furthest areas,
these should be mounted on the top of the
stack.

Additional 'side fill' horns are used
to service listeners behind the main
coverage area.

PERCEIVED SOUND PRESSURE LEVELSa

The human sense of hearing is stimulated by small
variations in the air pressure at the ear. In order to
perceive a sound the local pressure variations
must conform to a limited range of frequencies
and a minimum amplitude of vibration.

The amplitude frequency range is usually quoted
as 20 Hz to 20 kHz, although the precise range
depends on individual characteristics, particularly
age and when the ears were last cleaned out! The
minimum amplitude of pressure variations required
for the perception of a 1 kHz sound in a young
person's ear is about 20 uN/rn2 (or 20 uPa). Since
this level represents a lower limit it is used as a
reference for sound pressure levels and is given
the value 0 dB SPL.

Factory and
industrial
noises

City street

180

160

140

120

100

80

Normal
conversation

Typical residence

20

The largest sound pressure variation that can
be tolerated without pain is about 100 N/m2,
which can be expressed as:

100
20 logic,

20x10 --6d8
or about 134 dB SPL.

It is interesting to compare this to the variation in
air pressure that often accompanies the approach
of a storm, when a drop of 10 000 N/m2 can occur
in a few hours! Such slow changes in pressure
cause our ears no distress because the inner
ear is vented to the atmosphere through the
Eustachian tube. which equalises the pressure on
the eardrum.

Multi-engined jets

Sound becomes pain

Sound becomes tickle

Heavy truck
at 20 tt

Office machine room

Executive office

Soft whisper

Confidential
administrative
office

 For a sound to be perceptibly louder or softer, it must be changed by three decibels.

 A noise twice as loud or half as loud is a change of ten decibels.

 A reduction in noise of a few decibels in the low noise region (administrative
office) is not significant. The same change at high sound levels (office machine room)
is significant.

The vertical stacking results in a
horizontal 'fan' of sound and reduces
wasted acoustic energy upwards and
downwards.

ALTERNATE
LOCATIONS

\,4c<4

VERTICAL
STACK

PLAN VIEW

SIDE VIEW

Fig. 4 The centralised cluster of speakers. Note
the speakers should point slightly downwards.

SIDE VIEW

Fig. 5 Mounting a cluster along the side of the
area to be covered requires the horn throats to
be angled at about 75° and they must overlap.

Some venues are not suited to a cen-
tralised cluster. For instance, riverside
events tend to concentrate the crowd in a
thin rectangle along the bank. Such cases
require multiple loud speakers, and care
must be used in planning the sound
sources to avoid annoying echo effects.

The best results are obtained by using
a large number of speakers evenly spaced
along the long axis operating at fairly low

50 m FOR
EVERY 5 m
OF HEIGHT

Fig. 6 Horn positioning for covering a long,
narrow area.
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contents of the magazine.

At the time of going to press, the articles mentioned are in an advanced
stage of preparation.

However, circumstances
may result in changes

to the final

Satellite TV Receiver ProjectHow to build your own Low Noise Amplifier,
mount it on a

disk antenna and connect it to your TV receiver; hints and ap-
plication notes for optimum performance.

MPU Support ChipsYou've read about the wonders
computer -on -a -

microchip. Then you open your h
of the

ome computer and findstacks of them in there - an explanation
of what they do to

keep your Micro -processing Unit happy.

PLUS!
Reverb Sprint Amplifier Project!

Bomb Drop Sound Effects Project!
Audio Oscillator Project!

Instrumentation Techniques Part 2!

Telieguidie to Ontario

yours
to discover!

BY REGION
1 Map of Ontario

ALPHASETICAL LISTINGS
2 Cities towns
3 Httrections

4 Resorts

5 Te I egu ' de
to Metro
Toronto

A Look At Cantel/Teleguide
We all thought Telidon might be a candidate for the WhiteElephant Hall of Fame, but it's out there working, and work-
ing well. Two of its users are examined in the next issue.

Electronics In Fine ArtRoger Allan describes the intricate techniques used by
museums in restoration and forgery detection. A 32 -bit 10
Megabyte computer, for instance, can easily tell the differencebetween a Renoir and a paint -by -number.
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A brand-new Special Publication from

Fifteen in-depth Computer Reviews
ZX81 Update  Selecting a PrinterModems  Hex Notation
Bulletin Boards  CP/M for Apple II

A bumper issue containing reprints of the Computer Reviews from recent ETI
issues plus several features such as choosing a printer, the best from our Com-
puting Today column, and software information.

Our last special publication, Circuits File, was extremely successful; we
have even more confidence in Personal Computing Guide.

$3.95
cover price

Available from your newsstand, component and computer store or
by mail from ETI, #6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ont. M4H 1B1. Please add $1.00

for postage and handling. Cover date Spring 1983
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Nowadays, measurement usually
means digital measurement. Tim
Orr looks at instrumentation
techniques with details of how to
use DVM chips to get all the basic
ranges of a multimeter, and more!

THE FOLLOWING sections should give
you enough information to go ahead and
design your own digital multimeter,
customised to give exactly the ranges and
features you find most useful. We also
look at techniques for measuring
temperature and dealing with very small
signals.

Dedicated DVMs
Intersil make a pair of DVM chips (Fig. 1,
Fig. 2) that make life very easy if you want
to measure and display a voltage. These
chips are the ICL7106 and the 7107 and
they seem to have become an industry
standard. The first device is an LCD ver-
sion and the whole lot consumes a mere 1
mA when running; it can run from a
single 9V battery. The second device uses
an LED display. The display may con-
sume up to 100 mA, making battery
operation a problem. Several companies
make modules that contain both the DVM

Instrumentation
Techniques Part 1

chip and a display. All you need to do is
power it up and send it a voltage. It is, in
fact, an 'instant' DVM module - no
talent required.

The Intersil chips have a differential
input with an input current of only 10 pA
maximum, 1 pA typical. The devices have
an auto zero facility so that they
automatically cancel out any offset
voltages at the input. The input sensitivity
is 200 mV, but by connecting various
amplifers, attenuators, RMS and dB con-
verters and filters to the DVM chip a wide
range of signal measurements can be per-
formed.

Measuring Voltage . . .

Figure 3 shows the standard 1 megohm in-
put impedance decade attenuator that is

Fig. 2 The Intersil
1CL7107 with LED
display.

used in most digital multimeters. The very
high input impedance of the 7106/7 pro-
duces negligible loading of the attenuator
network. Figure 4 shows a standard four
decade DC voltmeter circuit. If voltages
below 200 mV are to be investigated then
a preamplifier with low offset and drift
characteristics is needed. The resistors us-
ed in the attentuator are standard E96
values and can be obtained with a 0.5%
tolerance.

. . . Current . . .

Figure 5 is a current meter circuit; the cur-
rent is made to pass through shunt
resistors. This sets up a DC voltage (no
more than 200 mV) which is measured by
the DVM chip. The input is protected by a
diode bridge that pops the fuse when the

-C

I II I_I II
I I I. I

= INTERSIL
7106

10

20 21

lkl) 24k
THIS POT
ADJUSTS THE
SCALE
FACTOR

IMO

1-10n

470n

220n

6

9V

IN
0

_innr
I I I. I

-- 7--.

*>1-1 :

=
=
=
= INTERSIL

7107

3 =
=
=
=
=

=
=

20 21

47k 11220n

O

0 5V

Fig. 1 The Intersil
ICL7106 with liquid
crystal display.

input voltage exceeds IV8 (three diode
voltages) and the current exceeds 3 A. If
you could pass unlimited current through
the resistor network then you would pro-
bably end up with a fire!

. . . And Ohms
Figure 6 is an ohmmeter circuit. The 741
op -amp generates a precision and stable
- 1V2 DC reference voltage which causes
a fixed current to flow into the virtual
ground input of the LF355; the current
will be 10 mA using the 120 ohm resistor,
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a' 'T h
11111C1111.411114111 141.4Ga

INPUT

1k01

ATTENUATION

0dB

909k

20dB

90k9

40d5

9k09

ALL RESISTORS ARE
STANDARD E96
VALUES

}OUTPUT

TO AVOID LOADING ERRORS,
USE A VERY HIGH INPUT
IMPEDANCE VOLTAGE
FOLLOWER AFTER THE
ATTENUATOR

-12V

10k

-1V2

IV
BAND GAP

120R

MATCHED SET LOS%

PUT TEST
RESISTOR HERE

r

407

SET SCALE
FACTOR

OFFSET
ADJUST

ADJUST FOR
ZERO WITH R  0 OHMS

L200en V
SUM CHIP

AND DISPLAY

RANGES

A  0 TO 20CR
Et  0 TO 250
C0 TO 20k
O  0 TO 200k
E  0 TO mo

Fig. 6 A five decade ohmmeter.

Fig. 3 A 20 dB step attenuator.

+0
200mV

VIN -0-

IN 1M°

909k
0.5%

V

90k9
0.5%

20V

9k09
0.5%

200V

lkO
0.5%

1OR
0.5%

RANGE SELECTOR
(SET INPUT

SENSITIVITY)

IMO

10n

I II I
I. II I

INTERSIL 7106
DVM CHIP

3200mV AND DISPLAY

FSD

DC OPERATION

FROM INPUT
ATTENUATOR
(NEEDS A DC

PATH TO
GROUND)

INPUT
VOLTAGE

PROTECTION

AMP (GAIN

22 VRMS MAX
16.23 0PPI

IS WAVE
PRECISION
RECTIFIER

00k

FILTER

301 DC MAX

CALIBRATE
AC RANGES

TO DVM
INPUT

Fig. 7 An AC voltage and current converter. This is only accurate for
sine waves.

Fig. 4 A decade 31/2 digit digital voltmeter.

CURRENT RANGE
SELECTOR SWITCH

(SET FSD)

3 AMP
FUSE

INPUT +

5 AMP
DIODES

INPUT

200uA

AD5901H
INTERSIL

AD590

CASE

-55°C TO +150°C

.)-5V

+5V

1k0

LM

OUTPUT
CURRENT

423 -

TO 298.2.
DVM
1mV/°k 218-

1 0
SET

1V2 0°C

BANDGAP
REFERENCE

Fig. 5 A five decade DC current meter.
Fig. 8 Reading degrees Kelvin (top) and Centrigrade (bottom).

1 mA using the 1k2 resistor and so on.
This fixed current also flows through the
test resistor which is the feedback route
for the LF355 and in doing so sets up a
voltage that in linearly proportional to the
value of the test resistor. At 'full -scale -
deflection' the output of the LF355 is 2 V
which is attenuated to 200 mV; this
voltage is then fed to the DVM chip. The
LF355 is a JFET op -amp which has a
small input current and offset voltage and
low temperature drift characteristics.
Even so it is better to run the output at 2 V
and then attenuate it to 200 mV, because
this also attenuates any residual offsets
and other errors. The bandgap diode is a

national LM113.
Figure 7 shows a simple AC converter

circuit. It can be used to measure VRMS
and IRMS for a sine wave input. The cir-
cuit is a high impedance buffer/amplifier
with a half -wave precision rectifier and
smoothing circuit.

Measuring Temperature
Intersil makes a device called the
AD5901H which converts temperature in-
to current; the device generates an output
current of luA per degree Kelvin. Ab-
solute zero in degrees Kelvin is - 273.2°C
and so 0 °C= 273.2 °K. If this

temperature -dependent current is dumped
into a 1k0 resistor than the voltage across
the resistor will increase by 1 mV per
degiee K (or C) - see Fig. 8. The
operating range of the device is - 55°C to
+ 150°C which will generate a voltage
change of 205 mV across the 1k0 resistor.
This can easily be displayed on the ± 200
mV range of the DVM chip. The sensor
plus the DVM and display make a very
simple and compact battery operated
digital thermometer.

Amplifying Small Signals
Often you need to amplify very small DC
voltages. The ouput from strain gauges or
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thermocouples is very small, often below I
mV. This would hardly cause any move-
ment in a 200 mV DVM chip. However,
an amplifier that will operate in the sub -
millivolt area is quite difficult to make
with any accuracy. For example, a 741 op -
amp might have an input offset of 2mV
(Table 2). This error is actually bigger
than the voltage we are measuring!

There are four main sources of error.
1,, the input bias current, has to flow
through RI and R2 and in doing so upsets
the gain equation. Note that IB. is not ex-
actly the same value as I ! Vo, is the in-
put offset voltage which represents a DC

DEVICE

NE5534
(SIGNETICS)

RC4136
(RAYTHEON)

RC4739
(RAYTHEON)

RC4558
(RAYTHEON)

TL081
(TEXAS)

741
(VARIOUS
MANUFACTURERS)

TABLE 1

input imbalance. This also upsets the gain
equation. Furthermore, VOS has a
temperature coefficient VosTc which is the
maximum change in Vos per degree C. So
the amplifier will drift with temperature.
V, is the input noise voltage, which is
multiplied by the fixed gain on the
amplifier. If the noise is similar in
amplitude to the input voltage then you
are going to get noisy readings. Finally,
the input offset voltage drifts with time -
it ages! Very few manufacturers provide
information regarding this parameter.

The selection chart (Table 2) shows a
range of instrumentation and ordinary op -

E IN uV RMS
(AVERAGE OF

SEVERAL SAMPLES)

0.59

0.87

1.00

1.05

1.61

1.72

NOISE LEVEL
RELATIVE TO

NE5534 IN
dBs

0

+ 1.4

+4.6

+5.0

+8.7

+9.3

amp error parameters. The way to over-
come these errors is to use a suitable op -
amp rather than to use a low performance
part and to try and cancel out all the drifts
and offsets. The details given in the chart
only show some of the many parameters
that manufacturers specify. Devices are
often graded into several performance
categories, so if you want to design high
quality amplifiers then refer to the
manufacturers' detailed data.

Fig. 9 Choosing a precision op -amp. Table 1 (left) gives some typical
noise results, Table 2 (below) shows typical values for the errors shown in
the above diagram.

TABLE 2
DEVICE LM363 ICL7650 LF355 TL081 741 725 OP-27A/E

MANUFACTURER NAT. SEMI INTERSIL NAT. SEMI TEXAS PMI

1B 2 nA 10 pA 30 pA 5 pA 80 nA 42 nA 10 nA

Vos(uV) 30 1 2000 5000 2000 500 10

VOSTC (uV/°C) 2 0.05 5 20 2 0.6 0.2

NOISE (V.) 12 2 uV2 20 20 14 9 3
(nV/N/Hz)

LONG TERM 100 nV/month 200 nV/month
DRIFT

COMMENTS Av = 100 Chopper JFET JFET Bipolar Instrumentation Ultra -low
stabilised
op -amp

op -amp op -amp op -amp op -amp noise
precision
op -amp

PLEASE MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Don't burn . . . turnover with the Tanover!

WHEN BASKING in the delightful rays
of the sun, whether on some warm beach
on a far-off mysterious island or in your
slightly cooler garden, it is all too easy to
drift away and lose all track of time. For
many of us, whose main source of brown
skin is a bottle (or rust!), this can be a very
painful experience. This is where the
Tanover comes into its own. Just set it to
the desired time, press the studs and relax.
When it beeps the first time, turn over to
toast your other half, but at the second
beep it is time to 'cover up'. Start with a
short exposure and work up 'Tan -time'
over several days for an even and relative-
ly painless tan.

In order to keep the device as cheap
and simple as possible, only two CMOS
ICs are used. IC1 is a 40106 which consists
of six Schmitt trigger inverters in one
package. The main property of a Schmitt
trigger is that its output changes state at
two different voltages - one when the in-
put is rising and another when it is falling.
This makes it ideal for oscillators and tim-
ing circuits. Also since IC1 is a CMOS
device, we can use large values of resis-
tance and small values of capacitance to
achieve the required time constants.

IC2 is a 14 stage counter which
divides the input frequency by up to

16,384. This allows us to use reasonable
values of R and C in the oscillator, while
still achieving long time delays. The sound
output from the device is provided by a
small piezo-electric sounder, driven by an
oscillator, ICle, and inverter (IC1d) in
such a way as to get the maximum output
from the available supply voltage. Ideally,
we would have liked the device to be pow-
ered from solar cells, but very special, ex-
pensive circuitry would have been re-
quired to run it from one cell and the cost
of several cells in series was felt to be too
high. Therefore, we have shown it power-
ed from a 5V6 camera battery which
should last a long time as, once the device
has finished its work, its current con-
sumption is very, very small.

The Circuit
ICIa and associated components form a
touch activated switch; when a finger is
placed across the contacts, Cl is discharg-
ed via R1 (and the finger), the output of
ICla goes high and the output of IC1b
goes low. This high level from ICla is us-
ed to reset IC2 to the 'all zeroes' state and
make the device ready to start counting.

When the finger is removed from the
contacts, Cl charges via R2 and after a
short delay, the output of ICla goes low

thus enabling IC2 to count clock pulses
from oscillator IC1c. At the same time the
output of IC1b goes high causing the out-
put to bleep for a time determined by C3,
R9 and R10 - more of this later.

After 4096 clock pulses, IC2 pin 2
will go high, causing the output to bleep
for a time determined by C4, R8 and R10.
Another 4096 clock pulses later, IC2 pin 3
will go high and this will also cause the
output to bleep, the time being determin-
ed by C5, R7 and R10.

Now, with IC2 pin 3 high, the oscil-
lator IC2 can no longer operate and the
whole circuit will go into a stand-by con-
dition, in which it draws very little cur-
rent.

The Sound Generator
After a positive edge at one of the relevant
outputs (from IC1b, IC2 pin 2 or 3), the
input to IClf will be high enough to make
its output go low. When this happens, the
oscillator formed by ICle, C6, D5, R11
and R12 will operate and the output from
this is used to drive the piezo-electric
sounding device. In order to maximize the
sound output, the oscillator output is in-
verted by ICId, thus doubling the avail-
able drive voltage and quadrupling the
power.
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TANOVER
START

ETI
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MEDIUM

BU NT
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'Cl.
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100o

IC1b
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C2
470n LAAAr...R4270k
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Fig. I The full circuit diagram.

HOW IT WORKS
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IC2

8

C3
22n

R8
100k

C4

C5

R7
10M

R12
100k

R11
100k

14

IC11

2C2n

IC 1a

0

°:

IC1d
8

BI

NOTES
D1-5 ARE 1N4148
ICI IS 40108
IC2 IS 4020
XI IS A PIEZO TRANSDUCER

Touching the contacts causes the divider to
be reset to all zeroes and enables the
oscillator (with a low pulse). On releasing
the contacts, the divider will start counting
and the monostable is triggered. The result
of all this is to cause the output oscillator to
produce a 'bleep' from the sounder.

When the divider has counted 4096
clock pulses, one output goes high and trig -

CONTACTS
O TOUCH

SWITCH RESET

VARIABLE
LOW

FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

CLOCK

ENABLE

DIVIDER

gers the monostable. This produces another
'bleep' from the sounder (for a longer
period).

After a further 4096 pulses, the other
output goes high, setting off a third and
final bleep (the longest of the three). The se-
cond high output from the divider also
disables the oscillator, preventing any fur-
ther action until the reset is triggered again.

MONOST ABLE
ENABLE

OUTPUT
OSCILLATOR SOUNDER

Cal

CONTROL

VOLTAGE

DISCHARGE
PATH

I b

C)`IF11 2R2) Cl

CONTROL VOLTAGE LOW CONTROL VOLTAGE HIGH
(OSCILLATOR ENABLED) (OSCILLATOR DISABLED)

.4-- VSUPPLY

UPPER THRESHOLD

I d I

I

1_ LOWER THRESHOLD

OV

VsuroLy

.4--OV

.1- %/SUPPLY

OV

Fig. 2(a) The circuit of a gated oscillator; (b)
waveform at the input of the Schmitt trigger;
(c) ouput from the trigger; (c) voltage at the
junction of RI and R2.

20

(al

BEND HERE

b

c

SOLDER TO PCB

BATTERY

-4- PCB

Fig. 3(a), (b) Making and assembling the bat-
tery connections; (c) the battery in place.

The Oscillators
There are two oscillators in this circuit,
both of the same type. The basic mode of
operation is that of a simple Schmitt trig-
ger with RC feedback (Figure 2). However
the output from the device is connected
via a diode, D, so that capacitor C can on-
ly charge up. In order for the capacitor to
discharge, the control input must be low;
if the control input is high, the capacitor
will charge to near the supply voltage and
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Tanover

v4ZritEala
Resistors
All 0.25 Watt 5% carbon.

RI 10k
R2,7,9,10 10M
R3 120k
R4 270k
R5 270k
R6,11,12 100k

Capacitors
All polycarbonate unless noted.
Cl 100p polystyrene
C2 470n
C3 22n
C4 100n
C5 220n
C6 4n7

Semiconductors
D1-5 1N4148 silicon diodes
IC I 40106 CMOS Hex Schmitt

trigger
IC2 4020 CMOS 14 -bit binary

counter

Miscellaneous
SW I

X1

miniature 3 -position slide
switch
piezo sounder such as
Radio Shack 273-065 or
273-060

PCB; 5V6 camera battery (eg. Duracell
PX23); case, 100 x 50 x 20 mm; nuts and
bolts; wire, brass strip, solder etc.

no further oscillation will occur. The ad-
vantage of this configuration, over some
other gated oscillators, is that virtually no
current is drawn when the circuit is inac-
tive.

Construction

The assembly of the PCB is fairly
straightforward but before this is attempt-
ed, ensure that the slots at each end of the
board are cut out and are large enough to
clear the battery and switch.

Now assemble the PCB, not forget-
ting the wire link for the negative supply.
The battery connectors are made from
two pieces of springy brass strip of the
type often found on older 41/2 volt bat-
teries, although anything similar would
do. They are bent at an angle of about
45 °, in opposite directions, so that when
soldered in position, they will hold the
battery and make good contacts (Figure
3).

Although sockets are normally
recommended for integrated circuits, in
this project it may be found that there is
insufficient clearance, when assembled, if
they are used. If this is a problem, the

height of the mounting pillars in the box
may be reduced by judicious use of a large
drill!

The next step is to mount the switch
in the box. This may be either in the end,
as in our model, or in the lid if space is too
restricted. Now drill a 5 mm hole about 35
mm from the battery end of the lid, to
allow the sound out, and then two small
holes about 40 mm from the other end to
take the touch contact screws. Stick the
piezo sounder in position inside the box
lid and solder its wires to the PCB. Now,
using fine insulated wire, connect the
switch and touch contacts to the board.

The board is secured in position with
short bolts and, with the BATTERY IN-
SERTED THE CORRECT WAY
ROUND (negative nearest link), to the
top of the box may be eased on and the
wires poked into available spaces until it
fits. The device should now be functional
with the switch positions corresponding to
20 mins, 40 mins and 60 mins, approx-
imately. If not, check for solder bridges,
IC orientation, diode polarity etc!

TOUCH
CONTACTS

'CO M '

R2

Fig. 4 The component overlay.

Tanover
To start the device, place a finger firmly
on the two contacts and then release it. A
short bleep should be heard, indicating
that the device has been reset. Some time
later a longer bleep will occur, and this is
the time to turn over and bronze the other
side. A similar time later, another even
longer bleep indicates that it is time to
cover up.

When first taking the sun, use the
shortest time and after a few days, work
up to the next stage. The number of days
on each setting depends on the latitude at
which you are sunbathing and your indi-
vidual sensitivity. Time periods other than
the preset 20, 40, and 60 minutes may be
obtained by varying the values of R3, 4 or
5 if required. Very sensitive skin may burn
even at 10 minutes exposure in hot
weather.
P.S.Wet your finger if it is difficult to
start.

LINK

PIEZO
SOUNDER

o
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ETI Special Publications
If you enjoy ETI, why not try some
of our highly successful special
publications.
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The Fun of Electronics
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Now NRI takesyou inside the
new TRS-80 Model III microcomputer

to train you at home as the
new breed omputer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack
advanced technology to teach
you how to use, program and

service state-of-the-art
microcomputers...

It's no longer enough to be
just a programmer or a technician.
With microcomputers moving
into the fabric of our lives (over

250,000 of the TRS-80TH alone have

been sold), interdisciplinary skills
are demanded. And NRI can prepare

you with the first course of its kind,
covering the complete world of the
microcomputer.

Learn At Home
in Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the program-
mer gains practical knowledge of hard-
ware, enabling him to design simpler,

Training includes new TRS-80 Model Ill micro-
computer, 6 -function LCD Beckman multi meter,
and the NRI Discovery Lab with hundreds of
tests and experiments.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)

more effective programs. And, with ad-

vanced programming skills, the techni-
cian can test and debug systems quickly
and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of home
study. No classroom pressures, no night

school, no gasoline wasted. You learn
at your convenience, at your own pace.
Yet you're always backed by the NRI

staff and your instructor, answering
questions, giving you guidance, and
available for special help if you need it.

You Get Your Own Computer
to Learn On and Keep
NRI training is hands-on train-

ing, with practical experiments and
demonstrations as the very foundation
of your knowledge. You don't just pro-
gram your computer, you go inside
it...watch how circuits interact...inter-
face with other systems...gain a real
insight into its nature.

You also work with an advanced
liquid crystal display hand-held multi -
meter and the NRI Discovery Lab, per-
forming over 60 separate experiments.
You learn troubleshooting procedures

and gain greater understanding of the
information. Both microcomputer and
equipment come as part of your training
for you to use and keep.

Rush Card
for Free Catalog

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 100 -page catalog.

It shows all equipment, lesson outlines,
and facts on other electronics courses
such as Complete Communications with

CB, TV/Audio and Video, Digital Elec-

tronics, and more. Keep up with the
latest technology as you learn on the
latest model of the world's most
popular computer. If card has been
used, write to:

RNRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuingr' Education Center

lm . 330 Progress AvenueE  H I Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2Z5

or telephone 416-293-1911

We'll give you tomorrow.



The PIED PIPER
Hickok's LX -306 is leading the way for

Di ital Multimeters
HICKOK441the value innovator

UROGERS electronic instrument, ltd.
P.O. Box 310, 595 Mackenzie Ave. Units 1&2
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5. Tel. (416) 683-4211
Duty and FST included. Chargex (Visa) ac-
cepted. Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.

hipping extra.

When it comes to digital multimeters The
Pied Piper is a natural leader. You won't
find a better DMM. Because The Pied
Piper (Model #LX -306) combines all the
best functions and features of a quality
DMM with Hickok's exclusive VARI-
PITCH - a full function, variable audible
tone.
Don't let the low price and miniature size
fool you. This DMM is designed to outper-
form all other hand-held digital
multimeters and it will fit in your hand.
With the VARI-PITCH feature and a basic
accuracy of 0.25%, The Pied Piper can in-
crease your testing and servicing

`capabilities by more than 25%.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
" 'Valid until Aug 1/83

k REG. $213.00 $189.00
N



TRS-80 Mode1100 Review

A liquid crystal display and
Microsoft BASIC make this one
of the more useful of the portable
models. Too big for your pocket,
it might be called a lap computer.

by Steve Rimmer

DEPENDING UPON just how you want
to look at it, the TRS-80 Model 100 could
be the Sinclair for rich people or the
Osborne for midgets. Resembling an elec-
tric typewriter that's been flattened by a
punch press, it is an interesting departure
from the half megabyte sixteen bit
behemoths that have been springing up at
the corner computer shop. It's tiny,
powerful, unusual . . . and ridiculously
expensive.

Technology is such a gas when it gets
bizarre.

ASCII And Ye Shall Receive
The Model 100 is about the size of a fat
coffee table book. It isn't pocket sized
unless you're the jolly green giant, but it
can certainly fit in a brief case. It has a full
size QWERTY keyboard of reasonable
quality with a number of novel innova-
tions, including eight programmable func-
tion keys, a cursor mover section and a
switchable numeric pad. It does not use a
CRT; perhaps the most interesting thing
about this contraption is that it talks to
you via a huge liquid crystal matrix that
can display eight lines of forty characters.
This, of course, makes it totally portable.
It can run on four penlight batteries for
twenty hours or from an AC adapter until
you forget to pay the light bill.

The LCD display driver has a timer in
there somewhere which blanks the screen
if there has been no keyboard activity for
a few minutes to keep the batteries
mellow.

The computer is based on the Intel
80085. This is a CMOS version of the
8085, an enhanced 8080 with pipeline ar-
chitecture and suchlike. As such, it is easi-
ly programmed if you want to get into
machine code . . . you may not like the
idea now, but you'll come to it in the
fullness of time.

The box has an internal nicad cell
which keeps its CMOS RAM alive even if

you steal its batteries to run your flash
gun. As such, it retains its programs with
the power off. There is also a cassette in-
terface to provide for heavier long term
mass storage.

There is all manner of unimaginable
splendor inside the box . . . software to
do things you probably don't now realize
you want done. Immediately on powering
up you will be presented with a menu of
the available options. These include
BASIC, plus several utilities . . . we'll
scrutinize them in a second. This display
also gives you the time . . . there's a clock
in there (well, why not) and the number of
bytes of RAM you have to play with. This
is about five K on an unadorned Model
100, although it can be expanded out to
twenty-nine K.

One of the things that will initially
catch the eye about this menu is that there
is a large number of blank spaces on it.
There's a reason for this . . . you can add
to it. Because the storage medium of the
system is essentially non-volatile, you can
use it as you would a disk or cassette. Pro-
grams can be SAVEd as RAM files, tuck-
ed away in memory and forgotten about
. . . but their names remain in the menu.
Thus, you can run a program in RAM by
calling it from the menu.

This is a trip, although to be able to
hold any number of reasonably useful
programs you will almost certainly need
some memory expansion.

The Model 100 also provides a socket
beneath one of its many trap doors to
allow the plugging in of customized
ROMs. This would allow the system to
hold special function machine language
programs.

Basically Speaking
The BASIC for the system will prove quite
familiar if you've used a computer before.
It's genuine Microsoft, and most of the
usual stuff is in there somewhere. In addi-
tion, there are a few things that are unique
to this particular creation. Most of the
capacities of the thing are nicely sup-
ported in the BASIC.

The BASIC has been well thought
out, and is eminently usable. Six of the
eight function keys come already pro-
grammed to do common tasks with single
keystrokes, to wit, FILES, LOAD,
SAVE, RUN, LIST and return to the
MENU. The keys can be programmed
from BASIC should you have loftier
things in mind for them.

Programs can be typed in and edited
in the usual manner. There's an EDIT
function, rather than screen editing, a bit
less convenient than it could be, but still
cool. All of the common BASIC syntax is
supported: spaces are ignored, "?" means
PRINT, and so forth.
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TRS-80 Mode1100 Review
In playing with the BASIC, several

things crop up. First off, the LCD display
is glacially slow when compared to a CRT.
It is more along the lines of a paperless
thermal printer. This isn't bad when
you're developing little four K doo dads,
but if you expand the RAM and are used
to getting to the end of a long file by typ-
ing LIST and looking up, be prepared to
count your toes for quite a while.

Secondly, the RAM files act in a very
unusual, and, probably clever, manner.
They aren't real files. When you create
one with a program, the machine doesn't
take your program and put it somewhere.
It sets up a pointer into RAM where your
program is and gives it a menu entry. This
prevents additional programs from over-
writing your first file, but it also has a
curious side effect. If you create a pro-
gram on a regular computer and save it,
say on a disk or tape, you have created an
unalterable copy of your file. If you call it
back to the computer and change it the
file will not be touched unless you save the
altered version.

With the Model 100's RAM files, you
are always working on the actual saved
files. Thus, if you call up a RAM file and
change it around, you don't have to re -
save it to store the changed bits . . . as
soon as you did 'em, they became part of
the file.

On the other hand, if you didn't like
the changes you made you can't just trash
the file and call the old version back.

The keyboard, too, has its uni-
quenesses, some of which are availed of
minimal documentation. Imbedded in the
alpha keys is a secondary numeric pad.
This is in addition to the usual top row of
number keys. Normally these keys pro-
duce the alpha characters we have all
come to speak of in polite conversation.

However, by placing your hairy finger
upon the "NUM" key 'til it clicks, they
mysteriously change into a numeric pad
for entering data. Quite clever, this.

Beside the NUM key there is a CODE
key. It is not unspeakably clear in the
manual what this thing does, but, if you
mess with it it will be discovered to be a
super shift that produces a number of
foreign language symbols when depressed
in conjunction with other characters on
the keyboard. If it is shifted as well you
get yet another set of even stranger sym-
bols, like "trade mark" and a few revers-
ed letters. The guy who designed the
character generator was crazy into
umlauts.

There is also a GRPH, or graphics
key, which allows you to access some
graphics characters. This is quite handy,
as they can thus be included in strings as
actual characters, instead of having to
print character code numbers for them. In
the unshifted state, these characters are all
manner of unusual little beasties and sym-
bols. Hit the shift and you get blocks and
lines for constructing block graphics im-
ages. What fun!

The keyboard also generates all the
control characters that would be expected
of it, and a number of these have (totally
undocumented) functions in BASIC.
CTRL X erases a line without entering a
carriage return . . . essentially it just
backspaces to the left hand side of the
screen. Control U does the same thing . . .

by the convention of these things, it
should leave the line on the screen, but ig-
nore it. CTRL S will halt the display on
the screen until a second CTRL S is hit.

The BASIC has a number of addi-
tional frills built into it. One of these is the
ability to make noises on the built in
squeaker-speaker. This doesn't sound like

a particularly profound trip, but most
systems that are limited to the control G
bleep don't give you this capacity unless
you scare up the machine code manuals.
In fact, it isn't even particularly hard to
get along with. There's a SOUND com-
mand that loads a divisor value into the
counter that determines the pitch of the
sound, and another into the one that
handles the duration. The pitches are a bit
unwieldy, but the manual has a list of the
numbers that approximate a tempered
scale.

This is a typical SOUND program:

10 REM SOUND!!!
20 READ S
30 IF S = 0 THEN 100
40 SOUND S,10
50 GOTO 20
100 END
500 DATA 2348,2092,1864,1567,1758,1758
510 DATA 1396,1567,1567,1174,1244,1174
520 DATA 3134,2793,3134,3516,3718
1000 DATA 0

It sounds like a digital watch gone
mad. The 10 in line 40 is the duration of
the notes. If you change it to a 5 things
really clip. The data statements are the
notes produced . . . this lot plays a bit of a
BACH chorale. Bach did a number of
chorales, largely to keep the horses from
escaping.

Another facility of the BASIC is the
opportunity for the programmer to set up
"interrupts". These aren't real interrupts,
but, rather, software equivalents. You can
use these to interrupt the normal running
of a program to do something of a higher
priority. For example, let's say that you
had programmed the computer to play
Gopher . . . this is essentially like Frogger
except that it involves rodents and steam
rollers. Knowing that this game is pretty
heady stuff, and that you are likely to lose
yourself in it , you might want to have
yourself reminded when it's time to check
on the temperature of the reactor core. No
sweat.

All you gots to do is make an early
statement of your program ON
T1ME$ = "10:30" GOSUB 1000, where
10:30 is when you want to be alerted and
1000 is a subroutine that bleeps and
squacks and plays a Bach chorale to get
your attention.

You can set these interrupts to look
for time, activity at the modem port, the
hitting of a function key or an error.

And Now, A Few Words . . .

As alluded to earlier, you can do other
things with the Model 100 once you get
weary of programming it. If you get back
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to the menu and move the cursor over the
file entry TEXT you turn up in this little
text editing thing. Now, it's really just the
BASIC line editing facility in another in-
carnation, but it's a good trip. Like
BASIC, it has the peculiar characteristic
of using the system's RAM files. That is,
if you "create" a file using the text editor,
you are always updating it whenever you
bring it to the screen. It never has to be
saved, and can't be lost accidentally.

The editing functions are actually
quite all right on this thing. You can move
around, insert and delete. There is
automatic line ending happening and you
can search for strings. For those whose
fingers are used to larger systems, let in-
stinct rule and you'll discover that it sup-
ports the same cursor mover commands as
Wordstar . . . how karmic. Sadly, you
cannot edit BASIC text files with it . . .

this would be a useful tool.
Using this little text editor, you can

create a file called ADRS, which will feed
the address handler. Yes, there's one of
those too . . . well, it's more of a phone
directory, and obviously uses the search
function of the text editor. Boy, the stack
must get big in there.

The idea is to store the names of all
the people you know who have phones in
this file and then call it when you want to
dial up one of them. It's a bit tedious
unless you have a big phone directory
which you lose frequently. The computer
is harder to lose if you keep its AC
adapter plugged in at all times . . . simply
walk around the room 'til you spot a
plugpack and trace the wire.

The address function is useful when
you get into the final internal widget of

<=>
tf 1 Ton°

1.111111111111111.11.1
81111111111111111111111111

the system, the Telecom program. This lit-
tle brute has its own built in modem. In
fact, it has two versions of it, one direct
connect and one acoustically coupled. The
acoustic coupler that you can get for it is a
scream . . . it consists of a DIN plug, two
wires and a speaker and a microphone
that clamp onto your receiver. You could
build one yourself with a speaker, a
crystal mike button and some rubber
bands except that Radio Shack has used a
non-standard DIN plug. (DIN, by the
way, means German Industrial Standard
. . . a bit of a paradox, this.).

The computer can behave like a less
than moronic but not quite smart ter-
minal. You can set the protocol . . . it
defaults to the usual standard for bulletin
boards, clever thing. You can also auto -
dial. Yes, you can use the numbers in the
address minder to dial the terminal. This
can be for either voice or data. It's sort of
a Bell Displayphone without the tube.

But Soft . . . But Why?
The TRS Model 100 is, without question,
a highly neat toy. It has a powerful
language, lots of options and plenty of
110. However, it also has a price tag to
really skewer your budget. $1100.00 will
set you up with the makings of a pretty de-
cent full sized system which may insist on
having you write its address minder, but
will at least have a tube.

As a straight computer, the TRS
Model 100 offers about as much RAM as
a VIC-20.

For about the same price, there's the
EPSON MX -20, which has rather more
RAM and a built in tiny printer, and is
probably also worth considering if you are

hot to have a computer that looks like a
book.

While the Model 100 did everything it
purported to do, and quite well, I doubt
the cosmic validity of doing most of them.
Aside from computing on airplanes, most
of the useful functions it offers can be
handled by other, more capable systems
which forego the box's serious limitations
gotten into for the sake of size and low
battery consumption. In short, you give
up a lot of power for the privilege of being
able to walk around with it.

As an interesting diversion, the
Model 100 is unquestionably a trip, and
I'll confess that my point of view may be
restricted by my economic circumstances.
I require all diversions and foolishnesses
costing over four hundred dollars to have
tires and pistons.

But, arghh, Billy, ye could be Lakin'
it out inta' the icy Nort' Atlantic t' com-
pute the number o' fish we'd be Lakin'.
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Voyager 1 passed within 126,000
km of Saturn in late 1980, giving
us the closest view of the giant
ringed planet we had ever seen.
This flyby laid the groundwork
for Voyager 2's 1981 encounter
with the planet from only 101,000
km, considerably extending the in-
formation gathered on the planet
to date.

IN LATE August/early September 1981
the Voyager 2 spacecraft swept by Saturn
at a distance of 101,000 km above the tops
of the clouds. The huge gravitational field
of this planet swung the craft on towards
its next planetary encounter with Uranus
in January 1986. Late in 1980, Voyager 1
came within 126,000 km of Saturn's cloud
tops, and the knowledge gained from this
Voyager 1 encounter enabled us to plan
the Voyager 2 mission for maximum data
raturn.

Voyager 2 not only approached
closer to Saturn, but it carried two
somewhat better television cameras, one
for narrow -angle or close-up work and the
other for wide-angle work. Thus Voyager
2 was able to provide us with many high -
resolution images not only of the surface
of the planet itself, but also of its rings
and its moons. One of the major
discoveries of Voyager 1 was that the
Saturnian ring system consists not merely
of the few rings one can see from Earth,
but that there were hundreds of them. The
higher resolution provided by Voyager 2
cameras has shown that there are literally
thousands of rings!

Up Close

Jammed platform
On August 25, 1981, shortly after Voyager
2's closest approach to Saturn and while it
was in the shadow of the planet and out of
communication with the Earth, a moving
platform in Voyager which carries the
spacecraft's cameras became jammed.
After the spacecraft emerged from behind
the planet and resumed communications,
commands were immediately sent to point
the instruments on the platform away
from the Sun to avoid possible damage
from the Sun's radiation.

The platform carries two television
cameras and two spectrometers (infrared

and ultraviolet), apart from a
photopolarimeter, which are mounted at
the tip of a 2.25 m boom extending from
the main body of the spacecraft. The plat-
form can move in two directions, azimuth
(or side -to -side) and elevation (up and
down). The jamming affected only the
azimuth movement.

Engineers first sent a command signal
so that the complete craft rotated to point
its delicate instruments away from the
Sun. The problem of investigating the
cause of the trouble was greatly magnified
by the enormous distance through which
the radio signal commands had to travel.
A command signal took nearly 11/2 hours
to reach the craft and the effect of the
command could not be received back on
Earth for about another 11/2 hours.

The jamming of the scan platform
occurred about 45 minutes after Voyager
2 had passed through the ring plane of the
planet, and this led to speculation that the

JUPITER
5 MAR '79 '

5 SEPT '77

JUPITER
9 JUL '79

SATURN 1
12 NOV '80

20 AUG '77

SATURN
25 AUG '81

PLUTO
AUG '89

NEPTUNE
24 AUG '89

URANUS
24 JAN 'MT

Fig. 1 The trajectories of Voyagers 1 and 2 and their encounters (courtesy of JPL).
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MAIL ORDERS
Mail Orders Accepted. Min Order $15.00. We
accept Visa, MC, American Express. Send
card No., Expiry date. Signature, Name of
Bank. All Ontario residents add 7% Sales
Tax. Add 5% delivery charge; we ship
Canada Post, or Purolator.
We ship available items. Please re -order
any items not shipped.

6502 Mother Board
(Bare) with Z-80, 80

Column, 16K, Disc Ctri.

Due to the advent of improved 6502 boards
with peripherals laid out on the board we
have decided to include the above 4
peripheral cards with our proven Parts
Galore 6502 board. You will now retain full
access to all 8 slots plus have all the
features that the newer boards provide. All
boards are G-10 epoxy with full screening
and plate through. Whats more these
boards are a known and proven commodity
with full compatibility with all Apple^^ pro-
ducts and other types of 80 column cards
and software.

6502 Board + 4 Peripherals $57.95

Same board, but wired and tested, with 30
day warranty $325.00
(4 peripherals not included)

Parts ELECTRONIC Galore
316 COLLEGE ST., TORONTO. M5T 1S3 (416) 925.8291

6502 UNIT
Wired and tested 30 day war-
ranty complete unit, 48K,
Heavy Duty Power Supply

$600.00
with numeric pad 5625.00

MONITORS

011111110111Mr-x,..

(a) Zenith 12" green phosphor, with 40/80
column switch, ideal for the Applem or
similar video output systems $159.00
(b) Electrohome, a true 12" green phosphor
professional monitor in a shielded metal
enclosure for RFI rejection. Made in
Canada $165.00
Same with 9" CRT $139.00
(c) Electrohome RGB colour monitor, 13"
screen an excellent monitor for showing
what an AppleTm can do in Hi-ReS mode.

$459.00
(d) Electrohome RGB signal extractor card
Needed to drive any RGB colour monitor
from an AppleTM. Plugs into any slot takes
little current, and works very well $169.00

NEW. A high quality channel 11 in-
terference free modulator with computer/TV
switch and connector to fit inside case and
plug right onto video peripheral pins. Made
just for the 6502 board.
New Modulator $22.00

ASCII Keyboards

Some of you will get your PC boards runn-
ing with surplus keyboards but some will
not and if you want the 'original' look try
one of these two keyboards. Both are ASCII
and can implement all the 'original'
keyboard functions.

a) Standard keyboard,
with header cable $99.00
b) With numeric pad $109.00

ABS CASES
New ABS case with numeric pad cutout to
the right of regular keyboard

$99.00

For those who wish to copy the 'original' as
closely as possible we have the following
enclosures, both fit the PCB's, power sup-
plies, and keyboards exactly.
(a) Beige case, ABS, all hardware, close

colour match to the real thing .

(b) Ivory case, ABS, all hardware, to many
a nicer colour for the home .

Regular ABS Case
579.00

SWITCHING POWER
SUPPLY

We only stock one power supply, the best
and highest power of all. We found out that
almost everyone wanted high power and
not the weak effort that the original com-
pany puts out. So we found the one that had
the best construction internally as well as
the best output. Our "Black Beauty" puts
out 5 amps at 5V, 2'/v amps at 12V and "v an
amp at - 5 and - 12. We went one step fur-
ther and obtained Ontario Hydro inspection
for them so that you know they are OK.
"BLACK BEAUTY POWER SUPPLY" $115.00

PERIPHERAL BOARDS

A variety of printed circuit boards that allow
you to add various capabilities to your 6502
board. All the bare boards are $15.00 each
alone or in quantity. The wired and tested
peripheral boards vary in price with their
capability.
(a) Z-80 A very popular board that allows for
the use of CPMIm and Z-80 programs on the
6502 PCB. Wired and tested $89.00
(b) 80 Character. Another popular board
that displays 80 characters of text on a nor-
mal screen. Wired and tested $89.00
(c) 16K, or language, allows an extra 16K of
memory to be used and avoids the need for
a ROM card on disc based systems, one of
the most popular. Wired and tested $65.00
(d) Floppy disc controller. A must if you
want ar disc drive. You must buy a DOS to
run with the card. Wired & tested $88.00
(e) ROM card, when populated with a few
2716's can hold another language. Does not
come with a language. Useful until you gel
a disc. Wired & tested $59.00
(f) RS -232 Another very useful card that lets
you communicate with printers ect using
serial data flow. Has RS -232 serial capabili-
ty. Wired & tested $86.00
(g) Printer card allows you to talk to parallel
printers, such as the very popular EPSON.
Wired & tested $86.00
(h) Prototype. A card that does nothing but
lets you wire wrap any kind of circuit you
can imagine. All holes no annoying power
busses to eat up all the space. Bare Board
only $10.00

REMEMBER ANY BARE BOARD IS ONLY
$15.00

DISC DRIVES

(a) Full height 51/2" drive, fully enclosed
with cable ready to plug in to your Apple',
or similar computer. Fully software com-
patible. $349.00
with controller $438.00
(b) '/." height low profile 51/2" disc drive ful-
ly enclosed with cable ready to plug in.
Saves a lot of space $349.00
with controller $439.00
(c) Bare SA400L DISK DRIVE all set for you
to modify with an analog board to make into
your own system $249.00
Cable for SA400L $9.00
(d) Analog card $35.00
(e) Bare SA390L DISK DRIVE. Mechanism
only, no PCB on back a lot easier to modify.
Comes with speed controller on
board. $219.00

Prices
Prices are rapidly changing in the 6502 PCB
game. If by chance we are higher in price
than someone else (due to magazine lead
times, etc) we will equalize our price to
theirs. Just tell us as you order what page in
ETI they advertise on or where their store is
and you get the break.

AMAZING
QUALITY

AT LOW COST

LARGE LCD DISPLAY
[LOW BATTERY READOUT

-7-

RECESSEDJAKSINFIl

HINOLTAGE FOR
DIODE TESTING,
LO -VOLTAGE FOR
N CIRCUIT
TE TIN

LINE PUSHBUTTONS
COLOURCODED FOR
EASY RANGE SELECTION

[Uv LIILOAD PROTECTION
ON ALL RANGES

I

$89.00
EXTRA FEATURE

 Diode test circuit  Lo voltage ohms,
0.5v  Lo battery indicator  Auto -Zero 
Auto polarity  Overload protection, all
ranges  ABS case (will not crack)  One
hand push buttons.

At last, a high quality,
with all the features of the higher priced
American brands at an affordable price.
Check these specs.

Voltage, DC
0.2, 2.0, 20.0, 200.0, 1000.0
Voltage, AC
0.2, 2.0, 20.0, 200.0, 750.0
Current, DC
200ua, 2ma, 2Oma. 200ma, 2000ma, 10A
Current AC
200ua, 2ma, 20ma, 200ma. 2000ma. 10A
RESISTANCE
200, 2K, 20K, 200K, 2000K, 20M Ohms
ACCURACY 0.25% ± 1 DIGIT

GREAT DEAL

Want a great deal? Want a winner? Well
here's one for you. We made a big buy on
the power supplies (Black Beauty). ABS
cases, ASCII keyboards and the famous
Parts Galore 6502 bare board and we now
offer this special deal. All four of the above
for only $299.00
Includes Z-80. 80 col, 16K, Disc PCB's.
Purchased separately $366.00

Great Deal with numeric pad includes
numeric pad keyboard and numeric ABS
case with 7-80, 80 col, 16K and disc
for only $319.00

Purchased separately $380.00

PROJECT BOARD

lave you ever tried to get an economical
protoboard and had a shock? Well look at
this, a good quality protoboard at a 30-40%
saving. The KH-408 has 1560 holes on a std
0.1" grid for IC's and a sturdy plastic base
with two binding posts for power. an ex-
cellent buy for the student. 538.00

PARTS KITS
For those in need we have these parts kits
a) All TTL parts $34.95
b) 2716 character gen programmed ...UAW
c) Complete kit, no IC's $57.00
d) Complete Kit, all IC's $160.00
el Complete Kit, all IC's, gold $170.00
Parts for 6502 Boards, available.
Mechanical Kit $7.50
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LATEST TECHNOLOGY FROM JAPAN
6502 CPU & 192K RAM on Board Computer

ITEMS A, B, C, D
MADE IN JAPAN (ASSEMBLED)
D. Switching Power Supply: $169
5V: 5A 12V: 4A
- 5V: 0.5A - 12V: 0.5A

Upper and lower case
1. Computer Keyboard (Apple corn-
atible) Upper & lower case switch -

clusive In Canada $119.00
. A.B.S. Case (Apple look -a -like)

$79.00
. Color R.F. Modulator with switch &

10 f t. cable $22.50
. Joystick (high quality ribbon cable)

$24.95
. GOLD Switching Power Supply
+5V, 5 AMP, + 12V, 2.5 AMPS, -5

'/a AMP, - 12V -1/2 AMP). Heavy
uty. $109.00

n riv .f i I .

A. Main Board 192K RAM:

B. Main Board 64K RAM:

C. Main Board 48K RAM:

E High Quality Case Keyboard:
Keyboard with Encorder IC and
Numerical Keyboard: $249

SPECIALIST IN JAP
MODEL AD -1
Mechanism

Electronics Board

MITAC DISK DRIVE

$899

only $459

$325

Field proven for 5 years by Apple
Inc. in nearly 1 Million Disk II
sold see note 1
Factor Flow Soldered & Burn -in

MEMORY SPECIAL
4116 150nS $1.99
4116 250 or 300 nS $1.75
4164 150nS 1x64K $8.85
2708 1Kx8 $5.55
2716 2Kx8 $4.88
2732 4Kx8 $7.99
2532 4Kx8 $8.75
2764 8Kx8 $11.99
4864 $10.99
CPU
Z80 $6.45
Z/30A $6.75
6502 $6.99
6502A (FASTSPEED) $7.79
6522 $6.99
Wholesale Distributor for NEC.
Toshiba, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Mitsubish!

Manufacturing

PCB Quality

Alignment

Warranty

Tested. Very Tight Quality Con-
trol.
Computer -Grade PCB with Gold
Plating
Guarantee to Run V, Track Pro -
.rams
1 Year parts & labour

Super 6502 64K
Assembled Board

Has Dual Processor Z-80, built in 5
Floppy Controller. Complete with up-
per and lower case keyboard, numeric
keypad. Unit price $850.00

MEMORY
QUANTITY DISCOUNT
THIS MONTH ONLY

2716 2Kx8 10/$45.00
2732 4Kx8 10/$60.00
2764 8Kx8 10/$99.00

MX80, EPSON Printer
Compatible Model CP80
w/Graphic $699
a) Parallel Printer Card
With Cable
b) 16K RAM Card
c) 80 Column Card
d) Floppy Disk Controler
Card
e) Z80 Card
f) RS232 Serial Interface

$99.00
$69.00
$99.00

$79.00
$79.00
$89.00

D. Eprom Erasing Kit $69.95
E. 48K 6502 Gold Plated
P.C.B. $59.00
F. 48K 6502 Tin Plated
P.C.B. $45.00

A. 51/4" MITAC DISK DRIVE
(NEW MODEL)

$459.00
c/w controller card

$379.00
without controller card.

 AppleMate is a trade mark of MITAC Inc.  Apple II, Disk II and DOS 3.3 are registered trade marks of Apple Computer, Inc  CP/M is
a registered trade mark of Digital Research Inc.  Pascal is a trade mark of UCSD.

NOTES: 1
The fact that the mechanism (Shugart SA390) is world-wide recognised for its reliability and the electronics board is burn -in tested gives
us the confidence to announce a 1 year Warranty Period for covering labour and parts if the malfunctioning is not caused by mis-
handling or mis-use.

B. 51/4" TEAC SLIM
DRIVE $399
c/w controller card r.
SPECIAL $339
without controller card.
Japanese precision 90 day warranty (opera-
tion manual included) Guaranteed run 1/2

track programs. Items A & B for your Apple II
use. Dealer Enquiries Invited

C. Eprom Programmer for AppleTM Special $99.
Programs 2708, 2716, 2732, 2764. (Does not re-
quire disk or any software) (Made in Japan).
Operation instructions included.

D. Package Special for 6502A Computer Kit
$535.00 (Free RF Modulator)

E 12" Zenith Monitor (Green) $149.00

Service Centre and Retail Outlet, 4051 Sheppard Avenue East (at Kennedy), Agincourt, Ontario M1S 1S8 (416) 298-3280

INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Box 577, Stn. J. Toronto, Ontario.

M4K 4Z2

Mail Orders: Send a certified cheque or
money order plus 5% for shipping and
handling. For Special Delivery, please
add $1.00 extra. Ontario residents add
7%, P.S.T.Visa & Mastercard accepted.
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Saturn Up Close

A Voyager 2 picture of Saturn's northern mid -
latitudes showing a strangely curled cloud at-
tached by a thin ribbon to the bright cloud
region to the north (top of picture). The cloud
has been monitored for seven rotations around
the planet and it seems to be forming a dosed
loop. Other discrete clouds may be discerned to
the east. Also evident is a ribbon-like structure
in the white cloud region. Voyager 2 took this
image on 16 August 1981 at a distance of 9.3
million km, when the smallest feature was
about 90 km across.

problem was caused by the craft being
bombarded with dust particles travelling
at an enormous velocity relative to the
craft.

However, on August 28, the platform
was successfully moved in azimuth by
command signals from the ground sta-
tions, which resulted in the instruments
being pointed at Saturn once again. The
response of the platform to azimuth com-
mands has sometimes been hesitant and
slow, but has steadily improved with use,
and scientists are confident that satisfac-
tory operation will be achieved at Uranus.
In any case, the platform has been left in a
useful position for the Uranus encounter
in 1986, so good images should be return-
ed even if the platform should again
become jammed.

It is interesting to note that the iden-
tical platform aboard Voyager 1 jammed
early in this craft's flight, but eventually
worked itself free. The reason for the
fault in Voyager 2 is not completely clear,
but there is a firm opinion that the fault is
probably not connected with the possible
collision with the ring material. Indeed,
the images returned before the craft
reached the ring plane gave some indica-
tion that everything was not working quite
as it should, and the spacecraft designers
are wondering whether a small piece of
plastic left in the gearbox assembly of the
platform could have caused the fault on
both craft.

Communications
Voyager 2 receives signals from Earth at a
frequency of about 2113 MHz, the
receiver being used either with a high -gain
3.7 m diameter parabolic reflector anten-
na or with a low -gain antenna. Voyager
2's primary receiver failed on April 5,
1978, and since then the craft has been
operating with its back-up receiver. Both
are phased -locked loop receivers able to
lock onto and track a received signal over
a 500 kHz bandwidth centred on the
receiver's test -lock frequency' or BLF. A
tracking loop bandwidth of at least 150
kHz is required to accommodate Doppler
shift effects induced by the rotation of the
Earth and by the acceleration of the
spacecraft in the region of the planet. In
addition to the failure of the primary
receiver, the back-up receiver was found
to have a shorted capacitor in its phase -
locked loop filter, which reduced the
tracking loop bandwidth from 500 kHz to
200 Hz. Special equipment was therefore
used to keep the frequency received by the
spacecraft constant to within about 50 Hz
by altering the frequency transmitted
from the ground station to the craft to
compensate for the rotation of the Earth
and for the acceleration of the craft.

Although the receiver operates only
in the S -band, the spacecraft contains
both S -band and X -band transmitters.
The S -band transmitter is a solid state
amplifier, but the other three transmitters
use travelling wave tubes. The X -band
transmitter uses only the high -gain anten-
na, but the S -band transmitter can use
either antenna.

X -band signals from the craft can be
received by both the 64 m diameter and 34
m diameter aerials of Deep Space Net-
work stations, but the 26 m Earth stations
work only with the S -band signals. The
signals reaching the antennae are about
100 attowatts (10-16 W), so very low
noise, low temperature amplifiers are re-
quired to detect it. An improvement of
about 1 dB in the signal-to-noise ratio is
obtained by suitably processing the signals
received by a 64 m and 34 m diameter
antenna at two of the three locations
(Goldstone, Spain and Australia). This
results in a signal being obtained which is
equivalent to that which would be provid-
ed by a single 72 m diameter reflector at
each location.

Loss of the signal from a 34 m station
reduces the data rate or increases the error
rate, but does not cause the loss of all the
data. Loss of the 64 m signal causes loss of
the X -band capability and reduces data to
the engineering measurements only. The
X -band signal is badly affected by bad
weather (water vapour or rain) at the
receiving station and data loss can be ex-
tensive on days when heavy rain or snow
falls on the antennae. Critical data was
therefore recorded on the spacecraft and

re -transmitted twice over separate Earth
station networks to provide protection
against bad weather.

Clouds
Now that we have considered some of the
engineering problems associated with the
Voyager mission, let us look at some of
the science results returned by Voyager 2.

Saturn has a very turbulent at-
mosphere in which the clouds are carried
along by the winds at high speeds. The
winds move fastest in the region of the
equator, blowing eastwards at speeds up
to some 1770 km per hour (about ten
times as fast as a hurricane on the earth).
Jupiter has global winds which move at
about one -quarter of this speed.

Brown and white spots on the surface
of the clouds are enormous regions of
storms. One of these was seen by Voyager
1 some nine months earlier and was still
raging as Voyager 2 passed by the planet;
it is some 2500 km across. Cyclones and
anti -cyclones occur on Saturn and rather
resemble the corresponding wind forma-
tions in the atmosphere of the Earth.
Unlike Voyager 1, Voyager 2 has found
easterly winds at several latitudes.

Voyager 2's infrared spectrometer
has made measurements on the upper
parts of the Saturnian atmosphere which
indicate that the temperatures some 40 km
below the top of the planet's visible clouds
vary from - 193°C to - 181 °C, but the
temperature patterns do not seem to cor-
relate with the wind patterns as shown by
the television images.

Saturn consists almost entirely
hydrogen and helium and has a density of
only about 0.7 g/cm -3. Its equator bulges
considerably owing to its rapid rate of
rotation - some 10 hours 39
minutes - for such a huge body.

The rings
Saturn's rings - some 270,000 km
across - are one of the best-known
things one can see in a telescope, although
they are very thin (about 2 km). They con-
sist of large numbers of ice and rock
lumps all independently orbiting the
planet like tiny moons. The largest of the
ring particles weighs many tons, but most
are far smaller.

The smallest microscopic fragments
in the rings are elevated out of the ring
plane by the gravity fields of the planet to
form the 'spokes' which were seen by
Voyager 1 across the bright ring.

Voyager's photopolarimeter was
pointed through the rings at the star Delta
Scorpii, which is some 989 light years dis-
tant. Measurements of the light from this
star as it passed through the ring materials
provided high -resolution data on the
number of ringlets, their densities and
widths and the widths of the gaps between
them. This technique enabled structures
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COMPLETE
SATELLITE

SYSTEM

$1,995
MINI -SAT II

SATELLITE
HANDBOOK

- $5.00

 24 CHANNEL RECEIVER  2 METER DISH
 120° LNA TRUE POLAR MOUNT
 RF MODULATOR  100 FEET OF CABLES

Computer Printout - for your location for all
Satellites $19.95
BRANCH OFFICES: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg,
Edmonton, Seattle

SOME DEALER AREAS STILL AVAILABLE

- 1
(604) 430-4040 SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD.
5330 Imperial Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6.
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eiRait POWER SUPPLY KITmwo.

VARIABLE 0 - 24 VOLTS D.C.
0 - 1 AMP'REGULATED

ADJUSTABLE CURRENT LIMITING WITH
LED INDICA TOR LESS THAN 900 ur
RIPPLE AT FULL LOAD STATE-OF-
THE-ART OUAD OP -AMP I.C. REGULAT-
ION INCLUDES TORROIDAL WOUND
CENTRE CORE TRANSFORMER

only $ 49.95
This is THE Power Supply for the Hobbyist.
Dual Variability allows wader selection of
both Volts and Amps. A LED indicator
warns of Current Limiting Includes a large
Heat Sink, Printed Circuit Board and all
Parts necessary to easily construct this durable.
Made -free Power Supply kir Which Will give
years and years of trouble -free operation.
All parts fully warrantied by the factory.

a
MIL SLAY Plit

1260 Lakeshore East
Misstssauga, Ontario

L5E 3B8

LIMITED
SUPPLY

ORDER
NOW

TO ORDER BY MAIL
SEND CERTIFIED CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO A & M ELECTRONICS
(DO NOT SEND CASH/ ADD Se 00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING ONTARIO RES.
IDENTS ADD 7% SALES TAX IS49.95  SeD0 53.77 = S57.721 VISA AND MASTER -
CARD ACCEPTED

Nerve

City

Amount Enclosed. I I Certified Cheque I I Money Order

Carle

Charge to I I M aaaaaa harp I I Visa I I Signature

Card No Expiry

MAIL TO. A & M ELECTRONICS 1260 Lake Shore East, Mississauga, Ontario L5E 388
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APPLETM USERS
FEATURES:
 Fully AppleTM compatible
 Half tracking capability
 Fool proof keyed connectors
 High quality die-cast chassis
 Quiet operation
 Canadian manufactured/serviced
 One year warranty Drive with controller

Drive only
shamrock specializes in manufacturing high

quality drives and accessories for AppleTM com-
puters. We do not modify industry -standard drives
as our other competitors do, instead we custom
manufacture our own internal electronics to suit
the AppleTM exactly.

Our emphasis is on quality, performance and
reliability. All our assemblies are masked,
silkscreened, wave -soldered and carefully in-
spected!

CUSTOM DRIVES DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

$429.00
$349.00 er.hantrock

Whether you are adding a second drive to
your system or are considering a first, seriously
consider the best from shamrock - the choice is
yours. Who else would dare offer a full one year
warranty!

We carry a variety of software packages at
discounts of 5 to 20% off suggested list prices.
Also computers, accessories and expansion
cards (all AppleTM compatible).shamrock computer inc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED TORONTO (416) 474-0113
Visit Booth #170 at Computer Fair OTTAWA (613) 828.1715

MONTREAL (514) 861-335'
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Saturn Up Close
of a size down to some hundreds of metres
to be observed, whereas the optimum
resolution of the Voyager imaging system
is seldom better than 10 km. This high
resolution could be obtained owing to the
small apparent size of the star and the
high resolution of the instrument on
Voyager 2.

Radio science experiments inves-
tigated the effect of the rings on the radio
waves emitted from Voyager 2 at both
S -band and X -band frequencies; some
measurements of the effect of Saturn's at-
mosphere on radio signals passing
through some of the upper layers also pro-
vided valuable information (the radio
signals will not pass through the bulk of
the atmosphere). The interaction of the
radio signals with the rings enabled some
estimation to be made of the sizes of the
particles of the rings. The sizes of these
particles varied from one ring to another,
but generally the large particles in the
rings were fairly evenly spread through the
ring, while smaller particles (of diameter
less than about 10 cm) tended to collect at
the edges of the rings.

There has been much speculation
about the mechanical stability of the rings

of Saturn and several theories have been
tested against Voyager 2 observations. A
mechanism is needed to hold the ring par-
ticles in orbit or they would have escaped
into space long ago. One theory suggests
the ring particles resonate in some way
with one of the larger satellites, and some
of the larger gaps in the rings do occur at
orbital resonances with Mimas (for exam-
ple, some particles make two orbits for
every one orbit of Mimas). Another
theory suggests that minor moons herd
each ringlet, but Voyager 2's cameras
could find no evidence for such minor
moons other than those already known to
shepherd the F ring. Voyager 2 found
some evidence to support a third theory of
density waves in the ring particles. Yet
another theory involves collisions between
the particles of the rings; hard objects
would rebound from the impacts, but
softer ice may shatter.

Voyager 2 gave considerable atten-
tion to the mysterious spokes in the B ring
and used time-lapse photography, within
minutes, mainly near the point where the
ring particles emerge from the shadow of
Saturn. Most of the spokes disappear

In
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10 km

A -RING

it t
\i ; y4,1-1

-`1
10 km

-'
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KEELER DIVISION

-10 krn

SATURN

The high resolution of Voyager 2's photopolarimeter revealed ringlets that
are undetectable by the cameras or radio systems. These three plots show
increasing resolution of an area including the Keeler (Encke) Division and
the edges of the A -Ring. The amount of starlight (from the distant star Delta
Scorpii) passing through the rings is plotted as a single line of varying
brightness. Peaks in the curve indicate areas where there Is little material to
block the passage of starlight, while dips in the curve indicate areas where
starlight is blocked by material. The Keeler Division is a relatively empty gap
and is therefore seen as a peak in the top plot. The dip in the Keeler Division
is probably the 'kinky ringlet photographed by Voyager 2's camera. With
increasing resolution (moving down from the top plot), a feature at the inner
boundary between the A -Ring and Keeler Division becomes apparent. This
feature is believed to be a ringlet.

before completing a single orbit of the
planet, but new spokes can form on top of
the remains of earlier ones. The spokes
are formed on both faces of the rings (il-
luminated and unilluminated) and extend
outwards from the planet like the spokes
of a wagon wheel.

It has been suggested that the spokes
are electrostatically levitated particles of
fine dust which have been raised above the
plane of the remainder of the B ring by the
magnetic field of the region. Three images
were taken during the ring plane crossing
at a time when the rings could be viewed
nearly edge -on in an attempt to see this
fine dust. However, no evidence of parti-
cle levitation could be seen in any of these
images - not even in a particularly im-
pressive image taken only 0.5 degrees
above the ring plane.

During the crossing of the ring plane,
the plasma wave radio receiver showed an
enormous increase in the intensity of its
signal, and the plasma wave investigators
believed this was due to the ionisation of
minute dust particles striking the
spacecraft, although these dust particles
are understood to have been too small to
damage Voyager 2 in any way.

SATELLITE 1980S26
2.35

SATELLITE 1980S27 2.33
-411 - 2.31

SATELLITE 1960528
2.28

A -RING

CASSINI
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G -RING

F -RING

ENCKE
DIVISION

I I

I

L 2.8

1.53
lk 1.95

- 2.01
2.21
2.26

2.33

CO -ORBITAL
SATELLITES
1980S1 AND 1980S3
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(56 mix 25 mil

A -RING

BRING

C -RING

D -RING

SATURN

-1.11
1.21

NOTE: SATURN RADIUS IS 60 330 km (37 489 ml)
SATELLITE ORBIT AND RING DISTANCES ARE
GIVEN IN SATURN RADII

Fig. 2 Saturn's rings were given letters in the order of their discovery, but the
rings seem to be affected by small satellites in ways not yet fully understood
(courtesy JPL).
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Saturn UP Close
It is interesting to note that a gap in

the outer edge of the A ring, known as the
Encke Division (after Johann Franz En-
cke of the Berlin Observatory, who
reported seeing a shading in the A ring in
1837), is likely to be renamed the Keeler
Division, since the Working Group on
Planetary System Nomenclature of the In-
ternational Astronomical Union believe
James E. Keeler of the Lick Observatory
saw this division about 1888 with a 90 cm
refractor telescope, whereas it is felt that
Encke, using a 22 cm telescope, was pro-
bably seeing another feature and not this
small gap.

Lightning
A particularly interesting discovery occur-
red when Voyager found lightning
discharges occuring in the B ring; these
discharges were roughly 10,000 times as
powerful as the typical lightning flashes
which occur on Earth, each having a
power approaching 1000 megawatts. It
has been suggested that the lightning oc-
curs when a small moon of Saturn in-
teracts with the ring particles and
generates a very strong electric field, but
no such moon has yet been observed.
Neither is it known whether the lightning
strokes are in any way associated with the
spokes which Voyager 1 found in the same
B ring.

Voyager 2 sought the 'braiding' in
the very narrow F ring found by Voyager
1 but did not find it. However, it did
observe another ring section which ap-
pears to be kinked, this being in the Encke
division by the A ring; it may be elliptical.
However, we know very little as to the
mechanism by which these narrow rings
can take up such peculiar shapes. It has
been suggested that minor moons may af-
fect the uniformity of the rings, but the
moons seem to have very little effect on
the ring uniformity.

Variations in the colour of the
various rings have led to suggestions that
these rings may have been formed when
bodies of different colours have been
broken up. However, this is rather wild
speculation and at the present time we
must admit that we really know very little
indeed about the way the famous rings of
this planet were formed.

Bow -shock
The Sun emits a constant stream of sub-
atomic particles which are deflected by the
magnetosphere of Saturn. A 'bow -shock'
wave is formed at the edge of Saturn's
magnetosphere - the edge of the region
where the magnetic field affects the par-
ticles from the Sun. Voyager 2 crossed the
bow -shock wave about five times as
`gusts' in the solar wind pushed the mag-
netosphere in and out of the region in
which Voyager 2 was traveling.

The spacecraft had already detected a
region in the solar wind where there were

Saturn's ring
and its inner shepherding

satellite
(1980S21) are

pictured in this close-up
V oyager 2

image
acquired 25 August

1981 from a range of 365 000 km.
Features as

smsdl as 6 km across are

visible. The
satellite is

elongated and irregular,
with its longest axis pointing

towards the centre

of Saturn (upper right here). As seen here, the F -ring is thin and does not show the multiple

braided structure
Voyage 1 saw, nor is there any indication

of a band or kink in the ring at its

closest point in the shepherd;
such a feature

would be consistent
with some of the theories ad-

vanced on the formation
of the braids.

few particles. The scientists believe that
this region is due to Jupiter moving
through the solar wind. Nearer to Saturn,
Voyager 2 found that the magnetosphere
extended to only some 18.6 Saturnian
radii, so it did not even extend out to the
orbit of Titan at this point. This may be
contrasted with the finding of Voyager 1
that Titan lies in the magnetosphere of
Saturn. It is important to know whether
Titan can interact with the high-energy
particles trapped within Saturn's magnet-
osphere.

It is interesting to note that Saturn's
magnetic field is tilted only about 1° from
the axis of spin of the planet. This is much
smaller than in the case of any of the other
planets whose magnetic field has been
measured. Magnetic fields may be
generated by the flow of electric currents
within certain parts of a planet, so an in-
vestigation into the field may provide in-
formation on the current flowing and
hence on the type of material inside the
planet.

The moons
One of the objectives of the Voyager 1 en-
counter was a close view of Titan, by far
the largest Saturnian satellite and the se-
cond largest moon in the whole solar
system. Fortunately Voyager 1 obtained
good images of Titan or Voyager 2 would
have been re -programmed to accomplish
this and would have been unable to con-
tinue for encounters with Uranus and

Neptune. Voyager 2's encounter with the
Saturnian system was therefore mainly
determined by the requirement to place it
on its desired trajectory to the outermost
planets.

Voyager 2 came closer to Enceladus,
Tethys, Hyperion, Iapetus and Phoebe
than Voyager 1, so images with better
resolution could be obtained. Fortunately
it returned some excellent images of some
of these moons before the platform jam-
med, but this fault resulted in about two-
thirds of the close-up images of Enceladus
being lost.

The first flyby of a major moon oc-
curred as Voyager 2 passed Iapetus, which
is heavily cratered and has a surface which
probably dates back to the early days of
the solar system. Strangely enough, this
moon has dark and bright sides, and the
composition of the dark side (reflectivity
about 5%) has created much speculation;
it seems too dark to be a silicate and is
comparable with the dark material in
asteroids which contain much carbon.
The density of Iapetus is relatively low, so
it cannot all consist of a normal type of
rock.

Voyager 2 next passed Hyperion,
whose diameter is little more than one -
fifth of that of Iapetus, but this strange
moon is elongated, with axes some 210 km
and 350 km long, and appears to be heavi-
ly cratered. Scientists would have ex-
pected its long axis to have pointed
towards Saturn because of the gravita-
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tional effect of the planet, but they have
calculated that if it was knocked from this
position it would take a time similar to the
age of the solar system to return, since it is
so far from Saturn that the gravitational
field of the planet is relatively small at that
distance.

Titan
Voyager 2 passed by Titan at a distance of
more than a hundred times that of
Voyager 1, so image resolution was great-
ly inferior to the Voyager 1 observations.
However, the images returned were ade-
quate to show that changes had occurred
in the atmosphere of the largest of
Saturn's moons since the visit of Voyager
1. The photopolarimeter on board
Voyager 2 looked for the particles in the
atmosphere which scatter light polarised
by the scattering process. The colour of
the scattered light is related to the size of
the particles, since smaller particles scatter
light of higher frequency (like the particles
which scatter the light in the upper at-
mosphere of the Earth to produce a blue
sky, whereas larger smoke particles can
scatter the red light of longer wavelength).

One may well ask why this measure-
ment was not made by Voyager 1 from a
much shorter distance, but the answer is
that the identical photopolarimeter on
Voyager 1 failed. The particles in the at-
mosphere of Titan were found to scatter
radiation from the ultraviolet and red
wavelengths; calculations indicate that

!NONE B -SATELLITE 1960S6-
SATELLITE 1960813
(60° AHEAD OF TETHYS)

NOTE: SATURN RADIUS IS 60 330 km (37 499 ml)
SATELLITE ORBIT DISTANCES ARE GIVEN
IN SATURN RADII

their dimensions are of the order of 0.1
um, but there is some evidence that these
particles may not be spherical - perhaps
crystals, who knows?

Voyager 2 passed minor planets and
also Dione and Mimas, but at much
greater distances than did Voyager 1. Only
about 20 minutes after its closest ap-
proach to Saturn, Voyager 2 passed by
Enceladus, which lies in the diffuse outer-
most E ring. The surface of this moon is
relatively young and fairly smooth. Some
parts of the surface displayed no craters
detectable by Voyager 2, and these parts
are probably less than 10° years
old - very young in terms of the age of
the solar system. Is Enceladus volcanically
active? Its surface seems to suggest that it
may show some such activity, but prob-
ably not so much as that of the Earth and
certainly far less than Jupiter's moon
Io - the most volcanically active object
found in the solar system.

The surface of Enceladus resembles
that of the far larger Ganymede, a moon
of Jupiter. Voyager 2 returned an image
of Enceladus in which not only the part il-
luminated by the sun could be seen, but
also the remainder of the moon in the
light reflected from Saturn. This 'Saturn -
shine' effect is similar to the 'moonshine'
(also known as the 'new moon in the old
moon's arms') which we see on earth at a
time shortly after new moon, when the
light reflected from the Earth weakly il-
luminates the part of the moon not direct-
ly illuminated by the sun.

Fig. 3 Orbit locations of Saturn's moons relative to the ring system (courtest of JPL).

Tethys

Good images of Tethys, one of the major
moons of Saturn, were obtained by
Voyager 1, but Voyager 2 not only ap-
proached the moon about five times
closer, but also approached from a dif-
ferent angle. This enabled it to see the
largest crater yet found in any of Saturn's
moons, with a diameter of some 400 km.
It is thought to be a very old crater, even
older than the large valley found by
Voyager 1 on the other side of Tethys
(which was also seen by Voyager 2). It has
been concluded that the crater has been
flattened by the flow of softer ice and it
no longer shows the deep bowl -shape
characteristics of fresh craters in hard ice
or rock. It was probably formed when
Tethys was much warmer than it is at pre-
sent.

Tethys shows two distinct types of
terrain. One of these is bright with densely
cratered regions, while the other is
relatively dark with lightly cratered plains
that extend in a broad belt across the
satellite. The latter plains are thought to
have been formed after the initial crater-
ing process by internal movements in the
moon.

Voyager 2 received some unusual
'pinging' radio signals from the moons
Tethys and Dione or from regions near to
these moons, some 300,000 to 380,000 km
above the cloud tops of Saturn. Scientists
have speculated that these signals may
arise from a cloud containing ions of
hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, etc., which
may come from atoms emitted by the
moons.

Conclusions
In spite of the problem with the jamming
of the instrument platform, the Voyager 2
mission has undoubtedly been an outstan-
ding success, with virtually all its objec-
tives accomplished. This is yet another
magnificent achievement of a large team
of workers in a project which is so com-
plex that it is difficult to imagine all the
details. One should not forget that for 11/2
hours all the observations on the night
side of the planet had to be recorded on
magnetic tape for subsequent transmis-
sion to Earth.

Voyager 1 is now moving out of the
solar system with all its encounter mis-
sions accomplished, but it is searching for
new evidence of the limits of the solar
wind. Voyager 2 has been swung by
Saturn's enormous gravitational field
toward its next encounter with Uranus in
1986 and, hopefully, a Neptune encounter
in 1989. There is no possibility of it going
near Pluto.

In view of the failure of the main
receiver on Voyager 2 and the fault on the
back-up receiver, one may well ask what
the position would be if the back-up
receiver finally failed completely before
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the Uranus encounter. The onboard com-
puter would then provide the command
signals to guide the spacecraft to Uranus
and to make a number of measurements
there. Such is the power of modern elec-
tronics!
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These three views of Hyperion were obtained as Voyager 2 flew by this satellite of Saturn. They
were taken (starting at the top) the morning of 23 August 1981 from a range of 1.2 million km,
the morning of 24 August from 700,000 km, and at noon on 24 August from 500,000 km.
Together they show the changing aspect of the satellite as Voyager moved in for closer views.
Hyperion, roughly 360 km by 210 km and shaped like a hamburger, is probably not in a gravita-
tionally stable position. Its surface is pock -marked with many meteorite -impact craters. It is
possible that one of these impacts jostled Hyperion out of position and that the satellite will sw-
ing back gradually.

SATURN'S SATELLITES
Name Diameter Distance Closest Approach Voyager -1 Voyager -2
1. 1980S28 40x20 km (25x12 mi) 137 670 km (85 540 mi) 219 000 km (136 000 mi) 287 170 km (178 300 mi)
2. 1980S27 220 km (140 mi) 139 353 km (86 590 mi) 300 000 km (186 000 mi) 246 590 km (153 220 mi)
3. 1980S26 200 km (120 mi) 141 700 km (88 050 mi) 270 000 km (168 000 mi) 107 000 km (66 490 mi)
4. 1980S3 90x40 km (55x25 mi) 151 422 km (94 089 mi) 121 000 km (75 000 mi) 147 010 km (91 350 mi)
5. 198051 100x90 km (60x55 mi) 151 472 km (94 120 mi) 297 000 km (185 000 mi) 222 760 km (138 420 mi)
6. Mimas 390 km (242 mi) 185 600 km (115 300 mi) 88 440 km (55 000 mi) 309 990 km (192 600 mi)
7. Enceladus 500 km (310 mi) 238 100 km (147 900 mi) 202 040 km (125 500 mi) 87 140 km (54 100 mi)
8. Tethys 1050 km (652 mi) 294 700 km (183 100 mi) 415 670 km (258 300 mi) 93 000 km (57 800 mi)
9. 1980525 30-40 km (19-25 mi) 294 700 km (183 100 mi) 237 332 km (147 471 mi) 284 396 km (176 715 mi)
10. 1980513 30-40 km (19-25 mi) 294 700 km (183 100 mi) 432 295 km (268 616 mi) 153 518 km (95 392 mi)
11. 1980S6 160 km (100 mi) 378 060 km (234 920 mi) 230 000 km (143 000 mi) 318 200 km (197 720 mi)
12. Dione 1120 km (696 mi) 377 500 km (234 600 mi) 161 520 km (100 400 mi) 502 250 km (312 000 mi)
13. Rhea 1530 km (951 mi) 527 200 km (327 600 mi) 73 980 km (46 000 mi) 645 280 km (401 000 mi)
14. Titan 5140 km (3194 mi) 1 221 600 km (759 100 mi) 6490 km (4033 mi) 665 960 km (413 800 mi)
15. Hyperion 290 km (180 mi) 1 483 000 km (921 000 mi) 880 440 km (547 100 mi) 470 840 km (292 600 mi)
16. Iapetus 1440 km (895 mi) 3 560 100 km (2212 100 mi) 2 470 000 km (1 534 900 mi) 909 070 km (564 900 mi)
17. Phoebe 160 km (99 mi) 12 950 000 km (8 047 000 mi) 13 537 000 km (8 411 500 mi) 1 473 000 km (915 300 mi)
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Fig. 1 Illustrating clipping of a sine wave by
output overload.

Specifications

Triggering Level: (± 15 V supply): ± 10.8
V peak, 7.6 Vrms Frequency Response:
1.6 Hz to 150 kHz for 1 dB accuracy Sup-
ply Current: 1.2 mA (idle), 15 mA (one
LED on), 30 mA (both on) Input Im-
pedance: 200 K ohms.

TABLE 1

+ Power Amp
Supply Volts
25
30
35
40
50
60

TABLE 2

Single Split
6 ± 3

12 ± 6
18 ± 9
24 ± 12
30 ± 15

ZENER DIODE
SELECTION

ZENER

None
None
4V7 400 mW
lOy 1W
20V 1W
30V 1W

LED RESISTOR
(R19,20)

300
750
1K2
1K8
2K2
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A simple, accurate circuit that lets
you know if your equipment is
producing clipping distortion. By
Bill Markwick.

ANY AMPLIFIER can only deliver so
much signal; if you ask it for more, the
output stage will neatly clip off what it
can't produce. This clipping distortion is
particularly abrasive to the ears. You may
say that the answer is to turn down the
volume, but other factors enter the pic-
ture. In a stereo, clipping distortion may
be caused by various stages. The LED of
the Indicator lets you pinpoint the culprit.
In an audio mixer, the multiple sources
make it difficult to determine which one is
causing overload. Again, the LED to the
rescue. Finally, in multi -amplifier PA
setups, one or more amps may be clipping
due to misadjusted levels, and the in-
dicator reduces the panic.

This unit has the advantages of low
cost, full -wave detection, very flexible
supply voltage requirements, ease of in-
stallation, and a "pulse -stretcher" to hold
the LED on long enough to catch the eye,
even on short transients. The high input
impedance means that you can add it to
almost any point in the audio chain
without causing distortion.

The wide supply range means that the
Indicator will work from any dual supply
from ±3V to ± 15V, or any single supply
from + 6V to + 30V. A single zener diode
can be added to adapt the supply to most
power amplifiers. The brightness of the
LED will vary with supply voltage, and
Table 2 shows the series resistor which will
keep the LED current at about 15 mA for
various voltages.



OV ADCATER
Construction is straightforward.

Assemble the PC board, and attach the
LED's with whatever length of twisted
wire you require. If you plan to use the
unit with a preamp, the zener diode and
calibration potentiometers are not re-
quired; just connect the unit according to
the diagram for the type of power supply
you have.

If you're installing it in a power
amplifier, you'll probably need to fit the
zener diode listed in Table 1. This keeps
the applied voltage to 30 volts, well within
the limit of the LM339; however, this
means that the unit will require calibrating
via the PC -mounted trim pots. Note that
the PC is laid out to accept both Philips
411 series and the plastic Radio Shack
series.

No calibration is necessary when used
with a preamp. Just connect it ahead of
the volume control as shown, or if there
isn't one, to the final output. The LED
will then light if the output approaches the
clipping level of most amplifiers, and will
be kept on for about two -tenths of a se-
cond by the pulse stretcher. If you'd like a
little extra headroom, the unit can be
made 3 dB more sensitive by decreasing
R3 to 22K.

Calibrating the unit when used with a
power amplifier is best done with an
oscilloscope. If you have a speaker switch,
turn them off and apply a signal, either
sine wave or program, and monitor the
output with the scope until you see clipp-
ing begin. Reduce the level slightly and
adjust the Indicator to come on at this
point. Some trial and error may be
necessary if you use program material in-
stead of a sine wave.

If you have no oscilloscope, you
could try listening on headphones until
you hear the buzzing distortion typical of
clipping, and adjust the Indicator to come
on just ahead of this point.

HOW IT WORKS

ICla and ICIb form a window comparator
with ICla triggering on positive signals,
and IC1b on negative ones. The reference
voltages applied by R1,3 and 5 hold both
outputs high in the absence of a signal. The
LM339 open -collector outputs let R15
charge C3 to the full supply voltage, cutting
off Q1 and the LED. When the input signal
exceeds the reference voltages, the related
IC changes state and pulls R13 to the V - ,

discharging C3 and turning on Q1 and the
LED. The LED will remain on after the
signal falls until R15 and the base current of
Q1 recharge C3, about 200 mS. R13 and
R17 are current -limiting resistors, and R7
protects the IC inputs if the signal voltage
should rise above the supply rails. R19 sets
the current through the LED, and the
brightness then depends on the supply
voltage. For this reason, R19 must be
chosen to suit the available voltage; see
Table 2.

+3 to V

Channel 2 similarly

Fig. 2 Connecting to a preamp with a split sup-
ply.

+V

IN2

(omit trim pots) LEDS

IN1

-v

1Channel 2 similarly IN2

(omit trim pots) LEDS

IN1

-3 to -15 V

+6 to +30 V

Fig. 3 Connecting to a preamp with a single

+v

-v

I
GND

Add
if required.
See

zener diode

Table 2

POWER

AMPLIFIER

Power Amp

SPKR 1 IN1
+Supply

Fig. 4 Connecting to a power amplifier.
SPKR 2 IN2

Add trim
pots

LEDS

optional
level
adjust

100K

RV1
see text

F470K

CI

1 u 35 V

t4

5

R11

470K

1C1a 2

Normally high

1C1h 1

12

R15

470K

R13 R11

2K2

C3

1 u 35 V

Channel 1, odd numbers

Channel 2 identical, even numbers

47K

R19

(See Table 2)

GND

+V
yr.
4.1

Z01

Power amp

+ supply

V (or Gnd)

>-

Normally h gh

CHANNEL 2 IC PINS

>--
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Resistors, (all 1/e W, 5%)

R1,2,5,6 10K
R3,4 51K
R7,8 10K
R9,10,11,12,
15,16 470K
R13,14 2k2
R17,18 47K
R19,20 See Table 2

Potentiometers

RV1,2 100K trim pot, Philips
411-02261 or Radio Shack
271-220

Capacitors

C1,2,3,4 lu 35V tantalum

Semiconductors

Q1,2 2N3905 or any general
purpose PNP

ZD I See Table 1
LED1,2 any red LED
ICI LM339 quad comparator

Miscellaneous

PC board, terminal pins, hookup wire.
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Electromusic
Techniques
Part 2
The second in this design series by leading -expert -in -the -field Tim Orr
features voltage controlled filters, voltage controlled amplifiers and ring
modulators.

THE FIRST group of circuits we consider
this month are voltage -controlled filters.
Figure 1 shows the circuit for a state
variable filter with four frequency
responses; lowpass, highpass, bandpass
and notch. All four responses can be con-
trolled by varying the gain of the two in-
tegrators. The Q factor of the filter can
also be voltage controlled. If the Q is set
to maximum, by turning off the feedback
CA3080, then the circuit will become a
sine wave oscillator (because the damping
has been reduced to zero). Prior to this,
very high Q factors can be obtained, of
the order of 400. The frequency responses

are shown in Fig. 2. Most synthesisers use
a - 24 dB/octave lowpass VCF, but the
more responses that are available, the
wider is the choice of sound that can be
preduced.

VCFs are usually swept with a control
voltage from an ADSR. Every time a note
is played on the keyboard the VCF is
swept, the shape of the ADSR signal and'
its polarity determining the type of sound
that is heard. Figure 3 is a circuit for
sweeping a VCF. both positive and
negative sweeps are obtained on one con-
trol pot. Figure 4 shows a VCF chip, the
SSM 2040 which was covered in the
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Fig. 1 State variable VCF.
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Mg. 2 State variable filter responses.

FREQUENCY

November, 1982 issue of ETI.
Another CA3080 VCF is shown in

Fig. 5. Note that the accuracy of the ex-
ponentiator need not be as good as that
needed for a VCO (unless you are going to
make the VCF oscillate and track a VCO).
A somewhat different VCF is shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. The bi-quadratic filter has a
Q factor that is proportional to the cut-off
frequency. So, as this frequency is in-
creased, the Q factor will increase. This
gives a constant ringing time which is in-
dependent of frequency. All the previous
VCFs have a constant Q operation.

VCA And Ring Modulators
Voltage controlled amplifiers are one of
the easier synthesiser building blocks to
make, as long as you don't want low noise
and low distortion operation. Figure 8
shows a standard linear VCA. The audio
input is attenuated to about 40 mVpp and
then fed into the CA3080, the gain of
which is controlled by the Ic current. If
the audio input is removed, control
breakthrough will probably be seen at the
output. Most of this is caused by the input
offset voltage of the CA3080 being
multiplied by the IABc control current.
The offset can be nulled out by adding a
small DC voltage to the non -inverting ter-
minal, which should eliminate most of the
control breakthrough. Any residual
breakthrough is due to current mirror
mismatches in the CA3080 and is
unavoidable. Distortion may also be
rather high, perhaps in the region of
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0.5%, but this is not generally considered
to be a problem in synthesiser circuits.
Lowering the input signal level will reduce
the distortion at the expense of an increase
in the noise level.

A better VCA is shown in Figure 9.
This is the 1537A monolithic VCA, and
can be configured for either stereo or
mono. A complete article covering ap-
plications of this chip appeared in the
June, '81 issue of ETI. A third VCA is
shown in Fig. 10, this one being con-
structed from a CA3046 transistor array.
It uses two of the transistors as a
predistortion circuit so that a higher
operating signal level can be used for the
same level of distortion. In fact, the
predistortion principle is used in several
multiplier chips, including the LM13600
which is used in the next circuit, (Fig. 11).
The two LM13600 circuits are used as low
distortion VCAs. A predistortion diode
bias current is inserted into the IC at pins
2 and 15. The gain of each VCA is con-
trolled by the 1ABC current (pins 1 and 16),
this current being derived from a pair of
complementary control voltages. As the
gain of the channel increases the other
decreases. Some interesting effects can be
obtained with this circuit; for example a
note can pan from left to right every time
it is played.

The VCAs mentioned so far have all
been two quadrant multipliers. The opera-
tion of a four quadrant multiplier
(sometimes called a balanced modulator
or ring modulator) is very different (Fig.
12). When two sine waves are multiplied
together the result is a signal composed of
sum and difference tones. For example, if
the two input sine waves have frequencies
of 100 Hz and 1 kHz, then the output will
be composed of two tones, one at 1100 Hz
(sum) and one at 900 Hz (difference). If
the same sine wave is applied to both in-
puts, then the sum tone is twice the
original frequency, and the difference
tone is a DC voltage. Ring modulators are
used to produce discordant sounds and
special effects.

Figure 13 is a simple ring modulator
circuit. The performance suffers a bit
from poor X and Y feedthrough, which
can be minimized by adjustment of the
two presets. A better modulator is shown
in Fig. 14; this circuit employs a balanced
modulator chip made by National
Semiconductor and others. The feed -
through adjustments are very sensitive
and so it is necessary to run the circuit
from a stable pair of supply rails. Adjust-
ment of the presets is as follows. Insert a
carrier signal (1 kHz at 2 Vpp), look at the
output and adjust the carrier fundamental
and then the carrier second harmonic
presets for minimum feedthrough. Repeat
this for the signal path. Feedthrough
should be the order of 60 dB down on the
maximum output level.
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MOST SMALL computers come with, or can be fitted with,
machine language monitors. Some, like the TIM for the PET,
are pretty simple and unadorned. They let you look at bytes,
change bytes, look at the registers and turn a program loose. If
you step up to a slightly more complex system, such as that
found on the Apple, you'll find that the monitor offers some
tools to help you fool around with all those weird numbers.

At this point, one begins to realize that machine language
doesn't have to be totally impossible to work, although it
helps.

When you write machine code on paper, you usually do it
with the aid of mnemonics, that is, names for the actions that
the associated bytes carry out when executed by the processor
(if the program doesn't crash before it gets to them). This is a
tad easier than trying to read a block of numbers. In fact, there
are programs that will take a string of these mnemonics and
convert them into bytes for you. You can also go the other
way. These things, called assemblers and disassemblers, are a
quantum leap in programming.

As it turns out, assemblers are rather more useful than
disassemblers because if you get the right type of the former,
you don't need the latter.

There are two types of assemblers. The first is the inter-
pretive, or "mini" assember, as found in the Apple's Integer
BASIC monitor and the CP/M "DDT" program. With this
program, you type a line of mnemonic text and the program
analyses it, and if it's not fraught with syntax trolls, makes it
into bytes. However, what you wind up with at the end of
writing a program in this way is still a mass of undifferentiated
bytes . . . fun if you're looking for a bug.

The second trip is the text assembler. In this case, you
create a text file that has your program in mnemonic form,
complete with comments and other good bits, and store it on a
disk. Then a program is called to read the file and make an ob-
ject file from it. Some assemblers will immediately churn out a
runnable machine code program. Others will produce an inter-
mediate file which must then be linked or loaded to wind up
with something useful.

This second sort of assembler is what you've got to get in-
to if you want to do complex code. However, there are a few
differences between assembling in this way and just juggling
bytes.

New directives
The complicated bits in using an assembler are involved in tel-
ling the assembler what exactly you want to do. These are cal-
led "directives". Strangely enough, the ways that these things
are specified are somewhat universal, even for assemblers
designed for totally different processors. For example, the Ap-
plesoft Toolkit assembler, still one of the better 6502
packages, and the CP/M 8080 ASM have nearly identical syn-
tax in many of the more global respects.

Here's a quick look at exactly how the funny bits work.
First off, as you have probably figured, if you've checked

out the manual for an assembler, the program assembles text
files; it doesn't create them. You'll need a text editor or word
processor for this. If you think of your text editor's buffer as
being a long strip of paper, there are a number of lines in that
hard -to -read blue ink that runs vertically, dividing it up into
columns which the instructions call fields. We won't, though;
fields are big grassy things with old tires in them. Each field is
set up to hold a particular part of each line of code written for
the assembler to assemble; the program will differentiate bet-
ween the parts by looking to see what is in each column.

For the purposes of this discussion, let's say that to go
from the first to the second column you hit a tab on your
keyboard, or control I. Actually, many assemblers are not this
specific about where one field ends and the next begins.

The first column is for holding labels. These are ref-
erences that the assembler can use to branch and jump to, and
to call things by. The second column holds the mnemonics for
the instructions we want to write. The third column holds the
data for the instructions in the second column, and the last col-
umn, which extends to the right roughly until forever, is for
comments and other stuff the computer doesn't have to know
about.

A line of assembler code might read:

START JMP BEGIN ;Here's where It gets going

This means that a routine called START has a JMP as its
first instruction. The stuff after the semi -colon is a comment.
Assemblers will always ignore whatever they find to the right
of a semi -colon. This is very useful for things other than com-
ments. Suppose you wanted to assemble this program and see
what happens if the above line were left out. You could erase
it, but you'd have to remember where it goes and type it back
in if it turned out to be needed. A better way is to "comment"
it out.

;START JMP BEGIN ;Here's where it gets going

When you want it back, just take out the semi -colon. The
first statement in an assembler file is usually an ORG. This
tells the assembler where in memory the program will eventual-
ly reside when it runs. Most systems have an address where one
conventionally begins programs. For example, CP/M pro-
grams usually begin at 100H, so the first line is usually: '

ORG 0100H ;Begin here

After the ORG, you usually find the equates and
variables. Equates are what the assembler calls its constants.
For example, suppose one wanted to print a line feed character
somewhere in the program. You could print the character AH,
but it is often easier to define a variable name with this value.
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You'd do this with an EQU.

p EQU OAH ;Line feed

If you are going to be getting data from somewhere and
you want to store it in RAM, you will have to reserve some
space for it. To do this, you would define space, using a DS.

BUFFER DS 40H ;Input buffer

This means to find a place in RAM 40H characters long
and store stuff destined for BUFFER there. Later on in the
program, putting stuff in BUFFER will just involve loading
data into this variable name. For example:

GETLINE JSR GETCHAR ;Get a character
CMP #SODH ;Is it a carriage return?
BEQ NEXT ;If so, we're done
STA BUFFER,X ;Load it into the next space in

;BUFFER (Location BUFFER
;+ X)

INX ;Make X point at the next
;space in BUFFER

JMP GETLINE ;Go get another character
NEXT RET ;or whatever

There are also two other defines, DB and DW. DB stands
for define byte. This means to specify one or more single bytes
and put a label to their location so a program can refer to
them. DW means define word, or two bytes. This is often used
to hold addresses, which are sixteen bits wide in most cases.
The CP/M assemblers use DB to hold character strings,
among other things.

1111011iimiab.
BDOS EQU 0005H ;An address to call

MVI C,9 ;Tell the system to print
LXI D,MESSAGE ;Point to MESSAGE
CALL BDOS ;BDOS has been defined as an

;EQU
MESSAGE DB 'Electric wombats rule the skies', CR,LF,
;CP/M uses a '$' to mean 'end of message'

The lovely bit about using equates and defines in this way
is that you can have a huge text file where a reference is used
many times. You can put the reference anywhere you like . . .

at the top, mayhaps, and by changing it, change all the
references in the program on the next compilation.

Most assemblers support something called conditional
assembly. This means that you can block off a chunk of code
and make its inclusion in your program conditional upon how
you define an equate. This may seem like gilding the lily, but
it's actually very useful when you start writing programs that
can be run on a number of different systems. For example:

FALSE EQU
TRUE EQU

0 ;You have to do this first
NOT FALSE ;so assembler will understand

;TRUE and FALSE

;This program can be used on the TRS-80 II and the Apple H

TRS EQU TRUE ;Set TRUE for TRS-80
APPLE EQU FALSE ;Set TRUE for Apple

IF TRS ;If it's a TRS-80
OUT MODMPRT ;Output a byte
ENDIF

IF APPLE
CALL MEMMAP
ENDIF

;If it's an Apple
;Call a routine to
;handle Apple's weirdness

Of course, we would have to define things like MODM-
PRT and have a routine called MEMMAP somewhere or the
assembler would throw an error. Oh yes, it goes through and
checks every reference.

It's interesting to note, though, that most assemblers
don't care whether you define a variable or a string prior to the
first time it is encountered, just so long as it's defined
somewhere in the file.

Finally, there's the END directive. This means just what it
looks like . . . it tells the assembler to shut up. You can leave
this off in many cases. However, it's handy if you want to tem-
porarily blank off the last part of your file . . . the assembler
will ignore anything after the END.

As usual, there's more to it than this. In fact, you will no
doubt find specific peculiarities of your assembler. However,
given some understanding of the directives used, most of the
rest of the programming is done in straight mnemonics . . . if
you have been dealing with a mini -assembler up until now,
stepping up to one of these things should be fairly easy.
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COMPUTERS
(HARDWARE)

THE ESSENTIAL COMPUTER DICTIONARY AND SPELLER
AB011 10.45
A must for anyone just starting out in the field of computing,
be they a businessman, hobbyist or budding computerist. The
book presents and defines over 15,000 computer terms and
acronyms and makes for great browsing.

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS AND
MICROPROCESSORS - WITH PROJECTS.
TAB No.1015 $14.45
Here's a plain English introduction to the world of microcom-
puters - it's capabilities, parts and functions and how
you can use one. Numerous projects demonstrate operating
principles and lead to the construction of an actual working
computer capable of performing many useful functions.

BP66: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS
AND COMPUTING $7.55
E.F. SCOTT, M.Sc., C.Eng.
As indicated by the title, this book is intended as an introduc-
tion to the basic theory and concepts of binary arithmetic,
microprocessor operation and machine language programm-
ing.

There are occasions in the text where some background
information might be helpful and a Glossary is included at
the end of the book.

BP72: A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER $7.70
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
A newcomer to electronics tends to be overwhelmed when
first confronted with articles or books on microprocessors. In
an attempt to give a painless approach to computing, this
small book will start by designing a simple computer and
because of its simplicity and logical structure, the language
is hopefully easy to learn and understand. In this way, such
ideas as Relative Addressing, Index Registers etc. will be
developed and it is hoped that these will be seen as logical
progressions rather than arbitrary things to be accepted but
not understood

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS
TAB No.995 811.45
If you aren't sure exactly what a microprocessor is, then this
is the book for you. The book takes the beginner from the
basic theories and history of these essential devices, right up
to some real world hardware applications.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN WORKING MICROCOM-
PUTER
TAB No.1200 $16.45
An excellent reference or how-to manual on building your
own microcomputer. All aspects of hardware and software
are developed as well as many practical circuits.

BP78: PRACTICAL COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS $7.30
E.A. PARR, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Curiously most published material on the microprocessor
tends to be of two sorts, the first treats the microprocessor as
a black box and deals at length with programming and using
the "beast". The second type of book deals with the social
impact. None of these books deal with the background to the
chip, and this is a shame as the basic ideas are both in-
teresting and simple.

This book aims to fill in the background to the
microprocessor by constructing typical computer circuits in
discrete logic and it is hoped that this will form a useful in-
troduction to devices such as adders, memories, etc. as well
as a general source book of logic circuits.

HANDBOOK OF MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
TAB No.1203 816.45
Highly recommended reading for those who are interested in
microprocessors as a means of a accomplishing a specific
task. The author discusses two individual microprocessors,
the 1802 and the 6800, and how they can be put to use in real
world applications.

MICROPROCESSORIMICROPROGRAMMING HANDBOOK
TAB No.785 $16.45
A comprehensive guide to microprocessor hardware and pro-
gramming.Techniques discussed include subroutines, handl-
ing interrupts and program loops

BP102: THE 6809 COMPANION $8.10
M. JAMES
The 6809 microprocessor's history, architecture, addressing
modes and the instruction set (fully commented) are covered.
In addition there are chapters on converting programs from
the 6800, programming style, interrupt handling and about
the 6809 hardware and software available.

DESIGNING MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
$18.00

POOCH AND CHATTERGY
This book provides both hobbyists and electronic engineers
with the background information necessary to build
microcomputer systems. It discusses the hardware aspects of
microcomputer systems. Timing devices are provided to ex-
plain sequences of operations in detail. Then, the book goes
on to describe three of the most popular microcomputer
families: the Intel 8080, Zilog Z-80, and Motorola 6800. Also
covered are designs of interfaces for peripheral devices, and
information on building microcomputer systems from kits.

5-100 BUS HANDBOOK
1019: $26.00
BURSKY
Here is a comprehensive book that exclusively discusses
5-100 bus computer systems and how they are organized. The
book covers computer fundamentals, basic electronics, and
the parts of the computer. Individual chapters discuss the
CPU, memory, input/output, bulk -memory devices, and
specialized peripheral controllers. It explains all the
operating details of commonly available S-100 systems.
Schematic drawings.

BASIC MICROPROCESSORS AND THE 6800
H 806: $24.45
Provides two books in one: a basic guide to microprocessors
for the beginner, and a complete description of the M6800
system for the engineer.

Each chapter is followed by a problem section.

DIGITAL INTERFACING WITH AN ANALOG WORLD
TAB No.1070 816.45
You've bought a computer, but now you can't make it do
anything useful. This book will tell you how to convert real
world quantities such as temperature, pressure, force and so
on into binary representation

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING HANDBOOK: AID &
DIA
TAB No.1271 $16.45
A useful handbook for computerists interested in using their
machines in linear applications. Topics discussed include
voltage references, op -amps for data conversion, analogue
switching and multiplexing and more.

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR MICROCOM-
PUTERS
AB013 $13.45
Learn how to find the cause of a problem or malfunction in
the central or peripheral unit of any microcomputer and then
repair it. The tips and techniques in this guide can be applied
to any equipment that uses the microprocessor as the
primary control element.

TROUBLESHOOTING MICROPROCESSORS AND DIGITAL
LOGIC
TAB No.1183 816.45
The influence of digital techniques on commercial and home
equipment is enormous and increasing yearly. This book
discusses digital theory and looks at how to service Video
Cassette Recorders, microprocessors and more.

HOW TO DEBUG YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER
A8012 $13.45
When you feel like reaching for a sledge hammer to reduce
your computer to fiberglass and epoxy dust, don't. Reach for
this book instead and learn all about program bug tracking,
recognition and elimination techniques.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
EXPERIMENTS IN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
HB07: 816.45
SMITH
A "learn by doing" guide to the use of integrated circuits pro-
vides a foundation for the underlying hardware actions of
programming statements. Emphasis is placed on how digital
circuitry compares with analog circuitry. Begins with the
simplest gates and timers, then introduces the fundamental
parts of ICs, detailing the benefits and pitfalls of major IC
families, and continues with coverage of the ultimate in in-
tegrated complexity - the microprocessor.

COMPUTERS
(SOFTWARE)

BP109: THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE 1K ZX81 $8.10
M. JAMES and S.M. GEE
This book shows you how to use the features of the ZX81 in
programs that fit into the 1K machine and are still fun to use.
Chapter Two explains the random number generator and uses
it to simulate coin tossing and dice throwing and to play pon-
toon,. Chapter Three shows the patterns you can display us-
ing the ZX81's graphics. Its animated graphics capabilities,
explored in Chapter Four, have lots of potential for use in
games of skill, such as Lunar Lander and Cannon -ball which
are given as complete programs. Chapter Five explains PEEK
and POKE and uses them to display large characters. The
ZX81's timer is explained in Chapter Six and used for a digital
clock, a chess clock and a reaction time game. Chapter
Seven is about handling character strings and includes three
more ready -to -run programs -Hangman, Coded Messages
and a number guessing game. In Chapter Eight there are extra
programming hints to help you get even more out of your 1K
ZX81

B P114: THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE 16K ZX81 $10.40
M. JAMES & S.M. GEE
The book starts by introducing the 16K RAM pack and the
printer. It continues by explaining how the extra storage is us-
ed and presents a memory test program to check that the 16K
RAM pack is operational. Chapter Three covers some utilities
that you will find useful in writing longer programs. Chapter
Four is an interlude from serious applications, presenting
four games programs that make the most of the extended
graphics capabilities now available to you. Chapters Five to
Eight deal with writing and debugging large programs, storing
them on cassettes and printing out both programs themselves
and their results. These chapters also introduce programs for
editing data bases and statistical analysis for financial
management and covers text and graphics printing. Chapter
Nine takes a look at randomness. Chapter Ten introduces
machine code and explains why you might like to use it.

B EGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
TAB No.574 $16.45

- increasingly attractivefieldtopruwarillim, clop

the individual, however many people seem to overlook it as
career. The material in this book has been developed in

' logical sequence, from the basic steps to machine language.
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HOW TO PROFIT FROM YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER:
PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS, AND HOME APPLICATIONS
LEWIS
HBO1 $19.45
Describes the uses of personal computers in common
business applications, such as accounting, managing, inven-
tory, sorting mailing lists, and many others. The discussion in-
cludes terms, notations, and techniques commonly used by
programmers. A full glossary of terms.

THE JOY OF MINIS AND MICROS: DATA PROCESSING
WITH SMALL COMPUTERS
STEIN AND SHAPIRO
H803 518.00
A collection of pieces covering technical and management
aspects of the use of small computers for business or science.
It emphasizes the use of common sense and good systems
design for every computer project. Because a strong
technical background is not necessary, the book is easy to
read and understand. Considerable material is devoted to the
question of what size computer should be used for a par-
ticular job, and how to choose the right machine for you.

USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
VEIT
HB04 516.45
Ms essential background briefing for any purchaser of
microcomputer systems or software. In a fast-moving style,
without the usual buzz words and technical jargon, Veit
answers the most of ten asked questions

BASIC FROM THE GROUND UP
SIMON
H815 $19.45
Here's a BASIC text for high school students and hobbyists
that explores computers and the BASIC language in a simple
direct way, without relying on a heavy mathematical
backbround on the reader's part. All the features of BASIC
are included as well as some of the inside workings of a com-
puter. The book covers one version of each of the BASIC
statements and points out some of the variations, leaving
readers well prepared to write programs in any version they
encounter. A selection of exercises and six worked out pro-
blems round out the reader's experience. A glossary and a
summary of BASIC statements are included at the end of the
book for quick reference.

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS:
STERNBERG (Vol. 1)
HB13 $18.45
A must for small businesses utilizing micros as well as for en-
trepreneurs, volume provides a wealth of practical business
applications. Each program is documented with a description
of its functions and operation, a listing in BASIC, a symbol
table, sample data, and one or more samples.

BP86: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES 88.25
S. DALY
This book is based on the author's own experience in learning
BASIC and in helping others, mostly beginners, to program
and understand the language. Also included are a program
library containing various programs, that the author has ac-
tually written and run. These are for biorhythms, plotting a
graph of Y against X, standard deviation, regression,
generating a musical note sequence and a card game. The
book is complemented by a number of appendices which in-
clude test questions and answers on each chapter and a
glossary.

THE BASIC COOKBOOK.
TAB No.1055 $10.45
BASIC is a surprisingly powerful language if you
understand it completely. This book, picks up where most
manufacturers' documentation gives up. With it, any com-
puter owner can develop programs to make the most out of
his or her machine.

PET BASIC - TRAINING YOUR PET COMPUTER
AB014 $20.45
Officially approved by Commodore, this is the ideal
reference book for long time PET owners or novices. In an
easy to read and humorous style, this book describes techni-
ques and experiments, all designed to provide a strong
understanding of this versatile machine

PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS
AB015 $13.45
This book emphasizes the sort of analytical thinking that lets
you use a specific tool - the BASIC language - to
transform your own ideas into workable programs. The text is
designed to help you to intelligently analyse and design a
wide diversity of useful and interesting programs

COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN BASIC
ABOO1 $15.45
A catalogue of over 1,600 fully indexed BASIC computer pro -
gams with applications in Business, Math, Games and more.
This book lists available software, what it does, where to get
it, and how to adapt it to your machine.

PET GAMES AND RECREATION
A8002 $17.45
A variety of interesting games designed to amuse and
educate. Games include such names as Capture, Tic Tac Toe,
Watchperson, Motie, Sinners, Martian Hunt and more.

BRAIN TICKLERS
ABOOS $9.00
If the usual games such as Bug Stomp and Invaders From the
Time Warp are starting to pale, then this is the book for you.
The authors have put together dozens of stimulating puzzles
to show you just how challenging computing can be.

PASCAL
TAB No.1205 $16.45
Aimed specifically at TRS-80 users, this book discusses how
to load, use and write PASCAL programs. Graphic techniques
are discussed and numerous programs are presented
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PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE APPLE
AB008 $20.45
A great book to upgrade your programming skills to the
UCSD Pascal as implemented on the Apple II. Statements
and techniques are discussed and there are many practical
and ready to run programs.

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
AB009 $20.45
The best way to learn machine language programming the
Apple II in no time at all. The book combines colour,

:! graphics, and sound generation together with clear cut

demonstrations to help the user learn quickly and effective-
' ly
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Z80 USERS MANUAL
AB010 $21.45
The Z80 MPU can be found in many machines and is general-
ly acknowledged to be one of the most powerful 8 bit chips
around. This book provides an excellent 'right hand' for
anyone involved in the application of this popular processor.

HOW TO PROGRAM YOUR PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATOR
A8006 $12.45
Calculator programming, by its very nature, often is an
obstacle to effective use. This book endeavours to show how ..
to use a programmable calculator to its full capabilities. The
TI 57 and the HP 33E calculators are discussed although the r.
principles extend to similar models.

BP33: ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS
HANDBOOK $4.25
M.H. BABANI, B.Sc.(Eng.)
An invaluable book for all calculator users whatever their
age or occupation, or whether they have the simplest or most
sophisticated of calculators. Presents formulae, data,
methods of calculation, conversion factors, etc., with the
calculator user especially in mind, of ten illustrated with sim-
pie examples. Includes the way to calculate using only a sim
pie four function calculator: Trigonometric Functions (Sin,
Cos, Tan) Hyperbolic Functions (Sink, Cosh, Tanh)
Logarithms, Square Roots and Powers.

THE MOST POPULAR SUBROUTINES IN BASIC
TAB No.1050 $10.45
An understandable guide to BASIC subroutines which
enables the reader to avoid tedium, economise on computer
time and makes programs run faster. It is a practical rather
than a theoretical manual. -0!3

PROJECTS

Z-80 AND 8080 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
SPRACKLEN
HBOS $16.00
Provides just about everything the applications programmer
needs to know for Z-80 and 8080 processors. Programming
techniques are presented along with the instructions. Exer-
cises and answers included with each chapter.

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
GILDER
FIB08 $18.00
Save time and money with this collection of 114 ready -to -run
BASIC programs for the hobbyist and engineer. There are
programs to do such statistical operations as means, stan-
dard deviation averages, curve -fitting, and interpolation.
There are programs that design antennas, filters, attenuators,
matching networks, plotting, and histogram programs.

MICROCOMPUTERS AND THE 3 R'S
I DOERR

HBO9 $16.45
This book educates educators on the various ways corn-
uters, especially microcomputers, can be used in the

classroom. It describes microcomputers, how to organize
computer -based program, the five instructional application
types (with examples from subjects such as the hard sciences,
life sciences. English, history, and government). and
resources listings of today's products. The book includes
preprogrammed examples to start up a microcomputer pro-
gram; while chapters on resources and products direct the
reader to useful additional information All programs are

!J,: written in the BASIC language.
GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC
SPENCER
HB10 617.45

pAA The writing is nontechnical, allowing almost anyone to
'!.?: understand computerized game playing. The book includes 

the rules of each game, how each game works, illustrative
A flowcharts, diagrams, and the output produced by each pro -
.4 gram The last chapter contains 26 games for reader solution.

SARGON: A COMPUTER CHESS PROGRAM
SPRACKLEN
HB12 $26.00

. "I must rate this chess program an excellent buy for anyone
1 who loves the game." Kilobaud.

Here is the computer chess program that won first place
in the first chess tournament at the 1978 West Coast Corn -
outer Faire. It is written in Z80 assembly language, using the
TDL macro assembler. It comes complete with block
diagram and sample printouts

A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO PERSONAL COMPUTING AND
MICROCOMPUTERS, SECOND EDITION
FREIBERGER AND CHEW
HB14 $16.45
The first edition was chosen by Library Journal as one of the
100 outstanding sci-tech books of 1978. Now, there's an
dated second edition!

Besides offering an introduction to the principles of
microcomputers that assumes no previous knowledge on the
reader's part, this second edition updates prices, the latest
developments in microcomputer technology, and a review of
over 100 microcomputer products from over 60 manufac-
turers

THE BASIC CONVERSIONS HANDBOOK FOR APPLE,
TRS-80, AND PET USERS
BRAIN BANK
HB17 $13.45
Convert a BASIC program for the TRS-80, Apple II, or PET to
the form of BASIC used by any other one of those machines.
This is a complete guide to converting Apple II and PET -
programs to TRS-80, TRS-80 and PET programs to Apple II,
TRS-80 and Apple II programs to PET. Equivalent commands
are listed for TRS-80 BASIC (Model I, Level II), Applesof t
BASIC and PET BASIC, as well as variations for the TRS-80
Model III and Apple Integer BASIC.
SPEAKING PASCAL
BOWEN
HB16 $19.45
An excellent introduction to programming in the Pascal
language! Written in clear, concise, non -mathematical
language, the text requires no technical background or
previous programming experience on the reader's behalf
Top -down structured analysis and key examples illustrate
each new idea and the reader is encouraged to construct pro-
grams in an organized manner.
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BP48: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $5.90
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc.IERE
Another book written by the very experienced author - Mr.
F.G. Rayer - and in it the newcomer to electronics, will find
a wide range of easily made projects. Also, there are a con-
siderable number of actual component and wiring layouts, to
aid the beginner.

Furthermore, a number of projects have been arranged
so that they can be constructed without any need for solder-
ing and, thus, avoid the need for a soldering iron.

Also, many of the later projects can be built along the
lines as those in the 'No Soldering' section so this may con-
siderably increase the scope of projects which the newcomer
can build and use

221: 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
R.TORRENS $5.50
Mr. Richard Torrens is a well experienced electronics
development engineer and has designed, developed, built
and tested the many useful and interesting circuits included
in this book. The projects themselves can be split down into
simpler building blocks, which are shown separated by boxes
in the circuits for ease of description, and also to enable any
reader who wishes to combine boxes from different projects
to realise ideas of his own.

BP49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $6.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Includes a collection of the most popular types of circuits
and projects which, we feel sure, will provide a number of
designs to interest most electronics constructors. The pro
jects selected cover a very wide range and are divided into
four basic types: Radio Projects, Audio Projects, Household
Projects and Test Equipment.

EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
ABOO7 $10.45
An ideal sourcebook of Solid State circuits and techniques
with many practical circuits. Also included are many useful
types of experimenter gear.

BP71: ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS $7.70
R. A. PENFOLD
Some of the most useful and popular electronic construction *Z
projects are those that can be used m or around the home.
The circuits range from such things Ss '2 Tone Door Buzzer',
Intercom, through Smoke or Gas Detectors to Baby and
Freezer Alarms.

BP94: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
Projects, fifteen in all, which use a 12V supply are the basis
of this book. Included are projects on Windscreen Wiper
Control, Courtesy Light Delay, Battery Monitor, Cassette
Power Supply, Lights Timer, Vehicle Immobiliser, Gas and
Smoke Alarm, Depth Warning and Shaver Inverter.

BP69: ELECTRONIC GAMES $7.55
R.A. PENFOLD
In this book Mr. R. A. Penf old has designed and developed a
number of interesting electronic game projects using modern
integrated circuits. The text is divided into two sections, the
first dealing with simple games and the latter dealing with
more complex circuits.

B P95: MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS $8.10
Electronic projects for model railways are fairly recent and
have made possible an amazing degree of realism. The pro
jects covered include controllers, signals and sound effects:
striboard layouts are provided for each project.

B P93: ELECTRONIC TIMER PROJECTS $8.10
F.G. BAYER
Windscreen wiper delay, darkroom timer and metronome
projects are included. Some of the more complex circuits are
made up from simpler sub -circuits which are dealt with in-
dividually.

110 OP -AMP PROJECTS
MARSTON
HB24 $13.45
This handbook outlines the characteristics of the op -amp and
present 110 highly useful projects -ranging from simple
amplifiers to sophisticated instrumentation circuits

110 IC TIMER PROJECTS
GILDER

it HB25 $11.45
: This sourcebook maps out applications for the 555 timer IC.

It covers the operation of the IC itself to aid you in learning
how to design your own circuits with the IC. There are ap-
plication chapters for timer -based instruments, automotive Z
applications, alarm and'control circuits, and power supply
and converter applications.

kk,

110 THYRISTOR PROJECTS USING SCRs AND TRIACS
MARSTON
H822 $13.45
A grab bag of challenging and useful semiconductor projects
for the hobbyist, experimenter, and student. The projects
range from simple burglar, fire, and water level alarms to
sophisticated power control devices for electric tools and
trains. Integrated circuits are incorporated wherever their use
reduces project costs.

110 CMOS DIGITAL IC PROJECTS
MARSTON
H823 $11.75
Outlines the operating characteristics of CMOS digital ICs
and then presents and discusses 110 CMOS digital IC circuits
ranging from inverter gate and logic circuits to electronic
alarm circuits. Ideal for amateurs, students and professional
engineers.

BP76: POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS $7.30
RA. PENFOLD
Line power supplies are an essential part of many electronics
projects. The purpose of this book is to give a number of
power supply designs, including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types, and variable voltage stabilised
designs, the latter being primarily intended for use as bench
supplies for the electronics workshop. The designs provided
are all low voltage types for semiconductor circuits.

There are other types of power supply and a number of
these are dealt with in the final chapter, including a cassette
power supply. Ni-Cad battery charger, voltage step up circuit
and a simple inverter.

BP84: DIGITAL IC PROJECTS $8.10
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
This book contains both simple and more advanced projects
and it is hoped that these will be found of help to the reader
developing a knowledge of the workings of digital circuits.
To help the newcomer to the hobby the author has included
a number of board layouts and wiring diagrams. Also the
more ambitious projects can be built and tested section by
section and this should help avoid or correct faults that
could otherwise be troublesome An ideal book for both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

BP67: COUNTER DRIVER AND NUMERAL DISPLAY
PROJECTS $7.55
F.G. RATER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc. IERE
Numeral indicating devices have come very much to the
forefront in recent years and will, undoubtedly, find increas-
ing applications in all sorts of equipment. With present day
integrated circuits, it is easy to count, divide and display
numerically the electrical pulses obtained from a great range
of driver circuits.

In this book many applications and projects using
various types of numeral displays, popular counter and
driver IC's etc. are considered.

BP73: REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS $8.60
OWEN BISHOP
This book is aimed primarily at the electronics enthusiast
who wishes to experiment with remote control. Full explana-
tions have been given so that the reader can fully understand
how the circuits work and can more easily see how to modify
them for other purposes, depending on personal re-
quirements. Not only are radio control systems considered
but also infra -red, visible light and ultrasonic systems as are
the use of Logic ICs and Pulse position modulation etc.

BP99: MINI -MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS $8.10
FLA. PENFOLD
Twenty useful projects which can all be built on a 24 x 10
hole matrix board with copper strips. Includes Doorbuzzer,
Low -voltage Alarm, AM Radio, Signal Generator, Projector
Timer, Guitar Headphone Amp, Transistor Checker and
more.

BP103: MULTI -CIRCUIT BOARD PROJECTS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
This book allows the reader to build 21 fairly simple elec-
tronic projects. all of which may be constructed on the same
printed circuit board. Wherever possible, the same com-
ponents have been used in each design so that with a
relatively small number of components and hence low cost,
it is possible to make any one of the projects or by re -using
the components and P.C.B. all of the projects.

BP107: 30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS -
BOOK 1 $9.35
R.A. PENFOLD
A "Solderless Breadboard" is simply a special board on
which electronic circuits can be built and tested. The com-
ponents used are just plugged in and unplugged as desired.
The 30 projects featured in this book have been specially
designed to be built on a "Verobloc" breadboard. Wherever
possible the components used are common to several pro
jects, hence with only a modest number of reasonably inex-
pensive components it is possible to build, in turn, every pro
pea shown

BP106: MODERN OP -AMP PROJECTS $8.10
RA. PENFOLD
Features a wide range of constructional projects which make
use of op -amps including low -noise, low distortion, ultra -high
input impedance, high slew -rate and high output current
types.

BP110: HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
We have all built circuits from magazines and books only to
find that they did not work correctly, or at all, when first swit-
ched on. The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome
just these problems by indicating how and where to start
looking for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.
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BP110: HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD

' We have all built circuits from magazines and books only to
find that they did not work correctly, or at all, when first swit-
ched on. The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome

-3 just these problems by indicating how and where to start
looking for many of the common faults that can occur when 0
building up projects.

CIRCUITS
BP80: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS -
BOOK 1 $8.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Another book by the very popular author, Mr. R.A. Penfold,
who has designed and developed a large number of various
circuits. These are grouped under the following general
headings; Audio Circuits, Radio Circuits, Test Gear Circuits,
Music Project Circuits, Household Project Circuits and
Miscellaneous Circuits.

8P98: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, BOOK 2 $9.35
R.A. PENFOLD
70 plus circuits based on modern components aimed at those
with some experience.

The GIANT HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
TAB No.1300 $28.45

Cl About as twice as thick as the Webster's dictionary, and hav-
ing many more circuit diagrams, this book is ideal for any ex-
perimenter who wants to keep amused for several centuries.
If there isn't a circuit for it in here, you should have no dif-
ficulty convincing yourself you don't really want to build it.

BP39: 50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS $5.50 js
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Auoc.IERE
Field effect transistors (FETs), find application in a wide
variety of circuits. The projects described here include radio
frequency amplifiers and converters, test equipment and
receiver aids, tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls, as
well as various miscellaneous devices which are useful in the id

"Id home.
This book contains something of particular interest for

every class of enthusiast - short wave listener, radio
amateur, experimenter or audio devotee.

di

BP87: SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $5.90
R.N. SOAR
Since it first appeared in 1977, Mr. R.N. Soar's book has prov-

e[`ed very popular. The author has developed a further range of
circuits and these are included in Book 2. Projects include
Transistor Tester, Various Voltage Regulators, Testers and so
on.

BP42: 50 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $3.55
R.N. SOAR
The author of this book, Mr. R.N. Soar, has compiled 50 in-
teresting and useful circuits and applications, covering many
different branches of electronics, using one of the most inex-
pensive and freely available components - the Light Emit-
ting Diode (L.E.D .L A useful book for the library of both
beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

BP83: VMOS PROJECTS $8.20
R.A. PENFOLD
Although modern bipolar power transistors give excellent
results in a wide range of applications, they are not without 
their drawbacks or limitations. This book will primarily be
concerned with VMOS power FETs although power
MOSFETs will be dealt with in the chapter on audio circuits. r"
A number of varied and interesting projects are covered
under the main headings of: Audio Circuits, Sound Id
Generator Circuits, DC Control Circuits and Signal Control
Circuits.

BP65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS $6.55
R.A.PEN FOLD
There is now a vast range of ICs available to the amateur:
market, the majority of which are not necessarily designed -
for use in a single application and can offer unlimited
possibilities. All the projects contained in this book are sim-
ple to construct and are based on a single IC. A few projects
employ one or two transistors in addition to an IC but in most
cases the IC is the only active device used.

BP97: IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $8.10
F.G. RAYER
Covers power supplies, radio, audio, oscillators, timers and
switches. Aimed at the less experienced reader, the corn-
ponents used are popular and inexpensive.

$L35
E.A. PARR
BPB8: HOW TO USE OP AMPS

A designer's guide covering several op amps, serving as
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.

IC ARRAY COOKBOOK
JUNG
HB26 $14.25
A practical handbook aimed at solving electronic circuit ap-
plication problems by using IC arrays. An IC array, unlike
specific -purpose ICs, is made up of uncommitted IC active
devices, such as transistors, resistors, etc. This book covers
the basic types of such ICs and illustrates with examples how
to design with them. Circuit examples are included, as well as
general design information useful in applying arrays.

BP50: IC LM3900 PROJECTS $5.90
H.KYBETT,B.Sc., C.Eng.
The purpose of this book is to introduce the LM3900 to the
Technician, Experimenter and the Hobbyist. It provides the
groundwork for both simple and more advanced uses, and is
more than just a collection of simple circuits or projects. .W

Simple basic working circuits are used to introduce this
IC. The LM3900 can do much more than is shown here, this is
just an introduction. Imagination is the only limitation with
this useful and versatile device. But first the reader mus
know the basics and that is what this book is all about.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN WITH OFF THE SHELF INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
AB016 $13.45
This practical handbook enabl is you to take advantage of
the vast range of applications made possible by integrated
circuits. The book tells how, in step by step fashion, to select
components and how to combine then Ito functional elec-
tronic systems. If you want to stop be, a "cookbook hob-
byist", then this is the book for you

AUDIO
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B P90: AUDIO PROJECTS $8.10
E.G. RATER
Covers in detail the construction of a wide range of audio
projects. The text has been divided into preamplifiers and
mixers, power amplifiers, tone controls and matching and
miscellaneous projects.

205: FIRST BOOK OF HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES $3.55
B.B. BABANI
This book gives data for building most types of loudspeaker
enclosure. Includes corner reflex, bass reflex, exponential
horn, folded horn, tuned port, klipschorn labyrinth, tuned
column, loaded port and multi speaker panoramic. Many
clear diagrams for every construction showing the dimen-
sions necessary.

B P47: MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE HANDBOOK $5.90
COLIN CARSON
The vast majority of people who start up "Mobile Discos"
know very little about their equipment or even what to buy.
Many people have wasted a "small fortune" on poor. un-

s:I necessary or badly matched apparatus.
The aim of this book is to give you enough information

to enable you to have a better understanding of many
aspects of "disco" gear.

223: 50 PROJECTS USING IC CA3130 $5.50
R.A.PENFOLD
In this book, the author has designed and developed a
number of interesting and useful projects which are divided g
into five general categories: I - Audio Projects II - R.F. r
Projects III - Test Equipment IV - Household Projects V

Miscellaneous Projects

224: 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS $4.25
R.A. PENFOLD
CMOS IC's are probably the most versatile range of digital jl
devices for use by the amateur enthusiast. They are suitable
for an extraordinary wide range of applications and are also
some of the most inexpensive and easily available types of
IC.

Mr. R.A. Penfold has designed and developed a number
BP82: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS USING of interesting and useful projects which are divided into four
SOLAR CELLS sem) :fig;. general categories: I - Multivibrators II - Amplifiers and
OWEN BISHOP Oscillators III - Trigger Devices IV - Special Devices.
The book contains simple circuits, almost all of which
operate at low voltage and low currents, making them
suitable for being powered by a small array of silicon cells.

'Z` The projects cover a wide range from a bicyle speedometer
to a novelty 'Duck Shoot', a number of power supply circuits

;'..

are included.

BP37: 50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS,
SCR's 8 TRIACS $5.50
F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's) and bi-directional
triodes (TRIACs) have a wide range of applications in elec-
tronics today. This book gives tried and practical working cir-
cuits which should present the minimum of difficulty for the
enthusiast to construct. In most of the circuits there is a wide
latitude in component values and types, allowing easy
modification of circuits or ready adaptation of them to in-
dividual needs.

BP44: IC 555 PROJECTS $7.55
E.A. PARR, B.Sc.,C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one I0ai:
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer is Nsl]I
such a device. Included in this book are Basic and General
Circuits, Motor Car and Model Railway Circuits, Alarms and
Noise Makers as well as a section on the 556, 558 and 559
timers.

"Si

BP24: 50 PROJECTS USING IC741 $4.25
RUDI 8. UWE REDMER .

This book, originally published in Germany by TOPP, has
4 i achieved phenomenal sales on the Continent and Baba

decided, in view of the f act that the integrated circuit used in
this book is inexpensive to buy, to make this unique book
available to the English speaking reader. Translated from the
original German with copious notes, data and circuitry, a
"must" for everyone whatever their interest in electronics.
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THE ACTIVE FILTER HANDBOOK
TAB No.1133 $14.45
Whatever your field - computing, communications, audio.
electronic music or whatever - you will find this book the
ideal reference for active filter design.

The book introduces filters and their uses. The basic
math is discussed so that the reader can tell where all design
equations come from.The book also presents many practical
circuits including a graphic equalizer, computer tape inter-
face and more

DIGITAL ICS - HOW THEY WORK AND HOW TO USE
THEM
A 8004 $11.45
An excellent primer on the fundamentals of digital elec-
tronics. This book discusses the nature of gates and related
concepts

itaani circuits.daIs
deals with the problems inherent to prac

MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL CIRCUITS
TAB No.800 $20.45
MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1001 MORE PRACTICAL CIR-
CUITS
TAB No.804 $24.45
Here are transistor and IC circuits for just about any applica-
tion you might have. An ideal source book for the engineer,
technician or hobbyist. Circuits are classified according to
function, and all sections appear in alphabetical order.

THE MASTER IC COOKBOOK
TAB No.1199 $18.45
If you've ever tried to find specs for a so called 'standard'
chip, then you'll appreciate this book. C.L. Hallmark has
compiled specs and pinout for most types of ICs that you'd
ever want to use.

HOW TO BUILD A SMALL BUDGET RECORDING STUDIO
FROM SCRATCH. . .

TAB No.1166 $16.45
The author, F. Alton Everest, has gotten studios together
several times, and presents twelve complete, tested designs
for a wide variety of applications. If all you own is a mono
cassette recorder, you don't need this book. If you don't want
your new four track to wind up sounding like one, though,
you shouldn't be without it.

BP51: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE TAPE
RECORDING $5.50
M.K. BERRY
Electronic music is the new music of the Twentieth Century.

plays a large part in "pop" and "rock" music and. in fact.
there is scarcely a group without some sort of synthesiser or
other effects generator.

This book sets out to show how electronic music can be
made at home with the simplest and most inexpensive of
equipment. It then describes how the sounds are generated
and how these may be recorded to build up the final com-
position

BP74: ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS $7.70
R.A. PENFOLD
Although one of the more recent branches of amateur elec-
tronics, electronic music has now become extremely popular
and there are many projects which fall into this category. The
purpose of this book is to provide the constructor with a
number of practical circuits for the less complex items of
electronic music equipment, including such things as a Fuzz
Box, Waa-Waa Pedal, Sustain Unit, Reverberation and
Phaser-Units, Tremelo Generator etc.

BP81: ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS $7.30
M.K. BERRY
One of the most fascinating and rewarding applications of
electronics is in electronic music and there is hardly a group
today without some sort of synthesiser or effects generator.
Although an electronic synthesiser is quite a complex piece
of electronic equipment, it can be broken down into much
simpler units which may be built individually and these can
then be used or assembled together to make a complete in-
strument.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS
'a.'S TAB No.1167 $11.45

If you're fascinated by the potential of electronics in the
field of music, then this is the book for you. Included is data
on synthesizers in general as well as particular models. There
is also a chapter on the various accessories that are
available.

TEST EQUIPMENT
BP75: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION $7.30
E.G. RAYER, T.Eng. (al), Assoc. IERE
This book covers in detail the construction of a wide range of
test equipment for both the Electronics Hobbyists and Radio
Amateur. Included are projects ranging from an FET
Amplified Voltmeter and Resistance Bridge to a Field
Strength Indicator and Heterodyne Frequency Meter. Not on-
ly can the home constructor enjoy building the equipment
but the finished projects can also be usefully utilised in the
furtherance of his hobby.

See order form in this Issue. All prices include shipping. No ETI-JUNE-1983-65



COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS
AB018 $10.45
A complete guide on how to read and understand schematic
diagrams The book teaches how to recognize basic circuits
and identify component functions. Useful for technicians
and hobbyists who want to avoid a lot of headscratching.

RADIO AND
COMMUNICATIONS:

jD.

BP79: RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS $7.30
F.G. RATER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE.
The aim of this book is to act as an introduction to Radio
Control for beginners to the hobby The book will commence
by dealing with the conditions that are allowable for such
things as frequency and power of transmission. This is follow-
ed by a "block" explanation of how control -device and
ransmitter operate and receiver and actuator(s) produce mo

'qin in a model.
Details are then given of actual solid state transmitting

i-quipment which the reader can build. Plain and loaded
aerials are then discussed and so is the f ield-strength meter to

pig help with proper setting up.
The radio receiving equipment is then dealt with which

includes a simple receiver and also a crystal controlled
uperhet. The book ends with the electro-mechanical means

obtaining movement of the controls of the model.
BP96: CB PROJECTS $8.10
R.A. PENFOLD
"rojects include speech processor, aerial booster, cordless
inike, aerial and harmonic filters, field strength meter. power

CB receiver and more

122: SOLID STATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR
BEGINNERS $5.20
B.A. PENFOLD
In this book, R.A. Penfold has designed and developed
several modern solid state short wave receiver circuits that
will give a fairly high level of performance, despite the fact
that they use only relatively few and inexpensive com
ponents.

BP91: AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO Ming $8.10
:!!! This book is divided into two main sections one to amateur
4 band reception, the other to broadcast bands. Advice is give

to suitable equipment and techniques. A number of related
constructional projects are described.

BP105: AERIAL PROJECTS 58.10
R.A. PENFOLD
1 he subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author has
onsidered practical designs including active, loop and fer-

nte aerials, which give good performances and are
seasonably simple and inexpensive to build. The complex
'heory and math of aerial design are avoided.

99 TEST EQUIPMENT PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
TAB No.805 816.45
An excellent source book for the hobbyist who wants to build
up his work bench inexpensively. Projects range from a sim-
ple signal tracer to a 50MHz frequency counter. There are
circuits to measure just about any electrical quantity:
voltage, current, capacitance, impedance and more. The
variety is endless and includes just about anything you could
wish for!

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LOW COST TEST EQUIP-
MENT
AB017 $10.45
Whether you want to get your vintage 1960 'TestRite'signal
generator working, or you've got something to measure with
nothing to measure it with, this is the book for you. The j'ij
author discusses how to maximize the usefulness of cheap
test gear, how to upgrade old equipment, and effective test
set ups.

THE POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
TAB No.806 $16.45
A complete one stop reference for hobbyists and engineers, Di
Contains high and low voltage power supplies of every con-
ceivable type as well mobile and portable units.

BP70: TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART $2.40
CHAS. E. MILLER
Across the top of the chart will be found four rectangles con-
taining brief descriptions of various faults; vis, - sound
weak but undistorted, set dead; sound low or distorted and
background noises. One then selects the most appropriate of
these and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.

REFERENCE MISCELLANEOUS
THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
AB003 $11.45
An excellent textbook for those interested in the fundame
tals of Electronics. This book covers all major aspects f
power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators, radio, television and;
more.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - AN ON -GOING SERIES
F.A. WILSON, C.G.I.A., C.Eng.,
BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit

and Components $8.95
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Current

Theory
BP64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor

Technology
BP77: BOOK 4. Microprocessing Systems

And Circuits
B P89: BOOK S. Communication
The aim of this series of books can be stated quite simply -
it is to provide an inexpensive introduction to modern elec-
tronics so that the reader will start on the right road by
thoroughly understanding the fundamental principles involv-
ed

Although written especially for readers with no more
than ordinary arithmetical skills, the use of mathematics is
not avoided, and all the mathematics required is taught as
the reader progresses.

Each book is a complete treatise of a particular branch
of the subject and, therefore, can be used on its own with one

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING HANDBOOK proviso, that the later books do not duplicate material from
AB019 $12.45 3 their predecessors, thus a working knowledge of the subjects
This workbench guide can show you how to pinpoint circuit DI4D covered by the earlier books is assumed
troubles in minutes, how to test anything electronic, and how BOOK 1: This book contains all the fundamental theory
to get the most out of low cost test equipment. You can use necessary to lead to a full understanding of the simple elec-
any and all of the time -saving shortcuts to rapidly locate and tonic circuit and its main components.
repair all types of electronic equipment malfunctions. BOOK 2: This book continues with alternating current

theory without which there can be no comprehension of
speech, music, radio, television or even the electricity
utilities.

BOOK 3: Follows on semiconductor technology,
leading up to transistors and integrated circuits.

BOOK 4: A complete description of the internal work-
ings of microprocessor

$8.95

$8.95

$12.30

BOOK 5. A book covering the whole communication
scene

BP85: INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
GUIDE $12.25
ADRIAN MICHAELS
This book will help the reader to find possible substitutes for
a popular user -orientated selection of modern transistors.
Also shown are the material type, polarity, manufacturer
selection of modern transistors. Also shown are the material
type, polarity, manufacturer and use. The Equivalents are
sub -divided into European, American and Japanese The pro-
ducts of over 100 manufacturers are included. An essential
addition to the library of all those interested in electronics,
be they technicians, designers, engineers or hobbyists. Fan-
tastic value for the amount of information it contains

B P108: INTERNATIONAL DIODE EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
$8.35

ADRIAN MICHAELS
This book is designed to help the user in finding possible
substitutes for a large user orientated selection of the many
different types of semiconductor diodes that are available
today. Besides simple rectifier diodes also included are
Zener diodes, LEDs, Diacs Triacs, Thyristors, Photo diodes
and Display diodes.

B P1: FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS AND
SUBSTITUTES $2.80
B .B. BABANI
This guide covers many thousands of transistors showing
possible alternatives and equivalents. Covers transistors
made in Great Britain, USA, Japan, Germany, France, Europe,
Hong Kong, and includes types produced by more than 120
different manufacturers.

BP14: SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
AND SUBSTITUTES $4.80
B .B. BABANI
The "First Book of Transistor Equivalents" has had to be
reprinted 15 times. The "Second Book" produced in the same
style as the first book, in no way duplicates any of the data
presented in it. The "Second Book" contains only additional
material and the two books complement each other and
make available some of the most complete and extensive in-
formation in this field. The interchangeability data covers
semiconductors manufactured in Great Britain, USA, Ger-
many, France, Poland, Italy, East Germany, Belgium, Austria,
Netherlands and many other countries.

BP46: RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC's 85.90 TOWER'S INTERNATIONAL OP -AMP LINEAR IC SELECTOR
I.B. DANCE, M.Sc. TAB No.1216 813.45

,---- This book describes integrated circuits and how they can be DJ.J.i.i This book contains a wealth of useful data on over 5,000 Op -
employed in receivers for the reception of either amplitude 4.0 amps and linear ICs - both pinouts and essential

will appeal to those who desire high fidelity recep-
tion.

or frequency modulated signals. The chapter on amplitude : characteristics. A comprehensive series of appendices con -
modulated (a.m.) receivers will be of most interest to those fain information on specs, manufacturers, case outlines and
who wish to receive distant stations at only moderate audio so on
quality, while the chapter on frequency modulation (f m.)
receivers

:D!**,:.,

BP92: ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED -CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION $7.30
F.A. WILSON
Aimed at those who want to get into construction without

4 much theoretical study. Homewound coils are used and all
::41Wq projects are very inexpensive to build.

CMOS DATABOOK
TAB No.984 $9.95
There are several books around with this title, but most are
just collections of manufacturers' data sheets. This one, by
Bill Hunter, explains all the intricacies of this useful family of
logic devices . the missing link in getting your own
designs working properly. Highly recommended to anyone
working with digital circuits.

;?

BP68: CHOOSING AND USING YOUR HI-FI $7.25
MAURICE L. JAY
The main aim of this book is to provide the reader with the
fundamental information necessary to enable him to make a
satisfactory choice from the extensive range of hi-fi equip-
ment now on the market.

Help is given to the reader in understanding the equip-
ment he is interested in buying and the author also gives his
own opinion of the minimum standards and specifications
one should look for. The book also offers helpful advice on
how to use your hi-fi properly so as to realise its potential. A
Glossary of terms is also included.

BP101: HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED IC'S $2.70
BH.RECORR
Originally published as a feature in 'Radio Electronics', this
chart shows how to record the particular signature of an un-
marked IC using a test meter, this information can then be us-
ed with manufacturer's data to establish the application.

B P100: AN INTRODUCTION TO VIDEO $8.10
D.K. MATHEWSON
Presents in as non -technical a way as possible how a video
recorder works and how to get the best out of it and its ac-
cessories. Among the items discussed are the pros and cons
of the various systems, copying and editing, international
tape exchange and understanding specifications.

AUDIO AND VIDEO INTERFERENCE CURES
KAHANER
HB21 $9.45
A practical work about interference causes and cures that af-
fect TV, radio, hi-fi, B, and other devices. Provides all the in-
formation needed to stop interference. Schematic wiring
diagrams of filters for all types of receivers and transmitters
are included. Also, it supplies simple filter diagrams to
eliminate radio and TV interference caused by noisy home
appliances, neon lights, motors. etc.

B ASIC TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS
TALLEY
H827 $16.00
The Revised Second Edition of this book, for trainee and

iT engineer alike, includes updated statistical data on
telephone stations, and new and improved signaling methods
and switching techniques. It also includes E & M signaling in-
terf ace for electronic central offices and automatic number
identification methods used in step-by-step, panel and
crossbar central offices.

is

INTERRELATED INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS
FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR, TECHNICIAN, HOBBYIST AND
CB'ER
MENDELSON
HB29 $11.45
This book provides a variety of appealing projects that can
be constructed by anyone from the hobbyist to the engineer
Construction details, layouts, and photographs are provided
to simplify duplication. While most of the circuits are shown
on printed circuit boards, every one can be duplicated on

.1ft hand -wired, perforated boards. Each project is related to
another projects so that several may be combined into a
single package. The projects, divided into five major groups,
include CMOS audio modules, passive devices tohelp in ben-
chwork, test instruments, and games.

.:T.

B ASIC CARRIER TELEPHONY, THIRD EDITION
TALLEY
HB28 816.45
A basic course in the principles and applications of carrier
telephony and its place in the overall communications pic-
ture. It is abundantly illustrated, with questions and pro
blems throughout, and requires a minimum of mathematics.

ROBOTICS
THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF ROBOTICS
TAB No.1071 $16.45
All the information you need to build a walking, talking
mechanical friend appears in this book. Your robot can take
many forms and various options - light, sound, and proximi-
ty sensors - are covered in depth.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SELF PROGRAMMING
ROBOT
TAB No.1241 $14.45
A practical guide on how to build a robot capable of learning
how to adapt to a changing enviroment. The creature
developed in the book, Rodney, is fully self programming,
can develop theories to deal with situations and apply those
theories in future circumstances.

B UILD YOUR OWN WORKING ROBOT
TAB No.841 $11.45
Contains complete plans - mechanical, schematics, logic
diagrams and wiring diagrams - for building Buster. Buster
is a sophisticated experiment in cybernetics you can build in
stages. There are two phases involved: first Buster is leash
led, dependent on his creator for guidance; the second phase
makes Buster more independent and able to get out of tough
situations

K. -T1 imr 10[11 C.ri



Introduction To
Microcomputers

If you feel you're getting left
behind in the microcomputer
field, Robert Traub gives you a
chance to take a look at the sub-
ject from the beginning and offers
advice on buying a small business
system.

THERE HAVE BEEN a great number of
microcomputers introduced into the
market place over the past few years.
Choosing one for personal or business use
can be very difficult. This decision can be
made easier if a complete understanding
of what the system will be required to do
is first achieved. Offered here are some
points about the microcomputer systems
to assist you in understanding some basic
requirements for the home or business en-
vironment.

The CPU (Central Processing Unit)
or MICROPROCESSOR is the heart of
the microcomputer system. This is a single
LSI (Large Scale Integrated) circuit chip.
The rest of the entire microcomputing
system is built around this one single unit.
There are a number of different types of
CPUs from a number of different
manufacturers: The CPU in a microcom-
puter could be an Intel 8080A, Zilog Z80,
R.C.A. 1802, Motorola 6502, or 6800, or
any of a number of others. All of these
microprocessor chips are known as 8 -bit
types. This designation comes from the
fact that the microprocessor's internal
registers called the ACCUMULATOR
and the INSTRUCTION REGISTER can
handle only 8 bits. With this type of
microprocessor, 8 bits is referred to as one
byte. Each type of CPU has its own
operating instructions, called the instruc-
tion set.

Bits and Bytes
The instruction set simply tells the pro-
grammer how the 8 different bits are to be
set in order to perform different func-
tions. The instruction set would be used
by a programmer to develop software; this
may be done at the machine level or
assembly level. Machine level programm-
ing is a type of programming that is done
on a bit by bit basis; that is, the program-
mer must ensure that each bit is set cor-
rectly (either a 1 or a 0) and follow each
group of 8 bits (one byte) to ensure that
the program is correct. With assembly

IBM
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language programming, a program called
an assembler allows the use of symbols
called op -codes and operands. The
assembler will convert these symbols to
the appropriate binary bits and bytes and
store them in the correct place in the
microcomputer's memory or RAM (Ran-
dom Access Memory). Programming that
is done in machine language or assembly
language is restricted to the particular
microprocessor chip. That is, a program
written in machine or assembly language
for the 1802 will not operate with any of
the other types of CPUs. However, there
are a group of programming languages
that are generally universal and can be us-
ed with any microcomputer regardless of
the CPU type. These are called High Level
Languages. One such language is called
BASIC (Beginners All -Purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code). Whereas programs
written in BASIC and other high level
languages can be used with any type of
CPU, each manufacturer may have a
slightly different version of the high level
language. But, all in all, programs written
in these languages can be made to operate
universally. Other high level languages in-
clude PASCAL, FORTRAN (FORmula
TRANslator), and COBOL (COmmon
Business Oriented Language) to name a
few. All of these programs will require
memory in which to operate.

t I IM BAMIAMIAlku

Memory
This brings up the question of how much
memory or RAM is needed. As a rule,
64K of RAM will be required by almost all
applications. If the computer is going to
be used with high level languages, 64k is a
must as some BASIC programs, for in-
stance, take up at least 32-40k. A few
microcomputers may seem to be very well
priced, but this price may include only
16K of RAM. In most applications 16K of
RAM is not sufficient, and the cost of
another 16K of RAM may be higher later
or the RAM may be unavailable. Even
with the next 16K of RAM that is only
32K. This amount still does not meet the
minimum required for high level
languages. Assembly language programs
do not require as much RAM, however
the programs that you develop on the
system may get rather large with source
code and require the extra space. The best
bet is to consider the original purchase
with the maximum amount of RAM. This
will give a true cost picture of the basic
microcomputer and save up setting things
right later on. Adding memory may re-
quire software and/or hardware changes
to the system in order for the
microprocessor to know that more RAM
has been installed.



Introduction to Microcomputers

Software
After the microcomputer with RAM has
been purchased, the next thing required is
software. If programming is what one
wants to do, then the purchase of either
an assembler or high evel language will be
necessary. These programs are expensive
and the cost can very quickly exceed the
thousand dollar range. The amount will
depend on the type and number of pro-
grams purchased. As an example, a good
BASIC interpreter program can cost
around $400.00 U.S. Even then the pro -
gam may not do exactly as the purchaser
anticipated. There are many different ver-
sions of BASIC available, some have
many added features while others are very
simple. Some features that will be needed,

if the use includes financial work, are
Double Precision Math, Print Using, and
of course disk access. Some makes of
microcomputers have a small BASIC pro-
gram included in a ROM (Read Only
Memory), and this may restrict any
choice.

Programs written for business ap-
plications can run from a few dollars to
over a thousand dollars each. If a com-
puter system with software is being pur-
chased there is a very good chance that
some excellent assembler language pro-
gramming has been done for the system.
These programs might include a word
processor, general ledger with A/R and
A/P packages, a billing package, some
type of communications package for
modem and telephone interfacing. There
may also be a data base program and
facilities for all of these program to inter-
face with each other, to form a complete
business system. These type of programs
have the ability to protect the end user

from all the hard work and file
maintenance required by the system. The
cost may appear to be excessive for these
programs, but they will do the job. With
these type of programs the end user may
not be able to get the programming code
(source code). He must, therefore rely on
the dealer for any improvements or
modifications that he may feel are needed.
Other types of general business program
written in BASIC or some other high level
language and purchased from different
software vendors, likely will not interface
with each other. In this case data entry
may be required many times, once for
each software program. Because these
types of programs have been written to
cover a wide range of uses, they may need
additional programming done in order to
trim them to the particular application
and improve their overall performance.
Here again the vendor may offer pro-

gramming to customize the package. If
not, an outside programmer will have to
be found or programming will have to be
done yourself. Buying the microcomputer
hardware is only one half of the system,
and as much or more money should be in-
vested in software. A lot of users dispute
the cost of software and programming;
however, the hardware can not do one
thing without the software, and it is the
software that will make everything possi-
ble. It would not make much sense to have
a large financial investment in hardware
(computer equipment) only to have the
system perform poorly due to cheap,
crude software.

The software requirement is going to
be the hardest area in which to achieve
satisfaction. There are a number of pro-
grams on the market that are well written,
but also, there are many that will fall short

when used in a business environment.
There are not many people in the
microcomputing field who are fully
qualified in a profession such as accoun-
ting, who are also full time programmers
and proficient in both subjects. If the pro-
grammer fails to understand fully the
workings of accounting, then his general
ledger program is likely to have more than
a few short comings. This of course is true
of the accounts payable and accounts
receivable programs that may be included
with the package. Also if the programmer
is not totally familiar with data manage-
ment, then any data base that is produced
will likely fall short in one area or the
other. The same thing is true for word
processing packages, and these type of
programs offer special problems all by
themselves. First, if the purchaser buys a
very good word processing package, he
will soon find that he requires a very
sophisticated type of printer.

Printers
Such printers can run in the order of a few
thousand dollars. Printers vary greatly in
type and print quality, and a dot matrix
type of printer with a head matrix of 5 by
7, for instance, is not suited for word pro-
cessing. Conversely if a sophisticated
printer has been purchased it cannot be
expected to perform well with poor soft-
ware. Buying a microcomputer requires a
total understanding of the job it will be
expected to perform. It should be noted
that this is the responsibility of the pur-
chaser and not of the dealer.

Data Storage
The programs that have been purchased
will have to be stored on some type of
medium. In the beginning, the programs
were stored on paper tape. Later, the
magnetic tape recorder became popular
and there were two types available. One,
the digital recorder, can search for data,
rewind automatically and is relatively fast.
The other type is the standard home
cassette audio recorder. This type has to
be manually rewound, and the search for
data can take a long time. Then came the
8 inch floppy disk drive avd a bit later the
smaller 5.25 inch mini floppy disk drives.
The disk system allows much faster
loading and saving of programs and data.
As time went on, these drives improved
and the amount of storage area for pro-
grams greatly increased as they went from
a single sided, single density type of for-
mat to the now common double sided,
double density format (some even offer
QUAD density). The 8 inch drives and
their associated diskettes can hold a much
larger amount of data than the com-
parable 5.25 inch drive and diskette. The
type and size of drive that is available for
the particular microcomputer will more or
less determine the amount of storage area
for that system. When storage is con-
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MICROCOMPUTERS .FORMULA t i

474-1275 STEELE E5I431 ALDEN RD. UNIT 1
MARKHAM, ONT. L3R 3L4 474-1277 § -

001111 FORMULA COLOUR COMPUTER
FORMULA I FORMULA
*64K RAM on Board.
*10K Basic on Board
*6K Integer Basic on Board.
*Watson and Inspector on Board.
*Upper/Lower case, numeric pad
*Japanese Board.

$1295 NT 90 DAY WARRANTY

*48K RAM on board
*Compatible Apple IITM
*Upper/Lower case.
*Japanese Board
*A/T 90 Day Warranty

$850 W/16K CARD INCLUDED

SERVICE: APPLE II 6502 BOARD. DISC DRIVE ETC. 474-1273.
PRINTERS SPECIAL

*Gemini 10 w/cable interface
(parallel) $849
*Gemini 15 wlcable interface
(parallel) $1060
*Okidata ML82A w/cable interface
(parallel) $879

DISC DRIVE SPECIAL

TEAC SLIMLINE HI SPEED
Call for more details $410

SA200, 51/4" $250
QUENTIN, 51/4" $385

MONITORS TRS-80 EXPANSION KITS

'-
12" Zenith Green $159
12" Comrex Green $189
14" ElectroHome RGB $599

*IC chips set of 8 pcs $130
w/instruction manuals
*Disk Drive w/cabinet SA200 $380
Note included

--u .., S - control card not

MODEM MM101
300 bps full duplex

 Bell 103 Compatible
, * Direct Connection between

Microcomputer and Telephone

Inexpensive
MINI MODEM 5149

MH250
SPEEDI PHONE -la

..::* . 4:W/10 memory $59

MODEM +
SPEEDI PHONE

5190.00 pkg.
6502 48K board alt $409
Board 48K kit $379
64K Board A/T $619
64K Kit $599
Beige ASCII Case $130
Power Switching 5A $110
Disc Controller Card $100

80 Column/Graphics $179
Z80 Card $179
16K Card $120
Keyboard/Cable $150
RF Modulator $30
RFModulator w/audio $35
Modem Interface PDA232C $125

CALL FOR DISK DRIVE CABINETS $30 UP.
MAIL ORDERS HOURS E.S.T.

Send a certified cheque or money order (do 43'1 ALDEN RD MONFRI 9-6 TRS.80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY not send cash). Minimum order is $10 plus 5%
SAT 10-5CORP. for shipping. Ontario residents must add 7% UNIT 1

 APPLE II IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF AP. provincial sales tax. Visa, Mastercard and Prices subject to
PLE COMPUTERS INC. American Express accepted: send card No. MARKHAM, ONT. change without

signature, expiry date, and name of bank. notice.
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Parking Available
One Block West of

Spadina

rnartrissw

SINGLE DRIVE
FLOPPY DISK

ATI FDD-810
The "FDD-810 minifloppy disk drive is a high performance and

economical mini type disk drive which is specially designed for AP-
PLEIITM personal computer. SLIM TYPE DISK DRIVE IS 1/2 THE

HEIGHT OF CONVENTIONAL MINIFLOPPY DISK DRIVES. HALF
TRACKING ABILITY - AUTO EJECT - FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH

APPLE IITM - FAST DATA ACCESS (12 msec. between tracks) -
SOFTWARE TRANSPARANT - HIGHER PRECISION POSITIONING

THAN CONVENTIONAL DRIVES - USES STANDARD 51/4 DISKETTE.
- HIGH -RELIABILITY, LOW NOISE DC MOTORS PROVIDE AN MTBF

OF OVER 8,000 HOURS, BACKED BY A 120 DAY PARTS AND

$425 with controller $495 LABOUR WARRANTY.

SIMPLE
48K Dynamic RAM Memory upward to 64K or more (by ex-
pansion cards) * Apple II (TM) hardware and software
compatible. * Full size keyboard with 4x4 numeric pad *
Upper and lower case with lower case locking key *
Allows the use of shift control like standard typewriter *
Leveled design keyboard to provide comfort * 8 I/O slots *
90 day warranty. $750 IIIIMIPP11111

SUPER 400
48K RAM upper and lower case with upper case

locking key * Numeric key pad * Auto repeat * High
wattage power supply * Fully APPLETM hardware

and software compatible * 120 day warranty $995

We carry a full range of APPLE IITM compatible products: bare boards part kits, as well as fully assembled and tested boards.

Or $235.00 you get this beautifu case
with keyboard including numeric key pad.

High wattage power supply with built in
line filter $115.00

80x24 VIDEO CARD $99 - Z80 CARD $99 - LANGUAGE CARD $69 - DISK CONTROLLER CARD $99 EPSON
CONTROLLER CARD $119 - EPROM WRITER CARD $129.

R.F MODULATOR $21 - SUPER QUALITY R.F. MODULATOR $29 - JOY STICK $21 - RS 232 COMMUNICATION BOAR
- DISKETTES: DATALIFE $42110 - PLASTIC BOX $45110 - BASF $38/10 most of above available in KIT form,

call for best price.
"See us at the Computer Fair Booth #304"

We carry new 6502 BOARD has on board provision for 64K RAM, 80x24 Video, Disk Drive Controller and 5 slots for some of
the above boards. 6502 KIT $279 ELECTROHOME MONITOR 12" P31 GREEN MONITOR $159 SMITH CORONA PRINTER

TP-1 $895 EPSON PRINTER MX80-FD type III $850
Call for best prices

APPLE IITM IS A TRADE MARK OF APPLE COMPUTERS INC.

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order (do not send cash).

Minimum order is $10. ADD 5% for shipping cost.
ANY EXCESS WILL BE CREDITED. Ontario residents add 7% provincial sales tax.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. Send card No. signature expiry date and name of bank.

Price Subject to
change without

notice.
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Introduction to Microcomputers
Continued from page 68
sidered for business, it would begprudent
to consider nothing less than an 8 inch
drive. Business programs and data can
quickly grow, and the need for a lot of
storage area will fast become apparent.

With increased demand for storage
area, the latest introduction into the
microcomputing field is the "hard disk
pack". These units can store several
millions of bytes of data and are available
in either 5.25 inch (5 megabytes) or 8 inch
(40 megabytes). Not all of the microcom-
puter systems currently offer the hard disk
packs, but they are coming in the near
future. It will not be long before both the
cost and the availability of these units im-
proves dramatically. Of all the different
storage devices currently available, each
will have to be evaluated in order to deter-
mine which is right for that application.
At this point it is important to note that
most programs are distributed on
diskette. This is so because most programs
require some type of data access, and
cassette is simply too slow and awkward
to handle the job. Diskettes on the other
hand are fast, efficient and reliable. On
systems with hard disk packs, the pro-
grams are supplied on diskette and
transferred onto the hard disk by the user.

vo
Another item that will be required with
the purchase of a microcomputer is a
board called an I/O board. I/O means in-
put/output and this is the board that will
allow you to interface with the various
pieces of external equipment that you may
have. These may include video display,
printers, plotters, control system etc. The
I/O may be one of a few types, it may be a
serial I/O which can offer 20 mil loop or
RS232C voltage levels. Another type is the
parallel I/O port. This type offers inter-
face lines needed by sophisticated

printers, digital to analogue boards and
some control devices. It will take a bit of
investigation, but it should be determined
at an early stage, if possible, what type of
equipment will be used with the system,
and ensure that the correct type of I/O is
available. Having a serial RS232C output
or parallel output port is only one half of
the requirement, each different device will
still require software in order to operate
correctly with the system.

Maintenance

Maintenance is another consideration.
The first microcomputers were used by
the electronic hobbyist and amateur pro-
grammer. These people had to build,
maintain, program, and generally do
everything that needed to be done. The
various dealers provided technical, ser-
vice, and programming manuals. The
home computerist and business man are in
a different situation today, the
maintenance manuals and electronic ex-
pertise are not always available, nor is the
time. It is important that the service ar-
rangement be agreed upon when buying
the unit, and that a check is made with
other customers to assure that the service
is at a standard, that you can live with. If
the unit is used in business, then reliable,
fast service is a must. If a printer is pur-
chased, then the service arrangements for
it must also be secured. Generally, each
piece of equipment will require some types
service agreement; preferably arranged
prior to purchase.

Other Points
Other points needing consideration are
such things as audit trails, security, data
access, and other business considerations.
If the microcomputer is used in business,
it is essential these factors be considered.

It will be up to each installation to deter-
mine just how data entry security is to be
maintained and how access to business in-
formation from the system is to be con-
trolled. Along with these considerations
the microcomputer also requires a
relatively clean environment and must not
be in or near excessive temperatures. The
care of diskettes is also important, and the
wise user will make a second copy of each
diskette (back-up copy) and store it in a
cool dark place. Diskettes should never be
left sitting where the sun can shine on
them and heat them up, nor must they be
set near the telephone, TV, or any other
equipment that can generate an elec-
tromagnetic field that may erase the data
stored on the diskettes. The reliability of
the entire system will depend on how well
these factors are considered. Good care,
and good security will almost always en-
sure accurate, reliable data with a
minimum of down time.

Current Trends
This is not the end of things but rather
just the start. The new breed of
microcomputers entering the market in
the near future (some are out now) will be
of the 16 bit bariety. This size of
microcomputer rivals the minicomputer in
stature, but has brought the cost down to
the level where the small business man can
afford to invest in a system. Again, with
this system things are developing fast and
the technology is keeping on top of all
aspects of microcomputing. With the
newer 16 bit microcomputers available,
we can look for faster, better software
from many additional sources. This will
allow the user to select from dealers, the
complete "system" software and for the
user to know exactly what it can do for
him before he has to spend his money.

The microcomputer system that is re-
quired for a certain application is most
likely already available, but it will take
some looking and a great deal of asking in
order to determine exactly which system
to purchase. There are a number of quali-
ty systems and business programs as well
as general entertainment type programs
currently offered. The microcomputers
have become very reliable over the past 4
years, and the correct system is definitely
worth the investment of time and money.

nil

RED CROSS

helps you to

help others.
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Smith -Corona introduces the first printer
with real character at the unreal price of $10 9 5.

The Smith -Corona Daisy Wheel Printer
Until now, if you wanted to include a reasonably -

priced printer as part of your computer or word processing
system, you had to use a dot matrix printer. Daisy wheel
printers were just too expensive.

Not anymore. Now Smith -Corona* offers a daisy
wheel printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't
afford not to include it. That means that even the
smallest installation or business can now have letter quality
printing capabilities at every work station.

The Smith -Corona printer operates with micro-
processor -controlled daisy wheel technology, and is
available with industry standard serial or parallel data
interfaces.

Best of all, it produces results identical to those of our
very finest office typewriters - printing with real character.
So it can be used to create letters or documents that have
to look perfect. As well as financial statements, inventory
reports, direct mail campaigns - anything that requires
quality printing.

And it's easy to use-just turn on the power, load the
paper and away it goes. (It works equally beautifully with
letterhead bond or fanfold paper.) There are drop -in ribbon

cassettes and a choice of easy -to -change, snap -on daisy
print wheels for a variety of fonts.

So why not get your hands on a real bargain: letter-
perfect printing at an amazingly low price. Because,
thanks to Smith -Corona, a printer with real character is no
longer expensive.

Ask for it by name.
Smith - Corona

'suggested retail price DIVISION OF mBj (CANADA) LIMITED

r
Please send me more information on the Smith -Corona daisy

wheel printer.
Name
Title

Company Name
Business Address
City Prov Postal Code
Type of Business_

Mail coupon or call:
Education Director,

Smith -Corona
29 Gervais Drive, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1Z1

(416) 449-0164
L J

Circle No. 27 on Reader Service Card.
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Proximity
Detector
This project will endow a robot with infra -red vision, and it's
not much bigger than a human eye -ball. Alternatively you use
it in applications such as batch counting. Design and develop-
ment by Rory Homes.

THIS PROJECT provides a very useful
means of detecting the presence of
anything by the reflection of infra -red
light, and provides a direct digital output
of object detection.

The transmitter and receiver of the
infra -red beam are both mounted on the
same miniaturised PCB, which is housed
in a short length of aluminum tube for
shielding and protection. By the use of
modulation and high power bursts of
infra -red at a very low duty cycle, a detec-
tion range of over 30 cm is achieved. The
receiving photo -amplifier is tuned to the
same modulating frequency of 1 kHz, and
thus provides good rejection of stray
infra -red interference. Bright lights will
not affect the operation of the module.

The module features a wide supply
voltage range with a LED to indicate cor-
rect operation. A preset adjustment pot at
the rear of the sensor allows the detection
range to be preset at any distance between
1 and 35 cm.

Construction
Although the PCB layout (Fig. 2) is quite
dense, with several vertical mounting
resistors, the assembly should be
straightforward. The only component of
note is PR1, a 3/4" 20 turn rectangular
cermet preset. These are readily available,
though, and should fit the board exactly.
The power transistor Q3 is mounted flat,
with the metal side face down; likewise,
observe the orientation of the other tran-
sistors. Photodiode DI has a chamfered
edge on one side; this is mounted to face
the infra -red emitter LED2, so allowing
the sensitive surface to face outwards. The
infra -red LED should be mounted with
the flat side facing away from the
photodiode (the flat identifies the
cathode). After assembly of the board it is
important to mount a small guard bet-
ween the infra -red emitter and detector, to
prevent infra -red light passing directly to

the detector before it has been reflected.
The guard should be a 7 mm square, cut
from un-etched PCB or a piece of alum-
inum. It can be stuck between the two
diodes and directly in front of C4 with a
blob of epoxy.

The board is mounted in a 55 mm
length of aluminum tube, of internal
diameter 27 mm or greater.

The diagram of Fig. 3 illustrates how
a nut is soldered sideways onto the PCB
track directly beneath the 3 -way connecter
socket. Holes are drilled in one end of the
tube to mate up with the indicator and
preset adjustment screw. A rectangular
hole also needs to be cut, allowing access
to the connector socket. A bolt can now
be used to tighten the board against the
tube end. The sensing end of the tube may
be covered with anything that is
transparent to infra -red (red filter plastic
polarising sheet, or just clear plastic). If
openings are cut for the emitter and detec-
tor then an aluminum disc could also be
used. The disc should be cut to fit the tube
and mounted flush against the small guard
plate with epoxy. The sensor tube may be
mounted with a circular clamp that
tightens round the tube; this can be seen
on the photographs of our prototype.

C2, the smoothing capacitor, is
shown on the circuit diagram as a 100uF

10V tantalum electrolytic. This value was
chosen to fit on the PCB and consequent-
ly limits the supply to 9 V maximum,
although the circuitry is capable of
operating up to 35V. To allow higher sup-
ply voltages, change C2 to 22uF 35 V tan-
talum. An additional electrolytic of 100uF
40 V should be mounted underneath the
board and soldered to the same pads as
C2.

The sensor is now ready for testing,
and the three way connector plug should
be wired to a suitable power source cap-
able of providing 100 mA (this is for the
benefit of the bulb, if used; the circuit
itself only takes 20 mA). A 9 V battery is
adequate. One of the test circuits illus-
trated in Fig. 4 should be adopted; if the
LED arrangement is used, for example,
the LED will be on when the sensor points
into free space. Start with the preset fully
anticlockwise; this gives minimum sen-
sitivity and the sensors should not trigger
at all.

Keeping the sensor pointed at free -
space, the preset should be turned clock-
wise to increase the sensitivity until the
LED just goes out. The preset should now
be backed off until the LED just goes out.
The preset should now be backed off until
the LED just comes on again, thus setting
the maximum range. Placing a hand
about 12" in front of the sensor will now
turn off the test LED, while striking a
match next to the sensor should make no
difference!



HOW IT WORKS

The proximity sensor works on the princ-
iple of transmitting a beam of modulated
infra -red light from the emitter diode
LED2, and receiving reflections from ob-
jects passing in front of the beam with a
photodiode detector DI. The circuit can be
split into three distinct stages; the infra -red
transmitter, the photodiode amplifier, and
a variable threshold comparator.

The transmitter provides 1 A peak cur-
rent pulses for 10 uS through the infra -red
emitter diode, at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
Q1 is arranged as a constant current source
to supply the base of Q2, and to charge up
Cl. As Cl charges up, the base voltage of
Q2 rises until it reaches about OV6 relative
to ground. Q2 then turns on, so turning on
another constant current source formed by
Q3 and LED1. This current source sets a
temperature compensated voltage of about
1V5 across R3, thus defining a current of 1
A through the infra -red emitter LED2.
After Q3 turns on, a negative pulse through
Cl and R2 is set at 10 uS. A 10 uS pulse
every 1 mS is equivalent to a duty factor of
1:100, so that although 1 A peak pulses are
generated, the average current required is
only 10 mA. Capacitors C3 and C2 are
there to provide power supply smoothing to
decouple the fast current pulses.

The detector is built around IC1, a
CA3240 dual op -amp. ICIa is configured as
an inverting amplifier with a gain of - 2. It
amplifies the infra -red signal picked up by
photo -diode DI. C4, which couples the
diode signal to ICla, acts as a high-pass
filter in combination with the input im-
pedance of the amplifier. Positive -going
pulses of 10 uS duration are fed from the
output, via rectifier D2, to a smoothing
filter C5 and R9. This provides the signal
voltage reference for the inverting input of
comparator IC lb. A 2V7 reference, formed
by R8 and ZD1, provides the biasing vol-
tage for the photodiode through R7. It also
provides the reference voltage for the non -
inverting comparator input, set by potential
divider PRI .R10 creates positive feedback
round the comparator, to improve the swit-
ching, and introduce a small amount of
hysteresis. Thus, if a reflected light signal
received due to the presence of an object
rises above the threshold set by PRI, the
comparator output will go into negative
saturation. The comparator output is used
to turn Q4 on or off, thus providing an
open collector output for digital interfacing
to logic circuits.

Proximity Detector
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POSITIVE SUPPLY I.VI
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RECTANGULAR HOLE
FOR PCB SOCKET

LED INDICATOR HOLE

PRESET
ADJUSTMENT

HOLE

GROUND IOW }lg. 3 This is how we mounted the PCB in the
Fig. 1 Component overlay for the optical sen- aluminum tube. The nut is soldered to the
sor. The photos overleaf show how small the ground track under SM.
unit is.

NOTE:
ICI IS CA3240
QI IS 2N3819
Q2,4 ARE MPS6515

INFRA RED TRANSMITTER

Q3 IS BDI40 OR TIP30C
DI IS PHOTODIODE
D2 IS 1N4148
ZD1 IS 2V7 400mW ZENER

LEDI IS 3mm RED LED
LED2 IS INFRA -RED LED

PHOTODIODE AMPLIFI' R

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram for the sensor.

'dankrgai
Resistors (all V4W,5%) C5 47n polycarbonate
R1 22k Semiconductors
R2 22R ICI CA3240
R3 1R5 Q1 2N3819
R4,10 470k Q2,4 MPS6515
R5,6 IMO Q3 BD140 or TIP30C
R7 100k DI Photo -diode (TIL100 or
R8,11 12k similar)
R9 3M3 D2 1N4148
Potentiometers LEDI 3 mm red LED
PRI 10k 3/4" 20 turn cermet LED2 infra -red LED (TIL38 or

trimmer similar)
Capacitors ZD1 2V7 400 mW zener diode
C 1 68n ceramic Miscellaneous
C2 100u 10V tantalum (see PCB; any three-way PCB plug and socket;

text) aluminum tube (27 mm diameter, 55 mm
C3 10 n ceramic long).
C4 330p ceramic

COMPARATOR

RED LED

VOLTMETER 10Y

POWER

SCOPE PROBE y SOURCE

,100mA

eV

ti_VICIal

Fig. 4 Any of these test circuits may be used to check out
the sensor.
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Sanu Reveal; Seven years old. Only
toys are mud and stones. Home is
shared with larnily's goats and
chickens. Too little food. no hope.

s abOU

salufsve.
41

Sanu knows a lot aleout being poor
In her country children learn fast
about life's harsh... about hunger
and hopelessness -and about ques-
tions with no answers If you were
Santis hardworking parents. what
would you sa y when she asked you

nobody cared. why people who
could help don't get ins oh evrfcould

thinking that no one cares
about you or your family. Imagine
how much harder it makes poserty
to hear

Almost any thing can be tared It
there's some hope of it cod III
assurance that your hard pork will

pas off. Foster Parents Plan or
Canada offers sou a was to give that
hope to a child and larntiv overseas.
Your monthly contnbution can pro-
vide education. medical care and
counselling all the stepping stone,
to sclisufficiencv C atlean cer.
schools and more are made pt.1,

cuo.

through sour support. PTA
ldance and the people's own hard

cork. And all the time. you can
watch their progress through letters.
pictures and reports.

By now. Sanu will have her Foster
Parent. but so visor children still
pat. Show them who cares. Com-
plete the coupon helow. or .all toll -
free: 1-800-26N7174

Weal Foster Parents Plan arc proud
of the handling of our funds. tt8.5'; it
all contributions go directly riser -

with 7.5'; used for admin.
kaliun costs. and 4'i for pro

e are non-profit. non -s. !Arian And
non-politiI, and are oniciall, Tyco -
weed as a Canadian (-heritable
Organirstion by the Federal Gment
ment (Reg. 0249896-09-1.1t.

ornplete financial statement, arc
ar aila file on request.

CALL TOLL FREE ANYTIME 1-(800)-268-7174
twmentimmediateiy (in BrMshColumbia.112.(B00).268-7174)

PLAN FOSTER PARENTS PLAN OF CANADA
133ST CLAIR AVENUE wEST TOAONTO CANADA rucd iPa

I and to be a Foster Parent Oa boy L] [ ] age
country or where the need is greatest
lenclOSe my first payment of 523 00 Monthly 56900 Ouatterly
:Ma 00 Serm.Annually ' 5226 now.nnuallycan't become a Foster Parent righhoweverenciose my contribution of

Please send me more vuorrnation Tel No
Name

eckiress

City Prow Code
!mall communicalton with PLAN tote in Eng.!, French
PLAN operates to O.V. C01.1.1341 Ecuador Egypt Guatemala dad
mooneve uvvraupv me es Soda Leone to Soden ana upper r oce ode,
Parents Plan ot cap." onoairy registered as a Camden Coardade OtOsedettoe or dr.

ORANGE PEEL
COMPUTER $790
Designed and Manufactured in

Canada
6502 CPU

 64K RAM plus 12K OPERATING
SYSTEM RAM
 40 column VIDEO expandable to 80
columns.

Accepts APPLETM Software and ex-
pansion boards.
 Detachable Keyboard UPPER/lower
case
* Expandable 3 I/O slots.

Languages supported: BASIC, UCSD
PASCAL, FORTRAN, ASSEMBLER.
FREE COMPUTER COURSE
With Purchase of an ORANGE PEEL

* DISK DRIVES
* ZENITH MONITORS
* MODEMS
* MANNESMANN TALLY

PRINTER
* TP-1 PRINTER
* DISKETTES

$349
$139

$CALL

$950
$749

10 for S30

THE COMPUTER WORKS
5431 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario

M2H 5R6, (416) 225-7283
490 McNicoll Ave., Willowdale, Ont.

M2H 2E1, (416) 498-7798
Mail orders, send money order or certified cheque. On-
tario residents add 7% P.S.T. Shipping extra.

TM Apple is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Inc

"I built this 16 -bit
computer and saved money.

Learned a lot, too!"
Save now. Build the H-100 kit, a
computer that will keep pace with
technology for years to come.
Advanced 16 -bit computing at a kit
price! With most circuit boards al-
ready pre -wired, H-100 is our easi-
est computer kit. And our manuals
ensure that We won't let you fail!"
Dual microprocessors deliver 16 -
bit speed and 8 -bit compatibility.
The industry standard S-100 card
slots allow a host of peripherals
and memory expansion to 768K
RAM.

A high -density (320K) 5.25" drive
is standard. Powerful options in-
clude an internal multi -
megabyte Winchester
drive (available soon).
See the world's first
16- bit/ 8 -bit
computer kit, plus
peripherals and

Get your full -color

FREE
Heathkit
Computer
Catalog!

MAIL ORDERS. Visa and Mastercard ac-
cepted. Ont. residents add 7°/u P S T

Heathkit
Heath

Company

software...at your Heathkit Elec-
tronic Center. Or mail the coupon
today for a FREE Heathkit com-
puter catalog!

H-100 SERIES COMPUTER
SPECIFICATIONS:
USER MEMORY:
128K -768K bytes'
MICROPROCESSORS:
16 -bit: 8088
8 -bit: 8085

DISK STORAGE:
Built-in standard
5.25 disk drive,
320K bytes disk
KEYBOARD:
Typewriter -style,
95 keys. 13
function keys.
18 -key numeric pad

COMMUNICATIONS:
Two RS -232C Serial
Interface Ports and
one parallel port
DIAGNOSTICS:
Memory self -test
on power -up
AVAILABLE
SOFTWARE:
Z -DOS (MS-DOS)
CP M-85
Z -BASIC Language
Microsoft BASIC
Multiplan

GRAPHICS:
SuperCalc
WordStar

Always in graphics mode. MaiiMerge
640h 225v resolution: Data Base
up to eight colors File Manager
are available" Most

standard
8 -bit CP M
Software

HS -100.21 only $3299.95

'128K bytes standard.
"Optional.

Buy from
the leader in

electronic kits
and save!

"Heathkit Electronic
Centers are conveniently

located in Vancouver.

Calgary, Edmonton,
Winnipeg, Mississauga.
Ottawa. and Montreal."

a

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY TO:
Heath Company,
1020 Islington Ave.
Toronto, Ont. M8Z 5Z3
Please send my FREE Computer
Catalog with details on the new
16 -bit, 8 -bit H-100 Computer Kit,
today!

Name

Address

City _Prov

ilFTI-6 Postal Code

AIM
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EQUAL -TEMPERED
SCALE: Some Notes

The musical scale now in common use isn't
arbitrarily constructed, but is based on the
characteristics of an acoustical note. Bill

Markwick looks at its derivation.

IN THIS ISSUE you'll find a list of the
frequencies to which the Polyphonic
organ should be tuned. These are frequen-
cies of the notes of the equal -tempered
scale, also known as the scale of equal
temperament; this is the international
standard for musical instruments.
Primitive man started it all off by being
charmed with the various sounds he could
get by thumping on a hollow log or his
friend's head; present technology has it to
the point where you have to listen to cann-
ed music when you're put on hold. In bet-
ween, many centuries of fiddling occurred
before arriving at the standard we use to-
day. It's a marvel of mathematical
simplicity, and a miracle of compromise
when you see how it solves the problems
arising from trying to get flexibility out of
musical acoustics. Here's a very much
condensed explanation in question -and -
answer form:
Does a musical scale have to be any
specific form?
Not really; various cultures have used
musical scales that were arbitrary - the
pitch of the notes may have been based on
drilling random holes in a bamboo flute,
or something similar. However, the
human brain happens to be able to detect
the octave very readily; that's a doubling
or halving of pitch. Next in ease of detec-
tion comes the fifth, a pitch increase of
50%. The octave and fifth turn up in all
folk musics; we're on our way to a formal
musical scale.
Is there a difference between pitch and
frequency?
Frequency is the repetition rate of a note
in cycles per second, or Hertz. Pitch is our
subjective perception of frequency; more
of this later when we come to the piano
keyboard.
So how did the scale happen at all?
It's all based on the fact that a vibrating
string or pipe doesn't produce a pure
tone; that is, the note produced will be
composed of the fundamental, which
determines the pitch, and the various har-

monics, which determine the colour or
timbre of the sound. In the example of a
string, for instance, the fundamental
vibration first divides in two - this pro-
duces the first harmonic, the octave. Then
it divides up into a ratio of three to two,
and gives us the fifth. As the vibration
continues dividing up in simple integer
ratios, the notes of a musical scale will be
generated. Here's the harmonic series bas-
ed on a string vibrating at the pitch C.

8"-111.-111-

-4.-
Eft_ -40. -IL

That's all there is to it?
We've just begun. The fundamental and
its harmonics have given us a series of pit-
ches known as the natural scale, so-called
because it occurs in any naturally
vibrating string or pipe. This natural scale
is quite useable; in fact, it was used for
centuries. The problem arises with the
peculiar spacing between the notes. This
spacing results from the fact that the str-
ing or pipe divides up its fundamental in
simple ratios. Here are a few of those
ratios for the key of C:

C 9 D a E * F
9 I I

264 297 330 352

The ratios between notes and note frequen-
des for the natural scale based on A = 440
Hz.

Why should this cause problems?
It doesn't really, as long as you stay in the
key of C. The fun begins if we try to play
in another key. You'll notice that there
are three types of tones: the major, the
minor and the semitone. For example, C
to D is a major tone, D to E is a minor and

E to F is a semitone. These three tones, by
the way, are peculiar to the natural scale;
you won't find them in our equal -
tempered scale, but I've shown them
anyway as part of the explanation.

Imagine that you're playing away on
your natural -scale perforated gourd, and
your friend arrives with his natural -scale
nose flute which is pitched in the key of D.
Your D to E is fixed as a minor tone
(10/9). His D to E, however, is fixed as a
major tone (9/8) because his D to E is the
second note of his scale, i.e. "do" to
"re".

It's going to sound terrible when you
play together.
If the scale is determined by fixed simple
ratios, then each key must have its own set
of frequencies!
Exactly. A note, say C, would be different
pitches depending on what key you were
in.
There's obviously a solution here.
Some centuries before Bach wrote his
musical treatise, The Well -Tempered
Clavier, someone hit on the idea of
dispensing with the three types of tones
and constructing the scale out of one
building block: the semitone. A whole
tone, for instance C to D, would now be
made up of two semitones.
And?
It worked like a charm.
How was this arrived at?
Start with any pitch, F, and its octave, 2F.
Now divide the interval between them into
12 equal parts, i.e. the percentage change
in frequency from any note to its
neighbour is always the same throughout
the octave. The percentage change from C
to C#, for instance, is the same as the
change from F to F#, and so on.

F
Lx

2F
_I
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"When will someone introduce
high-performance scopes without

the high prices?"

V -152F --15 MHz

$820
V -202F -20 MHz

$968
V -302F -30 MHz

$1,024

11111111111Milt

V-209 -20 MHz

$1,348

V-35 3F -35 MHz

$1,357

.146  -4
16 t..

V -650F -60 MHz

$1,949

INIII=111111111.

V-509-50 MHz

$2,590
V -1050F -100 MHz

$2,973

HITACHI HEARD YOU.
Ask no longer. Hitachi has just answered your
question with 8 new portable oscilloscopes. In fact,
they're the highest -quality scopes around for the
money.

We call them our F series. They range from
15 MHz to 100 MHz and can be used for all types of
bench and field work. There are dual -trace and quad -
trace models. Several have delayed sweep. All are
lightweight. Compact. And feature functionally
grouped operating controls and bright, easy -to -read
CRTs. Here's a closer look at each model:
V -152F. A 15 MHz, dual -trace scope, sensitive to
1 mV/div at 7 MHz. It has a 5"CRT. $820.

V -202F. A 20 MHz, dual -trace scope, sensitive to
1 mV/div at 7 MHz. It has a 5.5"CRT. $968.

V -302F. A 30 MHz dual -trace scope, sensitive to
1 mV/div at 7 MHz. It features signal delay and a
5"CRT. $1,024.

V-35 3F. A 35 MHz, dual -trace delayed sweep scope,
sensitive to 1 mV/div at 7 MHz. It features a
5.5"square CRT. $1,357.

V-209. A 20 MHz, dual trace, mini -portable scope,
sensitive to 1 mV/div at 5 MHz. It features AC/DC
operation and has a 3.5"CRT, and weighs only
10 lbs. Battery included. $1,348.

V -650F. A 60 MHz, dual -trace scope, sensitive to
1 mV/div at 10 MHz. It features delayed sweep and
a 6"CRT. $1,949.

V-509. A 50 MHz, dual -trace, mini -portable scope
with optional battery pack, sensitive to 1 mV/div at
10 MHz. It features delayed sweep and a 6"CRT, and
weighs 11 lbs. $2,590.

V -1050F. A 100 MHz, quad -trace scope, sensitive to
0.5 mV/div at 5 MHz. It features delayed sweep and a
6"CRT. $2,973.

There they are. High-performance scopes
without the high prices. And all are backed by
Hitachi's reputation for quality. To learn more, write
or call us today. Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Canada)
HEAD OFFICE: 65 Melford Drive,
Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2G6
Tel. (416)299-5900 Telex 065-25324
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Equal Tempered Scale

Finding this percentage change is
straightforward:
Call the change in pitch X. Now the in-
crease from F to its neighbour will be FX;
another semitone up is FXX or FX2, and
so on.

Therefore, FX'2= 2F
X" = 2
X = 12V,2

A poke at the calculator shows X to be
1.059463, or about 5.9%. This is the
origin of the mysterious twelfth -root -of -
two.
And this works with no problems?
Not entirely. There's something of a clash
between the equal -tempered notes you
play and the harmonics arising from those
notes. For instance, if you play a C note,
its harmonic G is based on the natural
scale, and grates up against the equal -
tempered G note on your fingerboard or
keyboard. A beat note will result, but it
isn't really very bothersome.
I tuned a piano using a frequency counter,
and it sounded sour.
Here's where we leave hard-and-fast
physics rules and enter the grey area of
subjectivity. The problem is that our pitch
vs. frequency perception gets rather out of
hand at the frequency extremes: the
twelfth root of two no longer sounds like
a semitone in the upper and lower octaves.
Piano tuners compensate for this by
"stretching" the pitch of these errant
notes.
What is this Comma of Pythagoras
business?
Mr. Pythagoras noted that you could
generate all the notes of the scale by jump-
ing ahead in fifths (see the Polyphonic
Keyboard project). However, when you
get around the circle of fifths to your oc-
tave note, the note you're come up with
will be slightly sharp from an exact oc-
tave. This difference is known as the com-
ma of Pythagoras, for some odd reason.
The explanation is simple: we're trying to
multiply 1.5 times itself some number of
times that will give a multiple of two, and
it can't be done; the octave note is unob-
tainable with a natural -scale fifth. The
cure is to use the equal -tempered fifth,
which is about 1.49.
Great stuff! I'm dying to research this fur-
ther.
I'll bet you are. One of the best books ever
written on the subject is Music, Physics
and Engineering, by Harry F. Olson,
Dover Books, 1967. It's a bible of musical
acoustics. Another good one is The Ox-
ford Companion to Music, by Percy A.
Scholes, Oxford University Press, 1970.

Dal

Outdoor PA
Continued from page 26
levels, but this is expensive. The higher the
speakers can be mounted the further apart
they may be spa&d. As a rule of thumb,
each 5m of height allows a speaker spac-
ing of 50 m.

Wiring

I have found that lighting cable is well
suited for wiring 100 V loudspeaker
systems. Although somewhat overrated
for audio power levels, the cable is
durable and cheap, and is easy to strip.
Many connections are made with the

strip -twist -tape technique atop ladders,
and a light fiddly cable is a hassle to use. It
is convenient to have fixed lengths of pre-
cut cable to avoid constantly breaking and
rejoining a single cable.

I have mounted pairs of horn
speakers on wooden battens with spring
connectors mounted on them. Holes in
the battens allow the speakers to be tied to
various poles or trees with rope or spare
cable. The spring connectors prevent pro-
gressive shortening of the cable from the
speaker due to repeated cutting and strip-
ping of the end of the cable.

RF INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Public address amplifier systems may be prone to RF
interference from a variety of sources - and the
source may be unknown or hard to track down.
Sometimes the source is well known but impossible to
eliminate - a nearby AM broadcast transmitter, for
example. CB or marine transceivers in the vicinity of a
PA system are notorious sources of annoying intermit-
tent interference. But it's not the fault of the 'offen-
ding' transmission; the characteristics of modern solid
state devices are the major culprits.

A number of techniques can be employed to pro-
tect a PA amp from interference. As it will depend on
the individual application, we leave it to the construc-
tor how much, or how little, interference protection to
incorporate.

SLIP ONE OR MORE
FERRITE BEADS OVER LEAD
FROM JACK TO BOARD

MIC.

JACK TO IC INPUT

ADD ln CAPACITOR
(SEE TEXT)

Adding RF suppression to the low level inputs.

THE `FRONT END'
The low-level input stages are particularly prone to RF
pick-up. There are two components you can add quite
simply to protect each low-level input. Firstly, a ferrite
bead can be slipped over the lead running between the
jack socket and the pc board. Secondly, a In capacitor
can be soldered directly across the input jack socket
terminals. If the leads of this capacitor are cut to a
length of 25 mm, the capacitor will have a broad series
resonance around 27 MHz, greatly aiding suppression
of CB and marine radio interference. These com-
ponents may be added to both MIC 1 and MIC 2 in-
puts.

For the AUX input, a capacitor with a value bet-
ween 2n7 and IOn should be used.

THE 'BACK END'
Long runs of loudspeaker cable have the annoying
tendency to act as antennas. 'Choking off' the RF
once it gets on a cable run can be problematical. One
of the most effective methods is to wind that part of
the cable nearest the amplifier speaker terminals on a
ferrite rod - such as is used for transistor radio
loopstick antennas. This makes a very good broad-
band RF choke, but it must be installed as close to the

Adding interference suppression on the power input.
The value of each capacitor may be anything between
about 4n7 and 100n. They should be rated at 630 V or
I kV.

120

Vac
60Hz 1100n

CO 0

100n

4n7

4n7

Circuit of a power input filter. The chokes should
have an inductance between 5 mH and 50 mH and be
capable of carrying up to 2 A. The capacitors may be
ceramic types rated at 630 V or I kV.

amplifier output terminals as possible. There's
nothing critical about it, but the ferrite rod should be
at least 100 mm long, preferably longer. Ferrite rod in
200 mm lengths, 9.5 in diameter, is commonly
available and quite suitable for the application.

POWER LINE INTERFERENCE
Apart from radio interference coupled into cables,
light dimmers, motor controllers and switch contacts
on equipment connected to the same line as the PA
amp can cause a variety of clicks, pops and buzzes to
be heard on the system. Proprietary filters can be ob-
tained and often prove very effective. Alternatively,
you can build a filter into the PA amp.

One of the simplest suppression methods is to
connect a 10n/630 V ceramic capacitor from each side
of the transformer primary to the chassis - at the
same point. Three -pin plugs can be obtained with
capacitors installed and may be quite effective. A `pi'
filter can be built up, as shown in the accompanying
circuit, and installed in the amp's chassis.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
ETI's classified advertising section
allows you to reach about 30,000
Canadian readers nation-wide for $1.00
per word. For as little as $20 per inser-
tion (there's a 20 word minimum) you
can promote your business from coast -
to -coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly
printed words, your permanent ad-
dress and telephone number and your
money (no cash please). Make your

cheque or money order payable to 'ETI
Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the
first word and your company name in
BOLD capital letters). If we get your
message by the 14th of the month, it
will appear in ETI 11/2 months later. For
example if we receive it by Octoi,er
14th you (and thousands more) will see
it in the December issue.

FREE LIST. 2716 - $4.00, 2532 - $5.00, 2764
-$10.00, 4116 (200 NS) $1.00, (150 NS) $1.50,
2114 - $1.50. M.O. ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box
2066E, Bramalea, Ontario. L6T 3S3.

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATOR plans and
starter kit, $12.PRAIRIE POWER
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, P.O.
Box 8291, Edmonton, Alberta. T6H OLO.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send $1.00 to
cover postage. Monthly specials at crazy prices.

ALARMS. Commercial security equipment us-
ed by professional installers now available to
you. Best quality only at low prices. Ask
catalog #25. POLYGRAFF, P.O. Box 276,
Sherbrooke, Que. J1H 5J1.

UNBELIEVABLE Buys on Prime LED's,
IC's, Semi's, Resistors, Capacitors, Switches
Surplus Equipment and S-100 Boards. Send
stamp for latest flyer. ELECTRONICS, Box
68, Whitecourt, Alberta, TOE 2L0.

CONTRACT Bridge software for popular
home computers. (Timex, Sinclair, Com-
modore, Texas, Shack). Details free. ALLAN
MICROCOMPUTING, Box 313, Azilda, Ont.
POM 1BO.

ATARI COLECOVISION and INTELLIVI-
SION Start your own repair business. Send
$5.00 for information to SILVER GLO ELEC-
TRONICS LTD., 12418-66 St., Edmonton,
Alberta T5B 1K4.

LIBERATING basement trolls. Distortion
analysers, He-Ne laser, radio transmitters, cart
machines, other sundry tresures. Write for list.
ETI Magazine, Box 69, Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd, Toronto, M4H 1B1. NO CALLS
PLEASE

J&J ELECTRONICS Ltd., P.O. Box 1437E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Surplus and
Semiconductor Specialists. Do you get our
bargain flyer? Send $1.00 to receive the current
literature and specials and to be placed on the
mailing list for future publications.

FREE, 1983 HOBBILT Component Catalogue
and Spring Sale Flyer! Super prices on quality
IC's, Semiconductors, Testers and much more!
Student discounts! Just send your name and
address to HOBBILT ELECTRONICS, 7303A
Dumesnil, St. Leonard, Que. HIS 3A7.

ARCADE type games for Apple on tapes, $10
each, $15 for two, P -man, Frogger, Pinball,
Crazyclimber etc, 10% shipping, add 6% PST
for BC residents. T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Box 65356, Station F, Vancouver, BC, V5N
5P3.

FOR $10 per kit $2 handling, receive free flyer
and any of the following. #1: 1000 asst'd pcs,
choke - capacitor - resistor - transistor - hard-

ceramic - #3: 100 asst'd silver mica - #4: 100
asst'd mylar - #5: 50 asst'd tantalum - #6: 50
asst'd electrolytic - #7: 50 asst'd feed -through
-#8: 50 asst'd metallic silver mica (Elmenco)
-#9: 25 asst'd variable. All new material. Un-
conditional guarantee. SURPLUS ELECTRO
QUEBEC, 2264 Montee Gagnon, Blainville,
Quebec J7E 4H5.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham radios 18
Sheldon Avenue North, Kitchener, Ontario
N2H 3M2. Tel. (519) 579-0536. Write for 1983
catalogue, $2.00 (VE3EHC).

MULTIFLEX owners, screen oriented
Operating System and Editor for your com-
puter. We also sell CANADIAN MADE ter-
minals. Write or call ZEMOS SYSTEMS, 1190
Conyers Cres., Mississauga, Ont. L5C 1K1
(416) 273-3315.

Z2(81 owners, build a professional keyboard
for under $40. Plans $5 money order. SMUK
ENTERPRISES, Box 555 Orleans, Ontario,
K1C 1S9.

SPECIAL offer to first time customers. Dis-
count prices on game disks and tapes. Apple,
TRS-80 Model I/Ill, Atari 400/800. Inquiries:
A -K SOFTWARE, Dept. E, 480 Balsam Ave.,
Penticton, B.C. V2A 6J7.

OUR pcb service surpasses the "quality"
claimed by the competition. Send 32C for a list
of ETI & Elektor pcbs to: SPECTRUM ELEC-
TRONICS, 14 Knightswood Crescent, Brant-
ford, Ontario, N3R 7E6.

COMMODORE 64 owners. BLOCKEM, the
action packed game is finally available. 2/1
players, requires joysticks. Cassette/diskette.
$20.00. Certified cheque or money order only.
BURGHARDT SOFTWARE, 6207-179 Street,
Edmonton, Alberta, T5T 3B5.

PC Boards 50c inch' - 2N3055-$1.75 1/2W
Resistors - 8C, 12VDC-4Amp P.S. $35.95.
P.S.T extra, postage -handling 20%, excess
refunded, minimum order $10.00 FREE
FLYER! Send S.A.S.E. JS ELECTRONICS,
1004 St -Ours Road, St -Pierre De Sorel, Quebec
J3P 2M2 (514) 742-1556.

AFFORDABLE books on your favorite topics.
Automotive, business, hobbies, hypnosis,
health, sports, etc. Free catalogue. CHIPEN-
DALE, Box 2700A, R.R.#5, Yarmouth, N.S.
B5A 4A9.

DISKETTES, top quality Memorex diskettes
SS/DD $33.00 DS/DD $45.00. Library case
$4.50. Add $3.00 for shipping and handling.
Quebec residents add 9% PST. No COD. Send
certified cheque or money order to INTERNA-
TIONAL MARKETING SERVICES, P.O.
Box 522, Boucherville, Quebec, J4B 6Y2.

VIC20 Hardware and software. Games less
than $10.00 per program. 3K internal memory
kit: this month's special $22.95, plans only
$5.00. Sinclair internal memory plans $5.00
(P.S.T. extra). Kits require soldering, send 32C
stamp for details. CANADIAN MICRO
PERIPHERALS, Box 123, Waterloo, Ont.
N2J 3Z9.

COMMODORE 64 owners. We offer a fine
selection of programs. Send for free catalogue.
SANDISON SOFTWARE, Box 1403,
Chatham, Ontario, N7M 5W8.

DISKETTES 51/4" SS/DD $26.95 per 10;
$125.00 per 50 bulk; $225.00 per 100 bulk; 1st
Quality, Individually surface tested. Fully
guaranteed 100% error free. Why pay more?
Buy in bulk and save $. Insurance, postage,
and handling add $6.00/100, $4.00/50,
$3.00/10. VISA & Mastercard Accepted.
BINARY PRODUCTS, St. Davids, Ont. LOS
1PO Call anytime (416) 262-4135.

ZX81 peripherals. 16K nude RAM board
$49.95. Programmable sound board $54.95.
Motherboard with power supply, 2 connectors,
room for more $89.95. Multichannel output -
board with relays $59.95. Cheque or money
order. Free brochure. RX MICRO -
ENGINEERING, Box 2277, 100 Mile House,
B.C. VOK 2E0.

C.M. ELECTRONIQUE, B.P. 243, Dept. 583,
La Prairie., Quebec J5R 3Y3. FREE catalog.
Semiconductors, electronics components,
FREE GIFT with each purchase. Bienvenue a
tous nos clients du Quebec et du Canada.
Nouveau catalogue gratuit.
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Classified
SINCLAIR/TIMEX: Largest ZX/TS
catalogue of hardware, software, books, ac-
cessories in North America! Catalogue: $1.00
(refundable). ALLCO PRODUCTS, Box
151A, Windor, Ontario. N9A 6K1.

COMPUTER Program to handicap horse
races. Any computer. Very easy to use and a
real knock out! Send $12.95 to TRIFECTA
IDEAL, 2000 Sherbrooke E. suite 5, Montreal,
P.Q. H2K 3R6

FREE Games Package for ATARI Com-
puters !! Introductory offer includes easy -to -
enter program listings; optional mailing list
registration. POLY-TEK SERVICES, Box 25,
Port Hope, Ontario. L1A 3V9.

EDUCATIONAL -SOFTWARE. Apple, Com-
modore, VIC-20, TR80. Dealers Inquire with
letterhead. Education is our business. FROS-
TY'S, Box 821, Caughnawaga, P.Q. JOL 1B0

ZX81 Interface Board featured in April
"ETI". Complete kit $34.95. Circuit boards
only $12.00. ZX81 motherboard. Accepts two
vector or Radio Shack type multi -purpose
plugboards, plus all Sinclair accessories.
Assembled $29.95. Also ZX81 Video Amp,
Drives Composite type monitors. $9.95 Include
$2.00 P&H each order. JDC, 5-14 Sentinel
Rd., Downsview, Ont. M3M 2Y5.

* 16 K Ram Card 800o

* 80 Colum Card 1409°

* Z80 Card 12022

* Disk Controller Card ...9000
* Manuel (3 in 1) 2000

6502 *
Home Computer Kit

6,7344e -W 7izeth-
3otz&(, 4288 Cad& 4SC ff
,,Boa,c(,(Made by Futaba Japan.)

114*/ -14Adct

F 97/pcolato",
( C S A Approved) 2R,7`

Ad ea/1,6,0e+

FOR ONLY
$599.00

Mail Order: Send A Certified Cheque or
Money Order Plus 5% for
Shipping and Handling.
Ontario Residence Please add 7% P.S.T.

SEITITB0111E5 hilC
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A8, 591 Gerrard St., E., Toronto, Ont. M4M 1Y2 TEL 466-1240 463-3602

*-A-** **-A-* ****
4( NEW EXPANDED STORE, AP II 6502 PROJECTNEW LOCATION!

* ABS LOOK -A -LIKE CASE $79.95
' GOLD SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY $115.00

( + 5V -5 AMPS, +12V -2.5 AMPS, -5V -/ AMP, -12V - ' 2

AMP.)
 NEW BEAUTIFUL MATCHING

ASCII KEYBOARD (with upper/lower case) $129.95
* STANDARD KEYBOARD $99.95
 6502 PROJECT BOARD $49.95
 DISC DRIVE, SHUGART

w/CONTROLLER CARD special $399.95
SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER
Includes keyboard, Power Supply. Case and Motherboard $349.95

ALL SMALL PARTS, IC's Capacitors, Crystal, Trim Caps,
Resistors, Sockets, Choke, etc. LOW PRICES

We Design and Build Custom Projects and
SERVICE all of the 6502 related Projects.

Authorized Franklin ACE dealer
Mail orders accepted, send certified cheque or M/O. Add 5% for shipping. Ontario
residents add 7°,0 P.S.T. Visa accepted; send card No. signature, expiry date and
name of bank.

 HAMEG SCO0ESgeneral electronics  PARTS KITS
 SURPLUS

5233 Yonge St-, Willowdale Ont., M2N 5P8 (416) 221-6174.
Write/telephone for new free catalogue.

**** ***-A- ****
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Into Digital Electronics
Part 10

Ian Sinclair puts shift registers through their paces, and looks at adding circuits.

DISPLAYS

HUNDREDS

DECODERS

RBI

COUNTERS

RBC

TENS UNITS

RRI

OD
IN

0 0BEFORE ROTATION

0 C A

AFTER ROTATION 0 0
C B A

DD

LAST MONTH we looked at the various
types of shift registers. Now we can imple-
ment them using the 74LS76 circuits
which we already have.

To start off with, then, place the two
74LS76 ICs back on the breadboard. In-
tegrated circuit ICA should have its pin 1
in line 10A and pin 16 in line 10B and ICB
should have its pin 1 in line 18C and pin 16
in line 18D. We'll need the 74LS132 as
well, with its pin 1 on line 19A and pin 14
on line 19B. The power supply connec-
tions are as shown in Fig. 1 and all the
switches are connected conventionally.

With these preliminaries over, we can
start. The board should now contain the
three chips, with power supply links, but
no interconnections. Link up the J and K
inputs to the Q and Q outputs in the usual
form of a shift register (Fig. 1) and we
now have the basic unit which we'll use to
demonstrate all the types of shift register.

Start off with SISO. For this one we
want to be able to place bits in serially at
the input of F/FA. To do this, we need an
inverter between JA and KA, and one of
the gates of the 74LS132 can be pressed
into service for this task. We'll use a
switch to clock the register, SW1, and
another of the gates of the 74LS132 is us-
ed as a simple debounce circuit for the
switch. Switch SW2 is now used to pro-
vide the serial input, and LED4 indicates
the serial output at QD (Fig. 2).

With four flip-flops in the register,
any bit placed at the input using SW2
should need four clock pulses from SW1

0
COUNT IN

C
18D

A

K

190

200

250

23C

220

Fig. 1 Basic shift register layout. The display
and the 74LS48 have been removed from the
board, and the 74LS76s replaced, wired as
shown. The next series of diagrams will consist
of additions to this basic scheme.

5B
0

POWER SUPPLIES
174LS 7611

38
0

23D 17B i15BB

B
154

24D 148

134 11 B

10A

16B )1013

to complete its movement through the
shift register. We must first ensure that all
the flip-flops are cleared, and that SW3
has been arranged to do this.

With the circuit wired as shown, turn
on the 5V supply, and reset all the flip-
flops, using SW3. Switch SW2 up to place
a 1 on the input, and operate SW1 once to
shift this 1 to QA. Switch SW2 down so
that the input now remains at zero, and
operate SW1 three more times. This
should result in a 1 appearing at the out-
put (LED 4).

The PIPO shift register needs a dif-
ferent set of switch connections, but the
NAND gates are not required. Three swit-
ches, SW2, SW3, SW4 are used to set the
flip-flops, and onto reset (SW1). The swit-
ches have been deliberately arranged so
that no flip-flop can have both set and
reset terminals grounded simultaneously
(Fig. 3).

All four of the LEDs are now used to
indicate the state of the register, LED 1,
for flip-flop A, 2 for B, 3 for C and 4 for
D. With the wiring shown, reset by
pushing the slider of SW1 down.

Push the sliders of switches SW2, 3,4
so as to select one flip-flop to set - Fig. 4
shows how the switches are set for each
flip-flop. Switch SW1 is then pushed up to
set that flip-flop. Unless SW1 is pushed
down again, the flip-flops which have
been set, indicated by the LEDs, will re-
main set - which is the principle of the
PIPO register. We haven't used clock
pulses - for this sort of application we

1B

126

21D TO Y2
22C TO X2
1313 TO Yl
144 TO X2

don't need them.
Next on the list is the PISO. With our

ration of four switches, we can't set the
flip-flops individually and still have the
register free to be clocked. Figure 5 shows
the circuit, SW3 and 4 are used for set-
ting, and SW2 selects set or reset. Switch
SW1 lets you isolate the set and reset so
that the register can be clocked, using the
slow clock pulse generator formed by one
of the 74LS132 gates. Indicator LED4 is
used to show the state of QD which is the
serial output JA = 0, KA =1, so that the
first flip-flop is reset when the clock pulses
start. This ensures that the register is emp-
tied by four clock pulses. One of the
NAND gates is connected so that clocking
starts when the set inputs are isolated.

Wire up, switch on, and use SW2
(down) and SW1 (down) to reset the flip-
flops. Now switch SW1 up to isolate the
set/reset inputs, and SW2 up to select set.
Switches SW3 and SW4 can now be ar-
ranged so that either 1 and 3 or 2 and 4
will be set when SW1 is pushed down
again. Whenever SW1 is pushed up again,
the clock pulses will start to operate the
flip-flops, and the bits which have been
set will shift right at each clock pulse.
After four clock pulses, all the original
bits have been shifted out (remember that
some of the original bits were zero) and
the register is filled with zeros.

The SIPO shift register is easier on
switches (Fig. 6). This time each LED
shows the state of one of the flip-flop out-
puts, and the 'signals' are fed in at each
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Into Digital

BC
CLOCK

O

BC
ISM/ 208
SERIAL INPUT

LINK
4C -20C -25C -
17A -12A
IRESETSI

21C
IJAI

21B

1+
T1.10

Ti X

22B

18DIKAI

18C
CLOCK

Fig. 2 The additions to the basic shift register
circuit for implementing a SISO register.

clock pulse. Switch SW4 resets the flip-
flops, SW1 is used to switch the serial in-
put high or low, and SW2 is used as the
clock pulse generator, along with its de -
bouncing circuit, one of the NAND gates
of the 74LS132.

Wire up, switch on, and use SW4 to
reset, so that all of the LEDs are ex-
tinguished. Now use SW1 to place a 0
(down) or 1 (up) at the input, and load
this in with a Complete switch cycle (up to
down) of SW2. Pick another value (0 or 1)
for SW1, and use SW2 again. At each
load, a value will feed into F/FA, and the
previous value will be shifted along to
F/FB. After four clock pulses, the register
will be full, ready to read out its content
over four lines.

BC

8D

SW

11C 7C BC 1 5C

RESETS
20C
25C
17A
12A

,1713
s

NOTE:
SHOWS ADDITIONS TO BASIC
SH FT REGISTER IN 5.9

14C 1" 111A 19C 1

V

SW2 SW D SW4

2C
4C 3C

Fig. 3 The switch modifications for a PIPO
register. The connections made in Fig. 2 must
be removed first.

SWITCH POSITIONS

SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4

-SETTINGS-
AB CD

L X X X 0 0 0 0
H H X H 1 0 0 0
H H X L 0 1 0 0
H L H 0 0 1 0
H L X 0 0 0 1

Fig. 4 Table of switch operations for Fig. 3.

By now we've covered most of the
really important basic digital circuits with
one important exception - the adder.

The simplest adder is called the half -
adder, and its truth table is shown in Fig.
7. It has two inputs, labelled A and B, and
two outputs, labelled S (for sum) and C
(for carry). Two ways of making a half -
adder are shown in Fig. 8. One uses stan-
dard gate units, the other makes use of an
AND gate along with a type of gate called
the exclusive - OR (X - OR). The X - OR
gate has almost the same logic as the OR
gate, but does NOT give 1 at its output

when both inputs are at 1 (that's what it
excludes). Its symbol and truth table are
shown in Fig. 9. The X - OR gates are
available in IC form: an example is the
74LS86 quad X - OR gate.

The action of the half -adder is quite
simple. Bits at the two inputs A and B are
gated so as to produce outputs at S and C.
The bits aren't actually added in the sense
of being joined up, but the outputs are the
values you expect from binary addition.

RESETS
20C
25C
17A
12A 24C 1BA 11A

1
2D 10

SW4

3C 2C 1C

CLOCK

NOTE:
SHOWS ADDITIONS TO BASIC
SHIFT RESISTER IN 5.9.

X2

Hg. 5 Connections for a PISO register. The
connections shown in Fig. 3 are removed: the
diagram shows the additions to the basic circuit
in Fig. 1.

For example, with both inputs zero, S and
C are also zero. If either input bit is 1,
then S = 1 and C = 0. If both inputs are
1, then S = 0 and C = 1 because in binary
1 + 1 = 10 (C is 1 and S is 0).

A half adder can be used only for the
lowest bit of two numbers; there is a third
bit to add in, the carry from the previous
addition. For example, when we add 11
and 11, then the lowest bits add to give a
sum of 0 and a carry of 1. The next addi-
tion is of bits 1 and 1 with a carry of 1, so
that the final result is 110. In denary, just

X1 Y2

BD I 17

SW1

BC 17C

X2

21B
20B

228

18D

X1 V2

18C

X1 Y2
0

40 3D

SW3

4C 13C

X1 Y2
O

SW4\

2C11C
RESETS
20C
25C
17A
12A

NOTE:
SHOWS ADDITIONS TO BASIC
SHIFT RESISTER IN 5.9.

Fig. 6 The SIPO register connections. Once
more, this shows the additions to the circuit in
Hg. 1, with previous additions removed. This
also restores the switches to normal operation
for the next set of operations to be described
next month.

in case you're wondering, these numbers
are 3, 3 and 6.

A circuit which carries out the func-
tion of a full adder is a bit more com-
plicated than the simple half -adder.
Figure 10 shows a full adder circuit, one
half of the circuitry inside the 7482 adder.
Each half consists of seven AND gates, an
OR gate and an inverter. The inputs are
the binary digits A and B, with a carry -in
CO; the outputs are the sum S and carry-
out C1. The truth table for the full -adder
is shown in Fig. 11.

We can set up an adding circuit on
the breadboard, with the help of the usual
range of switches and LEDs. The 74LS82
two-bit adder is a suitably gentle introduc-
tion to binary arithmetic; if the 74LS82 is
hard to come by then the old fashioned
7482 can be used in place, though it takes
a higher current (about 17 mA). When it's
the only chip on the board, that doesn't
matter too much, even if you're using bat-
tery supplies.

UNMAN
CM
Ell

MEI
MN

MEad
imi
WIME

EM EE
1N 112

}lg. 7 Half -adder symbol and truth table.

In the circuit (Fig. 12) each switch
contributes a binary digit. Switches SW1
and 2 give one number, with SW1 giving
the higher digit and SW2 the lower. Swit-
ches SW3 and 4 are used for the second
binary number, with SW3 for the higher
digit. The outputs are indicated by the
LEDs - LED2 shows the highest digit,
the carry from the second stage of addi-
tion, with LED3 showing S2 and LED4
showing SI. The LEDs will therefore in-
dicated the binary output if you read them
from left to right.

Fig. 8 Two circuits which carry out the half -
adder action.

Set 'em up, Joe, and adjust the swit-
ches as shown in Table 1, completing the
table of outputs for C = 0, which will be
the truth table for two bits of addition,
with no carry -in. Once you've completed
that, change the link at line 14C transferr-
ing it from Y2 to X1 so the CO is at logic 1.
Now try the truth table again, filling in the
columns under CO = 1 this time. If you
want to see the results in decimal form,
you can plug the 74LS48 decoder and the
seven -segment display on to the board
(replacing the 74132 and the 74LS76) and
connect the lower (A,B) pins of the
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decoder inputs to the Si and S2 outputs of
the 7482, with input C coming from C2, as
shown in Fig. 13)

Multiplexing
There are two other types of circuits that
are worth knowing about, though we're
not going to use them in this set of exer-
cises. They are both combinational cir-
cuits, using gates, and they have a wide
range of uses. Figure 14 shows the internal
circuit of the 74LS157, which is a quad
two -to -one line selector or multiplexer.
The inputs consist of pairs of binary digits

CM KAI IC
IM KB CI
CM 111 MI
MI IM
EM M3

Fig. 9 X -OR gate symbol and truth table.

1A, 1B or 2A, 2B or 3A, 3B or 4A, 4B.
There is also a select input and a strobe in-
put.

The strobe input is a 'shut-off' input.
With the strobe input high, the outputs
are low whatever the input voltages are, so
that this can be used to select a zero out-
put. With the strobe input low, the select
input can be used to decide which input is
connected to the corresponding output.
With the select input low, each Q output is
the same as the corresponding A input,
and the B inputs are ignored. When the
select input is high each Q output is the
same as the corresponding B input, and
the A inputs are ignored. We can use this
circuit to select either one of the two four -
bit numbers to appear on the output pins,
or we can reset the outputs to zero by
making the strobe input high. The
74LS157 is a comparatively simple

Fig. 10 Circu try for a full adder. Inputs are the
bits to be added, plus a carry from the previous
stage: outputs are the usual sum and carry bits.

multiplexer, and some of the more com-
plex types are even more interesting. The
truth table and pinout of the 8230 are
shown in Fig. 15. This IC uses eight in-
puts, any one of which can be selected by
the voltages of three 'address' lines, AO to
A2, to appear at the output. An inhibit 1
input will cause the output to be zero for
any other inputs. The idea of using three
address lines to switch the output eight
ways is an important one, and it's used a
lot in microprocessor circuits.

ManMO MUM
ICBMMEM=

M KMMENMEl
AI MB MMI=MaMOM:M=1U
CM Kan:EMMEN
MI EllME IMO
M MBKM CM MN
miEN OEM EN MD

Fig. 11 Truth table for a full -adder.

Demultiplexing
A demultiplexer does exactly the opposite.
It has a few inputs which can be switched
to a large number of outputs. The
74LS138 is our example, whose pinout
and truth table is shown in Fig. 16. The in-
puts labelled A0, A,, A, are address or
select inputs, and the inputs labelled E ,

E 2, E, are enable inputs. When either of
the E inputs is high, all of the eight out-
puts will be high no matter what voltages
(0 or 1) are placed on the address/select
pins. Similarly, if E, is low, the outputs will
all be at logic 1. With E, high and both of
the E inputs (E , and E 2) low, one of the

SWITCHES

7482 PIN1 IN 10C, PIN 141N IOD
POWER SUPPLY LINKS:13C TO XI

13D TO Y2
NORMAL SWITCH CONNECTIONS SEE FIG 5.21

11C 12D
3B
1B

58

8C

4C

BC

2C

Y2

Al 51

81 S2

A2 C2

82

CO

Fig. 12 Using the 74LS82 full -adder. The swit-
ches provide the inputs, and the LEDs provide
the outputs. The 74LS132 can be removed if
desired.

outputs will go low. Which one? That
depends on the voltages on the address
pins, and the truth table shows which out-
put pin will go low for various addresses.
Notice that the address pins have been
labelled so that the binary number
represented by taking the pins signals in
A2, A, Ao order is also the number of the
output. For example, with A2 = 0, Ai =
1, Ao = 0, the binary number is 010,
decimal 2, and it is 2 which is low when
this address is selected. Similarly when A2
= 1A, = 0 Ao = 1 (decimal 5), 5 is
selected as the low output.

The demultiplexer is a very useful
decoder of binary numbers into single
lines: the most common numbers of lines
are four two address lines), eight (three
address lines) and sixteen (four address

WORD
A

WORD

B 1

SWITCHES

2 3 4

CO

UO3

-0
tED3 t101 ' D1

CO .

1703 101

0 0 ' 0 0 L L L L

0 0 0 1 L L L H

0 0 10L L H L

0 0 1 1 L L H H

0 1 00 L HI. L

0 1 0 1 L H L H

0 1 10 L H H L

0 1 1 1 L H H H

1 0 00HL LL
1 0 10 1 HL LH
1 0 10 HL HL
1 0 1 1 HLHH
1 1^ 0 0 H H L L

1 1 0 1 HHLH
1 1 1 0 HHHL
1 1 1 I H H H H - - -

Table 1

TO DISPLAY

Fig. 13 Connecting the adder outputs to the
74LS48 decoder so that results can be displayed
in denary if wanted. The D input of the
decoder must be grounded.

Fig. 14 Internal circuitry of the 74LS157. This
is why we use ICs!

11=11111111111111.11111=1:11211311
LEMINEMNIKIMIMIIIIIMEMEIZE2110111111111
CMENCEEMENEMEMEINEMIIIIIMMIIIMICENIMENEMENSIMEMIIMIMMINZI

IMINEEMEMENEMEIMISIMIZINEI
CINCIIEMENEMENDIEMEMIIIMIELI
INIONIMMENCM111121111:WINKI

IMMEMMICEEMENICEMOICNICMIIMI
INCIIIMENIMENXICINCIMENEMILMENIZEI
CIIEMINIIIMENIMIIICEEMEMEMENIZEI
INIIIIIIMEMENICEEMCNIIMENOWSZEIincinmemmiiirimimairmacimun
IMIMEMIMOMIMIIMIMMISMIMMUIMI
CNIMMEMEMEMEMIEMENIENEMEMENE1

C

C

c

-c

!MO

FIT11f111 ORO
113061 CA. STA°,

Fig. 15 Pinout and truth
table for the 8230
(Signetics) multiplexer.

.2c

-C
C

c DS

Fig. 16 Pinout and truth table for the 74S138
demultiplexer.

lines). There is also a BCD version, the
74LS42, which converts BCD signals on
four lines to decimal outputs (0 to 9) on
ten lines.

Next month, we'll look at multiplica-
tion circuits, with an introduction to
microprocessors. 1371
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TECH TIPS" ---
Simple 'flash' type A/D converter
Brian King

The LM3914 dot/bar LED driver is put to
use in this circuit to form the basis for a so
called `flash' type analogue -to -digital con-
verter. This device (ICI) will send one of
its ten comparator outputs low in
response to a voltage applied to its input.
Which output will go low is determined by
that voltage. The outputs of the LM3914
are fed to the inputs of a 9 -line to 4 -line
BCD priority encoder (IC2), the outputs
of which are inverted by IC3 and taken to
the inputs of a BCD to 7 -segment decoder

Vin 0

RV1
50k
LIN.

(IC4). If a voltage is applied to the input
of ICI, one of its outputs will go low (as
stated before -hand) which, in turn, sends
one of IC2's inputs low and its 4 -bit BCD
equivalent will be set on IC2's output.
This is then decoded to 7 -segment format,
by IC4.

Full scale deflection can be adjusted
by RV1. As there are ten outputs from
ICI and only nine inputs of IC2, a LED is
connected to the tenth output of ICI and
this effectively functions as an over -range
indicator.

The LM3914's outputs change linear-
ly, but if logarithmic changes are needed

+5V

the LM3915 could be used. It must also be
noted that for a full scale deflection of say
12 volts, each output will only change
state when the voltage on its comparator
input rises at least 1.2V above the previous
comparator's threshold.

Despite this limitation the circuit
could be used for joystick controls (two
circuits per stick, leaving out IC4) for
computer games, photo print meters,
thermometers (where only a scale and not
the exact temperature is required); in fact,
anything requiring a non -critical one -digit
readout from an analogue input.

LED1 \It*

100R 1k2

10 3 1 11 16

18 12
IC1 IC2

17 13 74147
16 1 7

15 2

14 3

13 4

12 5

11 t 1
6 9 8 14

LM3914

4 8

IC3c

9

7404

IC4 13
7448 12

1 or 7447
11

10

9

15

B

C

E

F

DISPLAY

Programmable Sound Generation And
the Z80
Bruce Tanner

Although the GI AY -3-8910 Program-
mable Sound Generator was designed to
be operated with General Instruments
PIC 1650 series eight -bit microprocessors
or the 16 -bit CP 1600/1610, it is easily in-
terfaced to the more widely used Z80. The

AO -A7 IORO RD
0

0 IC3c

4 '4 7 1 'ft &

Z80 signals required are A0 -A7,
I 0 R Q , WR , R D , and D0 -D7. In the
circuit shown, one of the PSG's registers
is selected by writing the required reigster
number to the Z80 port FE (hex) and then
the register contents are read/written
from/to port FF, although other port
numbers may be used by inserting in-

IC3c

verters in some or all of Al -A7. In most
applications the three PSG audio outputs

IC4c

are connected directly together, although DI D3

this could be done via manual mixer pots. 10i
The PSG offers three independent

oscillators with variable amplitudes, a
variable noise source and an envelope
generator, all in one 40 -pin chip. For
more information on the chip opera-
tion/functions see the General Instrument
data sheet, which is often supplied with it.

D2

WR
0

NOTE:
ICI IS AY -3.8910
IC2 IS 74LS30
IC3 IS 74LS132
IC4 IS 74LS02
01-4 ARE 1N4148

'5V

RI
4k7

ao

23

DO D7

7 30
21

EXTRA I/O PORTS
PROVIDED BY ICI

14

13

C1

RESET

IC44

04

DO D7

+VE
PORT A PORT 8

RESET IC1

D

ANALOGUE
SOUND II

OUTPUTS

BC1 BC2 BDIR
29 28 27 22

3k3

O
+5V

/i"7 7

A

B

C 38

TO SOUND
OUTPUT STAGE

(AMPLIFIER ETC.)

IC34 C2
100p
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Multiflextm
Intelligent
TerminalA

Feature
in ETI

Magazine
(November

1982)

Now available from MULTIFLEX is an
economy video display terminal.
Originally designed as a low cost ac-
cess unit for our soon to be opera-
tional computerized mail -ordering
and bulletin board system, this ter-
minal is a semi -intelligent system
which is controlled by a Z80A
microprocessor and a 6845 CRT con-
troller chip. The keyboard is fully
ASCII encoded and the character
generator contains the full
128 -character set as well as a
128 -character alternate set both of
which are in the 5x7 dot matrix for-

mat. The screen display is 80
characters by 24 lines if the unit is
hooked to an external monitor (not in-
cluded) or 64 by 24 if run through an
RF modulator to a TV. There are 3
software selectable attributes (dim,
reverse video, and alternate character
set) which can be chosen one at a
time for the whole screen. This at-
tribute can then be switched on and
off for each individual character. A 2K
buffer is provided for normal opera-
tion. However when the optional 6K
memory upgrade is purchased, 4
screen pages can be loaded from the

Basic Kit
$239

Includes PCB, all parts
Including 4K RAM (ex-
pandable to BK), ASCII
keyboard and 1 RS232
connector.

Case $45.00
Power Supply $45.00
12" Zenith
Monitor . . .5145.00*
Modem. 300 Baud,
acoustic coupler,
attractively
packaged . .555.00*
 These discount prices ap-
ply only If purchased with
the kit.
Complete Terminal.
Assembled and
Tested. With power
supply and case.

Assembled andTested. No case
or power supply.

$289
host machine, edited locally, and
then downloaded back to the host
again saving on connect time and
phone line bills. Also included are 2
RS232 ports: one for a modem and
one so that a printer can be attached
to the terminal. The baud rates on
these ports are software program-
mable and can range from 110 to 9600
baud. The MULTIFLEX Video Display
Terminal has provision for an on
board modem freeing a serial port.
With all these features, you would ex-
pect to pay a lot for this kit.

Mail Orders add $3.00 for handling. Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa, Mastercard
and American Express cards accepted: send card number, expiry data, name of bank

and signature. Send certified cheque or money order, do not send cash.

MULTIFLEX PRODUCTS. MADE IN CANADA AND DISTRIBUTED BY

Exceltronix 319 College Street, Toronto, Ont., M5T 1S2
(416) 921-8941. Telex 06524218 (EXCELINC)

Circle No. 29 on Reader Service Card. ETI-JUNE-1983-85



Tech Tips

Low Power Timer with Automatic Shut-
off
Ed Carew

This timer was designed to replace a 3
minute "hour glass" type timer used for
the word game "Boggle". Advantages of
the electronic timer are: simple design,
automatic shut-off, LED activity in-
dicator, low power and loud "buzz" at
the end of timing interval.

The CMOS 4060 is a counter
oscillator which can produce long timing
intervals with relatively small RC values.
With values shown, the buzzer will ac-
tivate for about 2 seconds at the end of a 3
minute interval. The LED flashes every
3/4 second for the 3 minute duration.
Gates BI and B2 form an R -S latch whch
is set by depressing the push button
switch, SI. This allows the 4060 reset pin
to go low and the counter starts. At the
end of the timing cycle (gated Q8 & Q14)
the latch is reset and this resets the
counter. With the counter reset, current
consumption is so low that an on -off
switch is not required. Battery life is deter-
mined mainly by the shelf life of the bat-
tery; my timer has the original battery
after nearly two years.

1K

Q1

- 014

15u

10K

2D

10 10K Q2

4060
012 VDD

013 010

08

05 09

Ili 1
05

04

055

ICI IS 4060
IC2 IS 4011
QI IS 2N3904
Q2,3 ARE 2N3906
BUZZER RADIO SHACK 273-055 OR EQUIVALENT
SI IS MOMENTORY PUSHBUTTON SWITCH

+9 V

470K

.047 u

IC2 Pin 7 - GND
Pin 14 - +9 V

+9 V

Q3

BUZZER

+9 V

- 270K

6
100K

4 2 12 13
1, r-

Si

2A 2C °F

AIL
MFG.rFBR

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT MFR

DIV.: BRUNELLE INSTRUMENTS INC
826 BELVEDERE ST SHERBROOKE. QUEBEC J1H 485

1-819-569-1335 TELEX 05-836266

MODEL'S 4040 & 4050

DIGITAL MULTI -METERS

Amazing quality at low cost!

$89.00
IN LINE PUSH -BUTTONS

ARE EASY TO USE
COLOR CODED BUTTONS -
FUNCTION PANEL ALLOW

SPEEDY RANGE SELECTION
MM

MEASUREMENTDC"°

PRO"0 0 'I -CAD
RECESSED INPUT JACKS
AVOID SHOCK HAZARD

3 DIGIT LCD DISPLAY
WITH AUTO ZERO

AUTO POLARITY LOW BAT

HI VOLT FOR
DIODE TEST

LO VOLT FOR
IN -CIRCUIT RESISTANCE

MEASUREMENTS

OVERLOAD
PROTECTION ON ALL RANGES

Mail Orders accepted. Send certified cheque or money order.
Quebec residents add 9'o P S T add $3.00 for shipping.

Touch motor control

L.W. Brown designed this circuit of a touch switch suitable for
operating 12 Vdc motors. He says that an excellent use for it
would be to mount the touch switch on a shop window, allow-
ing the movement of a display via a car electric fan motor.

An oscillator drives a touch plate stuck to the inside of a
glass window. Anything capacitively grounding the 50 mm
diameter touch plate causes the Schmitt trigger to turn on the
SCR. The 10n capacitor provides several seconds extra opera-
tion once the touch plate has been released. As the SCR will
latch on with a dc supply, an unregulated, unfiltered supply
should be used.

For intermittent operation no heatsink is required and
because of this the entire circuit will be smaller than the touch
plate. The small size allows the whole switch to be mounted in
a sealed plastic box for protection from environmental
humidity. The double insulated power supply could enable the
system to operate in hazardous locations.

Circle No. 9 on Reader Service Card.
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The $99.95 Computer!
A personal computer that
grows with you.

ZX81 Assembled
$99.j5

Now includes

Sinclair ZX81. . . .World's most popular
personal computer. . . .more than 500,000
sold. . . .owned by 20% of ETI's readers!
Uses standard TV & cassette.
Your ZX81 connects directly to colour or black & white
television for a 32 character x 24 line display. You can
store programs on a standard cassette recorder. All the
connecting cables you require for TV and cassette are
provided.

Sinclair 16K RAM
PACK 59.95
Provides massive add-on memory in a compact plug-in
module via an edge connector. Can be used for program
storage or as database. Yet it costs as little as half the
price of competitive memory.

ZX81 Professional
Keyboard and Case
A full-sized professional keyboard for the ZX81.
Features 47 keys and a full-sized space bar. Connects to
the ZX81 with no soldering required, via a plug-in flexible
connector. You can purchase the keyboard only, or the
optional metal case that holds both keyboard and ZX81
Expansion devices (i.e. RAM packs, etc) connect to the
ZX81 edge -connector which extends from the rear of the
cabinet.
A professional keyboard makes program entry easier
and less error -prone.

Keyboard K70 $119.95
Metal case for keyboard and ZX81 E70 $29.95

Sinclair ZX Printer ...149.95

Designed exclusively for use with the ZX81 (and ZX80
with 8K basic ROM). the printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated graphics.
COPY command prints out exactly what is on screen. At
last you can have a hard copy of your program listing
and results. Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
Connects to rear of ZX81 - using a stackable connector
so you can use a RAM pack as well. A 65 ft paper roll. in-
structions included.

Free catalogue with your purchase of a ZX81
Computer.

GLaDST011E--
Phone orders only

LECTROMCS

Lower price: higher capability.
Sinclair's new ZX81 personal computer is a tremendous
advance over the highly successful ZX80. It offers far
more computer capability. yet Gladstone Electronics is
able to offer the ZX81 at less than half the ZX80 price!
How is it possible? Quite simply, by design. The ZX81
uses only 4 chips (as opposed to 21 in the original ZX80).
The secret lies in the totally new Master chip. Designed
by and custom -manufactured for Sinclair, this unique
chip replaces 18 chips from the ZX80.
The ZX81's advanced capability.
The ZX81 uses the same fast microprocessor (Z80A), but

Heavy-duty AC Adaptor incorporates a new, more powerful 8K BASIC ROM -
the "trained intelligence" of the computer. This chip
works in decimals, handles logs and trig, allows you to
plot graphs, and builds up animated displays. And the
ZX81 incorporates other operation refinements - the
facility to load and save named programs on cassette,
or to select a program off a cassette through the
keyboard.

Features.
 Unique 'one -touch' key word entry: the ZX81

eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing. Key words
(PRINT, LIST, RUN. etc.) have their own single -key en-
try.

' Unique syntax -check and report codes identify pro-
gramming errors immediately.

' Full range of mathematical and scientific funcions ac-
curate to eight decimal places.

- Graph -drawing and animated -display facilities.
Multi -dimensional string and numeric arrays.

- Up to 26 FOR/NEXT loops.
 Randomize function.
 Programmable in machine code.
 Cassette LOAD and SAVE with named programs.
' 1K -byte RAM expandable

Full editing facilities.

32K RAM MEMOTECH
'May be used with Sinclair 16K RAM to give a total
system memory of 48K RAM! Unit simply plugs into
back of ZX81 and existing 16K RAM "piggy backs" on.
May also be used instead of 16K. Greatly extends the
capacity of the ZX81 to store masses of data and longer
programmes.
Memotech Memopak 32K $179.95

64K RAM.
The maximum the ZX81 can address. With 64K your
ZX81 is tranformed into an extremely powerful computer
for business, leisure, and educational use, at a fraction
of the cost of comparable systems.
Memotech Memopack 64K A64 $259.95
High Resolution Graphics. Memopek HRG A70 $199.95
 Centronics/Parallel Printer Interface. Memopak I/F
A71 $159.95  Printer Cable for above A72 $35.00

1736 Avenue Rd.,
Toronto, Ont., M5M 3Y7

In Ontario (416) 787.1448. Use VISA, Mastercard, AMEX to order.
1.800-268-3640 Circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card. See us at Computer Fair Booth #224
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Unleash the power
of the ATOM

foi as low as $199.95
The Acorn ATOM is everything you need in
a personal computer. A powerful, full
facility computer at an extraordinary low
price. It's full sized professional keyboard
is easy to use and has a hardware/software
combination of incredible power and
versatility. Just connect directly to any
domestic TV and you're ready to begin. The
next stage is to increase the ROM and RAM
on your basic ATOM, from 8K + 2K to 12K
+ 12K. This will give you direct printer
output , floating point mathematics,
scientific and trigonometic functions, and
high resolution graphics. From there you
can expand indefinitely!

Just look at these features!

 *Colour  Sound  *High resolution graphics 
*9 different graphics modes  RF modulated and
composite video output  Built-in cassette
interface  Expandable to 64K RAM plus 6K of
fast graphics RAM  Excellent low-cost software 
Mneumonic 6502 Assembler including Macros
and conditional assembly  Printer interface avail-
able.

* 12+ 12 models only

See us at Computer Fair Booth #224

FREE Manual
Free with every ATOM is a complete, easy to learn
computer manual. The first section explains and
teaches you BASIC, the language most personal
computers and the ATOM operate in. Within no time
you'll be writing your own programs. The second
section is a reference for you giving a full
description of your ATOM's facilities and how to use
them. Both sections are fully illustrated with sample
programs which makes teaming fun!

-417

14 4i,

The Acorn ATOM features :

Software: Pre-recorded selection of cassette -
based and ROM based software  Languages built
in are BASIC and ASSEMBLER, and can be
adapted to LISP and FORTH  fascinating games.
household and business applications and
educational programs  Allows high speed
execution  Links to machine code programs.
Circle No. 32 on Reader Service Card.

Hardware. Full-sized QWERTY keyboard 
6502 microprocessor  rugged injection molded
case  12K ROM  12K RAM  Audio cassette
interface  TV output with high resolution colour
graphics.'sound  6847 video display generates
video signals for 9 different modes  Wide range of
serial I/O functions and dual timers.
Acorn ATOM Computer
2K RAM/8K ROM (B &W( $199.95

12K RAM/12K ROM (B &W( $349.95

12K RAM/12K ROM (Colour) $439.95

Many additional RAM add-ons and plug-in ROM's
available. AC adaptor also available.

FOR ORDERS, CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-268-3640

24 hrs.
Have your VISA or MASTERCARD ready!

In Ont. (416) 787.1448
For further information

GLansron LECTRIMICS

1736 Avenue Rd., 1 J Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7
Mon. through Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.. Thurs. until 9:00 p.m.

Mail orders accepted


